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Abstract

Sustaining a high ecoromic gro\a,th rate in the long run is a key and focused area for

economists and policy makers. Theorists and researchers propose several po)icies for

this purpose and some are of the view that a higl economic groMh rate can be

achieved through factor accumulation, but others support the argument that it is

possible through enhancing total factor productivity (TFP) gro*,th. TFP groMh is

described as the unexplained part of economic growth which captures the effects of

economies of scale, foreigr direct investment, education expenditures, technological

groMh, and so on. Thrce methods ar e commonly used to measure TFP gro\dh:

growth accounting, index number and econometric method. lf TFP reasonably

captures the effects of technological gro['th then it must induce new investment

which may enhance the future economic gro*,th ofa country.

The objeotives of this study are: l) to find and discuss the trends of TFP growth

measured through the above mentioned thre€ methods, 2) to test the predictive powers

ofTFP gro$4h in determining future investment and economic gro\\4h, and 3) to tcst

the absolute and conditional convergence of economic growth and TFP growth. For

these purposes, annual data have been used from 1990 to 2009 for a panel of35

countries selected from differ€rt regions. The results indicate that the trends ofTFP

growth during the sample peiod in the selected panel remaincd cyclical. However,

each economy of the selected panel realized positive annual average TFP groMh

dudng the sample period according to all of the three TFP measurement methods

employed. East Asian and South Asian regions reaped higher growth mtes of TFP

than Ccntral and East European, African, Latin American, aDd EU-15 rcgions.

Moreover, the econometric method produced consistent treDds ofTFP growth rclative

to those produced through $o*th accounting and index number ncthods. The results

3
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of pooled regression and fixed eflects panel regression models indicate that the

measurement of TFP gro*th through the groudh accounting method is a better

predictor of future investment and economic growth than measurement through index

number and econometric methods. The study has found evidence of absolutc

convergence ofeconomic gro$th among the countries included in the full sample ol

35 countries. But, ifsub-samples ofthese countries are selected on a regional basis no

evidence of absolute convergence of economic growth is found. Nonetheless,

conditional convergence ofeconomic $owth in the case ofthe full sample and each

ofthe sub-samples has been found to be significant.

Last, but not least, the absolute convergence ofTFP gro\th does not exist in the full

sample or in the su&samples ofCentral and East Europe, Africa, Lath America, and

South Asia. However, the conditional convergence of TFP growth in the case of the

full sample and all ofthe sub-sarnples has been fouxd to be significant. The findings

of this study have valuable implications for researchers and policy makers and they

are discussed in the last chapter.
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Chapter {

lntroduction

1.1 Background of the Problem

Count{ies across the globe have experienced remarkable differences in groMh rates ol

real GDP. Some countries have been enjoying quite high grou4h rates of real GDP,

whereas othe$ have been facing low growth rates that are insuificient to fulfill the

needs of a growing population. But, the overall groMh rate of real GDP has bcen

lower than its potential. The world economies have realized an avemge real GDP

gro*th mte of3.86 percent per year during the period lg61 to 2012. Moreover, the

average real GDP groMh rate of world economies remained at 5.26 percent, 5.04

percent,3.06 percent,2.80 percent,4.10 percent during 1960s, 1970s, i980s, 1990s

and 2000s respectively. Furthermore, during 2010 10 2012 the average real GDP

grcwth mte ofthe world economies has declined to 3.80 percent per year. ln particular,

during 2012 the said growth rate rema;red atjust 3.01 percent perycarr.

Figure 1,1 World Economies'Real GDP Growth Tr€nds

1t

I The average ,eal GDI' per capila growlh lates ol{orld ecoiomies have been computed by the anthoL
using the dala obtained from World Developmcnt Indicotos mark 2013 Only available daia have been
used forthis calculation. 'lhe tern "world economieJ does nor include allrlt econonries or'rhc Nor L
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Figure L l represents the avemge groMh trends ofr.al GDP ofthe world economies.

Differences in real CDP groMh rates exist not only across countries but also across

the time period as shown by Figure l.l. Such differences invite investigation. Once

the factors responsible for these differences are identified, economic policies rnay be

devised that could enhance the growth rates of real GDP. Although in economics an

abundant litemture on economic growth is available, this issue is still important and

Theorists have established various economic models d1at explain the mechanisms ol

long{erm output gro\r,th rates. But, the relative importance of the factors of output

growth rates is still disputed. ln general, theorists of groltth models can be groupcd

into two main categories: accumulationists and revisionists2. Accurnulatiolists believe

that output growth is mainly the result of capital accumulation. Convcrsely,

rcvisionists relate output groMh with total factor prodlrctivily (TFP) groMh. Harrod

(1939) and Domar (1946) explained the mechanism of long-term output groMh under

the assumption of fixed proportions of factors. Unlike these models, Solow (1956)

assumed lhat labor and capital, to a large extent, are substitutable (but not perfectly

substitutable) with each other and presented a simple rnodel of economic gro\\.,th.

According to him, physical capital, labor and exogenously determined technology are

the sources of output growlh. He specified a production function that is called the

Deoclassical production function and estimated this function using the data on a

sample of economically developed countries. He obserued that the specified growh

model does not explain a large proporlion of output groMh. The unexplained

proportiol ofoutput gro*th is called Solow residual. The same is also known as TFP

groMh. Since Solow (1956), a large number ofresearchers have conducted sludies to

':TIe accumulationisl and revisionjsl ftame\vorks are discusscd in detail in Chaprcr 2.
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identiry the factors of output gro\th. Nonetheless, the idea of TFP growth is still

important because besides measuring output growth and cross-country growth

differences it determines economic fluctuations and business cycle frequencies

(Comin and Gertler, 2006). Studies of TFP groMh investigate the reasoDs for

lackluster, volatile aDd slow output gro\,l.th. Being a nlultifaceted mechanism the

output groMh involves many factors besides capital accumulations and technology.

The combined impact of these factors remains behind the concept of'1'1.P, very

succinctly brought forth by Solow (1957).

The basic idea oI TFP can be better understood by drawing inferences from the

different colnotations in which the tenn has been used. Some studies suggest that

TFP measures total output produced by given quantities oflabor and capital. Fulther,

hiSh levels ofTFP are the results of improved technology, higher capital to labor ratio,

and larger economies of scale. Other studies view TFP as an economy's productive

ability with a given stock of inputs. Therefore, TFP captures the effects of technical

growth, human and physical capital gro$ths, research and development expenditures,

economies ofscale, government policies, intemational trade policies, remittaDces, and

so on. Another reason for the continual impo ance oFTFP is the scarcity of laotors ol

production. Due to the unavailability of flew factoN of production, especially in

economically developcd counhies, Iong-tem sustai able output groMh is almost

impossible through factor accumulations. Alternatively, long{erm outpLrt grcwth can

be sustained by putting the existing factors of production to more productive and

efficient use that necessitates technological groMh.

Accordiflg to neoclassical growlh models, a tecl ical advancement pushes the

prcduction furction of an economy outward. It is worth rotiDg that technical

imprcvement is a multistage process. First, it requires a research process in otder to
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invent a new technology. Second, it Deeds discovery and development. Aftcr

discovering the new technology its diffusiofl is required. Last, but notleast, the

adoption of new technology requires heavy investnert- 'fFP measures the effects of

many factors, for example economies of scale, trade openness, educaiion and heallh

expenditures, government policies and technical change (TC). However, a good

contribution oftechnical improvement in TFP will raise the marginal productivil, of

capital per worker (MPk). The increased MPk rvill attract nelv invesheDts which

would raise the output level. Koeva (2000) highlighted the existence of tirne lags

involved in the process of investment. According to hin, investment is a long-term

phenomenon that takes 13 to 86 months lor its completion. KeepinS the wholc

discussion in mind as given above it can be understood that a technical improvement,

which is a constituent ofTFP, raises the MPk which attracts new investment. Beirg a

lagged phenomenon new investrnents affect futLlrc real output. Therefole, if TFP

growth rightly captures technical gro&,th and it grows mainly due to technical

improvements, then it should significantly predict luture investment a|d ouipur

growths. The inability of 'mP growth to significantly predict future inveshneDt and

output groMhs raises one of two points: ei$er technical improvement does not take

place or TFP groMh is not a right measure of technical growth. In the same line ol

argument one can reach the conclusion that ifTFP is influenced by factors other than

technical groMh then virtually very low or no invest,nent will ensuc. As a resLrlt, 'fIP

growth would not be a good predictor for future output groMh.

A revi€w ofprevious studies indicates vario s methods ofmeasuring the TFP growth

rate in an economy: growth accounting mcthod, index number method, and

econometric method. Each method is chamcterized by ce[air advantages and

disadvantages as will be discussed in detail ii Chapter 3. ]'hese nethods are
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commonly used in TFP studies to estimate trends of TFP grow.th. Moreovel, a

literature review suggests that the majority of the studies have been directed to

identify the sources of TFP gowth. Studies on testing the powers of TFP groMh !o

predict future investment and output growfi are very few. Furthermore, these studies

rely on the groMh accounting method ofTFP growth nreasurement. I could find no

study that compared the three commonly used methods of measuring TFP growth

with respect to the predictive powers ofTFP growth ill determining future iDvestmerrt

and output gro*ths. Therefore, a detailed study is needed thal colnparcs the thrce

mentioned methods of TFP measurement to identiry the method that correctly

captures technical g.o\i'th and is helpful in significantly predicting future investlnenl

and output growths.

Neoclassical groMh theory (Solow, 1956, 1957) implies that poor countries grow

economically faster than rich counlries. Therefore, soonel or Iater, this tendency will

equalize per capita real CDP across the nations of the world. This notion is called

absolute convergence hypothesis. Conversely, endogenous growth models (Romer,

1986; Lucas, 1988) suggest that the convergence of output growth is conditional on a

country's internal systems and characteristics. This is called conditional convergence.

Studies regarding convergence investigate wheiher the tendency for developirrg

countries to grow faster than developed colntries exists. The main objective ol

convergence studies has been to determine the rate at which a developing country can

catch up an advanced economy. The idea ofconvergence has rccently receivcd a gr€^l

deal ofattention in the literature ofeconomics. The present study also incorporates thc

absolute and conditional convergence tests of output grou4h and TF-P growth for a

large panel of countries. According to Sachs et al. (1995), a strong conditional

convergence exists ir the countries that have adopted Bro\\,fh-oriented policies,
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whereas it does not exist in the coultries that have not adopted these policies. Another

interesting concept given by Miller and Upadhyay (2000) is about the absolute

convergence test ofTFP growth that detennines whether teclmology is a public good

or a private good. One view ofabsolute convergence ofTFP growth recommends that

technology is a public good that can rcadily cross intemational borders. Conversely, if

the idea ofconditional convergence is more relevant then each economy should bear

its own research and development expenditures in order to grow technologically.

Therefore, TFP growth convergence tests are meaningluland enhance the fruitfulncss

ofthe study.

1.2 Purpose Statement

In a world of scarce resources a noticeable long-term output groMh through factor

accumulations is not possible. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that the world

economies shollld put their available resources to most efficient use in order to

achiev€ remarkable long-term sustainable ouiput growth. The efficient use of

available resources necessitates technical advancem.nts. TFP growth (a proportion of

output groMh not accounted for by factor accumulations) is conventionally measured

to capture the combined contributioDs of economies of scale, trade openness,

technical glo['th, government policies, education and health expenditurcs, and so on,

in output growth. Researchers commonly use three methods to measure TFP growthi

growth accounting method, index number method, and econometric medrod. The

present study aims to empirically compare the three commorly used methods ol

measuring TFP groMh with r€spect to their ability to predict future iovestmert aDd

output grou4hs for a large panel of countries. Moreover, Lrsing the nolions of

neoclassical groMh theory and endogenous growth lheory the stlidy intends to
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identiry whether output groqth and TFP gro\th absolutely converge to their sleady_

state growth path or conditionally converge.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

The following are the main objectives ofthe present study:

To compare the predictive powers of the thlee commonly used methods of

measuring TFP gro*th in detenninirg futurc investment and output groMh.

To deternine whether the economies of a lar-ge panel ofcountries corlvcrgc to

a common steady-state economic growth rate (absolute convergence) or each

economy converges to its own steady-state ecoDoDic growth rate (condilional

convergence),

To determine whether the economies of a large panel ofcountries converge to

a common TFP groMh rate or each econorny converges to its own TFP

groMh rate.

2.

1.

3.

'1.4 Organization of the Remaining Chapters

The rest ofthe study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the relevant empirical

studies of TFP and output grou4hs and convergence tests. Chapter 3 discusses the

theoretical lonndations ofthc three measures of TFP growth and the theories on how

TFP gro\th determines future investment gro{4h and outpur groMh. Chapter 4

describes econometric methodology and data. Chapter 5 preseDts the trends of TFP

groMh estimated through each method. These trends are presented and discussed for

all the economies individually; average trends for the regional and lull panels of the

35 selected countries are also presented aDd discussed. The effects ofTFP growth on

future investment and economic groMhs and convergence tests of TFP growth and
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economic grox4h are discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 draws conclusions from thc

study, presents some important implications ofthe sludy and makes recommendatioDs

for future research,
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Chapter 2

Review of the Literature

This chapter has been divided into three sections. The first section reviews importanl

studies on TFP growth and economic groMh. The second section covers the maiD

studies to review the issues ofconvergence. The third section presents a sumnary oI

the reviewed studies.

2.1 Total Factor Productivity Growth and Economic Growth

The discussion on sources of growth took on great impofiance aller the publicalion of

two influential papers: Solow (1956) and Swan (1956). Solow (1956) drew the

attention of researchers towards a most irnportant factor behind stable economic

growth and termed this factor: TFP. I{e examined why some count es grew more

rapidly than others and acknowledged two main causes ofthis as follows:

a) Developed countries had higher tendencies to save than developing

countries and hoarded physical capital rapidly.

b) These countries used their resources more efficiently.

Because of above two causes the growth r^te in tl,ese couDtries generally rernained

high as compared to others. The second observation as stated above affuactcd

researchers to stLrdy the role ofTFP growth (TFPG). These studies attenrpted on the

one hand to explain the role of TFPG in the developed world and on the other hand

addressed the issues ofwavering and slow economic growth in devclopirlg countries.

Much of tbe literature on TFPG can be bifurcated into two categories: one which

supports the importance of the role of TFPG and onc which coDsiders that l'actor

accurnulation is morc irnpoftant lhan TFPG in accelerating economic gro\th.
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The theoretical and empirical litemturc on the measurement and testing oflTPG has

emerged v€ry swiftly and it has gained much impoftance. As fl result, a suf'ficient

litemture has been lomed on the subject. Han (2003) has rigbtly stated that Since

Solow (1957), the number of studies altempting to calculate TFPG for various

economies have been too numerous to count"l, Howevcr, this chapter relicws thc

most important and relevant sfudies.

On the assumption of substitutabiliq, between factors of production, Solow (1956)

developed a production functionr olrtput gro\L,th as a function ofcapital, labor. and TC.

According to Solow, TC only creates impact on tho productivity of labofl this is

called llarrod neutral. The Solow model assumes an exogenous and homogenous

dilfusion ol technology across coulltdes. FIe noted that even if TC emerges at the

same rate, output grox4h rates may differ in different countries. These differences in

output gro\l,th rates of different countries coftespond to differeDces in accumulation

of capital. His model predicts the possibility of the occurrence of the convergence

hypothesis. This states that a country's real per capita CDP (RGDP) growth is

negatively correlated with the initial Ievelofincome ofthe respective coLrntr),.

Neoclassical groMh theory has been empirically tested by economists usirg the

groMh accounting analysis method. This method has also been used to evaluate the

effects of changes in physical capital stock on output growth. The role of capihl

accumulation in output gro$,th has been questioned by analysts on the basis ol the

results of the early gro[th accounting exercises. The Solow model suggests that

capital and labor accumulation do not flllly explain output growth. There reDlairs a

large unexplained residual in total output growh. This unexplained por.tion is

I 
See page I ofHan (2001).
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genemlly termed as Solow residuala. In the neoclassical framework there is greater

emphasis on factor accumulation. Limam and Miller (2004) obscrved that differences

in productivity growth caused by TC are ascribed 10 the large residual. This

deficiency in the neoclassical model renders it unable to explain cross-country

differences in RGDP growth and failure of the convergence hypothesis as a result.

This model also does not explain the differcnces ir real rates of returns on capital in

different countries (Mankiw et al., 1995). Mankiw et al. (1995) devised a new nethod

and defined capital in tems of physical and hLrman capital. Th;s enabled them to

conclude that their observations closely resembled the theoretical predictions ol the

neoclassical model. Works by Bano and Sala-i-Maftin (1992, 1995), Mankiw, Romer,

and Weil (1992) follow the same line ofargument.

Abramovitz (1956) determined the output growth per worker using two data sels for

the periods 1869 to 1878 and 1944 to 1953 in the case ofthe USA. He observed thar

facior accumulation explained just 10 percent of the output groMh per worker. I'le

noted that ninety percent ofthe output growfi was unexplained by the physical factorc

of production included in his model. Solow (1957) termed the similar uncxplaincd

part of output growth as TFP. The findinBs of Abrr:movitz (1956) were undoubtedly

surprising. Therefore, many researchers deteffnined the role offactor accumulation in

output groMh iD the case ofthe USA. The work ofothel lesearchers reflected that the

residual part of output growth was not as much as in the study of Abramovitz (1956).

However, it was still significantly high. ln this respect the study of Denison and

Denison (1962) is very important; they repofted that the conlribution of TIrP was

almost 67 percentofthe output gmwth ofthe USA.

a Solow rcsidualis also called totalfactor productiv ity (TfP)
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Jorgenson and Griliches (1967), Jorgenson et al. (1987) and Jo.genson aDd Sriroh

(2000) argued that traditional measures ofTFP growth overestiDate it. Accordirg to

them, the flow of services produced by the capital stock is more impotant in

measuring TFP than the capital stock itself. As an altemative, they used a quality-

adjusted measure of labor input. They weighted diflerent groups of labor force

according to the[ attributes, for instance gender, qL]alification, and age. They lound

that TFP under this weighted approach of labor and capital inputs remained lowcr'

than TFP measured using the traditional approach.

Easterly and Levine (2001) added a llew dimension to rcsearch on RGDP growth.

They discovered four i[teresting facts in this respect. They suggested that gro[,th

ecoromists should focus on TFP and its deteflnioants mther lhan factor acculnulation

and its role in growth. They suggested the following steps in this regard.

First much of the empirical €vidence accumulated to date indicates that factor

accumulation does not fully explain cross-country output groMh in respect ol the

countries observed.

Second, they were ofthe view that increasing divergence in per capita incomc growrh

hints at TFP with increasing rcturns to technology. This should be given consideration.

Third, they observed a dichotomy of behavior in the cases of the developing and

developed world. On the basis oftime-series data they obseNcd that physical capital

accumulation has a long life in many countries while per capita output growth does

not persist. This fact allowed them to say that steady-state growth may bc in

accordance rvith the experience ofdeveloped countlies, but it is not the cxpcrience of

many developing countries.

Lastly, they pointed to the localized mobility of factors ofproduction, which causes

concentmtion of these with increased economic activity. Given that situation models
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with technological complementarities are rnore suitable than the neoclassical models

which assume homogenous te€lmology.

The interest in the study of productivity as a source of output growth led to lhe

development of new methods. Latter researchers began to analyzc output growth on

the basis ofinput(s) and productivity gro\\th.

Given the above background, there exist two schools of thought in the litemture oD

TFPG, especially in the case of East Asian countries. One view is called

"accumulationisf' view. This viewpoint can also be temed the traditional view

because traditionally groMh has been linked to the accumulatior of resources. The

other school of thought is a reaction to this school; it is called "revisionist"- The

followers of this school of thouglt argue that factors other than mere accumulation

w€re responsible for the economic miracle olEasi Asian countdes (the Asian tigers).

Flagen and Hawrylyshyn (1969) observed that in the case ofdeveloping countries the

contribution of factor accumulation is more impoftaDt for output groMh, whereas in

the case ofdeveloped nations TFP was observed to be more important in acceleratiDg

output gl owth than mere factor accumulation.

Young (1992), and Kim and Lau (1994), conducted the first dynamic research in

accumulationist framework. Young (1992) chose Singapore and llong Kong to

estimate TFPG as the Solow rcsidLral. In his research he found that in the case ol

Singapore the TFPG was zero, whereas in the case of Hong Kong it was almost

negligible. He concllrded that factor accumulation explained much of the economic

gro*,th ofthcse countries. Young (1995) in a study that developed his earlier work

(Young, 1992) included South Korea and Taiwan, which then werc two embryonic

aDd fast grow;ng economies. He made a division of his study into two scgmcntsl

agricultural and non-agricultural sectors. I'[e concentrlted on the growth of lhc
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agricultuml sector, perhaps under the inclination that accumulation is more impo(ant

in the agricultural sector. After this exercise he directed his study to the non-

agricultuml sector. lle reported that TFPG for this sector was respectively 0.2 perccnt,

1.7 percent,2.l percent, and 2.3 percent for Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and

Hong Kong. He then made a comparative study of developed countries and

developing countries to explore the €xistence of TFPC between the two groups of

countlies. He used this comparative study to match the results and apply his

conclusion regarding the effect of TFPG in the four colrntries under his stlrdy

(Singaporc, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan). The developed colnrtries he

selected wcrc Canada, France, Germany, ltaly, Japan, UK and USA. From the

developing countries he selected Brazil, Mexico, and Chile. Ol1 the basis of this

comparative study he concluded that TFPG in East Asian countries matched that of

ORCD and Latin American countriess.

In another stLrdy, Young (1994) exteDded his sample of countries. 1n this study he

included Japan, countries of Europe and Latin America (LA) besides East Asian

countries. He ran cross-sectional regression on this extended sample ofcountfies. fle

measured residuals forthe countries under study and used these as a measure ofTFPG.

The results he reached were as follows. TFPG for South Korea was L4 percent, for

Hong Koog it was 2.5 percent, 0.1 percent lor Singapore, 2.5 pcrcent for IIong Korg,

and 3.5 percent for EgWt. RegardiDg the developed countries his results showed

TFPG lor Italy was 1.8 percent, for Japan it was 1.2 percent, 0.9 percent for Brirair),

and 0.4 percent for USA. In this study Young found that TFPG for Hong Kong was

higher as compared to other countries. Otherwise, I'FPCs in the rest ofthe East Asian

5 He obseNed that l lrPG ranged non 0.4 percent to 2 pcrcert ir the crse ol developed countries
wherc$ itv ied from 0.8 pcrccdro 1.6 percent inthe case 0ldeveloping counlries.
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countdes were not vely much different from the rest ofthe world. The results were

very similar to his other studies Young (1992, 1995).

Kin and Lau (1994) determined the sources ofeconomic growth. They covered East

Asian countries and C5 industdalized countries in tlreir sample and collected the data

for the post-World War II period. The study was conducted on the assumptioi lhat the

infrastructure and the production function were both elastic enough to cater for the ]'C.

The TFP was measured over time. Thc researchers arived at two diff€rent results for

the two groups of countries. They found that most of the growth in the East Asian

countries was the rcsult ofthe accumulation ofcapital and labor. Whereas, technical

progress along wi$ innovation were responsible lor accelemted growth in ihe

industrial;?€d world.

Cororaton et al. (1995) measured TFP using two commonly used approaches: growth

accounting approach and stochastic frontier production function. For their study they

used the data of 25 large-scale manufacturing industries of the Philippines and

selected the sample period of 1956 to 1992. They observed ahat fFP had a negative

sign iD the case of the Philippines. Moreover, the number of industries with negatile

TFP was increasing over time during the period of study. Findings of TFP under the

growth accounting approach reflected that during 1961 to 1965 there were only lwo

industrieswithaDegativesignofTFPinthePhilippiDes.Theyfoundthalduringl99l

and 1992 the number of industries with negative TFP gro\Ith increased to 16. Further,

they observed that during the late 1980s and early 1990s TFP reduced sharply. They

used a hansJogarithmic production function (TL-PF) through the stochastic fronlier

approach to obtain TFP during the period uDder study. Although there was a

differ€nce between the number of industries with a negative groMh rate of TFP

measured using this approach and those measured using the gro*th accouDting
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apFoach, the trend was the samei TFP was declining in the large-scale rnanufacluring

industries of the Philippines during the period of study. Findings of TFP measured

using the stochastic frontier approach rellected that during the period 1956 to 1970

there were only three industries with negative growth rates which i[creased ro nire

and l0 during the periods of 1971 to 1980 and 1981 to 1992 respectively. They also

computed the corelation coelficients ofTFP estimales for the said ihree sub-periods.

They found that during the first two sub-periods TFP estimates under ihe two

approaches were conelated by 62.5 percent and 53.8 pcrcent respectively. Whcrcas

the coffelation coefficient of TFP estimates under gro\th accounting and stochastic

frontier approaches wasjust 0.262 during the last sub-period l98l to 1992. Howevel,

they opined that the growth accounting approach assumes that industries never

deviaie fiom the production frontier so it produces biased TFP estimates.

Krugman (1994) gave a pessimistic view ofEast Asian economies. He argued thal the

economic growth ofEast Asia (EA) had been input driven and not technical based. He

advocated that input-driven economic groMh is Dot sustainable in the ]ong run. He

drew an analogy with the experience of the Soviet Union. However, his analysis of

East Asian economic growth relied on a simplistic interpretation of the sources of

growth. Perhap,s he was guided by Eurocentric sentiments. He gave too little weight to

the potential dynamic changes in EA. He is not coffect in concluding that TC or

productivity growth has been slow in East Asian economies. These economies have

been very quick to w elcom€ and adopt the la test teclxlology. In fact, TC has a

significant role in the East Asian miracle. Nevertheless, he would have becn righl if

he had referred to the inability of East Asian econonies to maintain double digit

growth mtes. Certairly no economy car susiairr a high or double digit growth mte for
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a long period of time. But this has little to do with the question of rvhether econonric

growth is or is not input driven6.

Chen (1997) examined the studies of TFP as a source of growth in East Asian

countries. He argued that the importance of TC in ecoromic growth depends largely

on how TFP ;s defined and measured. Ile argued that thc conclusions drawn by

Young (1992, 1994) and Krugman (1994) were based largely on the assumption that

all TC is TFP.

Rosegrant and Evenson (1995) selected India for the measurement of TFP. They

selected the period of 1956 to 1987 for this purpose. During the course ofstudy, tlrey

compllted TFP indices for 271 districts covering 13 states in lndia. Besides assessing

TFP growth in India they examined the sources of productivity growth, including

public and private investment, and cstimated the rates of return to public investments

in agriculture. Their results showed that significant TFP gowth in the Indian crops

sector was genemted by inveshnents, in research and extension services, ma*eting,

and iffigation. The high rates ofrehrrn, padicularly to public agricultural research and

extension, indicated that the Government of lndia was not over investing in

agricultural research and investment. This implied that currcnt levels of plrblic

investment could be expanded if they yield profit. They found that subsiantial

productivity gains (as rneasured by TFP indexes) had been realized in Iidian

agriculture. Those gains varied somewhat from period to period (being highesi ;n the

grcen-rcvolution pcriod) but in each period examined India realized gains. The rate ol

change iD TFP was relatively high. TFP groMh contributed roughly l.l perleDt

growth per year to crop production in India. This growth rale matched the

contribution in groMh by conventional inputs since 1956. They stated that TFP gains

6 Ddwed K.Y. Chen (1997), "The Tolal Factor Productivity Dcbalc: Dclcrhinanh ofEconoinic
Growlh in Ealt Asia", /lsiaa -Pacilic Econonic Literaturc ltlt),18-38
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showed that investments ofmany kinds were associated with, and have contributed to,

TFP growth. Public agricultural research and extension explained nearly 60 percent ol'

TFP growth over the period of 1956 to 1987.

Ledennan and Fajnzylber (1999) selected 18 Latin American and Caribbean

economies to deternine groMh rate of TFP. They relied on a series of growlh

accounting exercises to determine whether the gro\rth rate of TFP measurement is

relevant in this part ofthe world. After specilying their model (conlrollirg for the

accumulation ofcapital per worker) they tried to determinc whether economic groMh

benefited from economic reforms. They used Sachs et al.'s (1995) criteria for the

characterization of an economy as open, which they interpreted as concuring with

periods of broader economic reforms.T They appliecl groMh decomposition analysis

and econometric tests to determine whether TFP growth had been significantly higher

during periods ofeconomic reforms. Because grcwth decomposilion analysis assumcs

that the share of capital in output is constant acrcss Laiin American count es, thc

econometric estimates allow for cross-country differences. In ordinary least squarcs

regressions and seemingly unrelated regressions, two alternative dummy variables

were used to control the effects of cyclical fluctuations oD obseNed rates of TFP

gro*,th. ln addition, the seemingly un,elated regressions considered the possibility

that Latin American economies face common .hocks. For this purpose paDel

regressions were run. Panel regressions were based on s-year averages ofthe groMh

rates of GDP and capital per worker. The researchers found that, on average,

economic rcforms had been associated with a 1.5 percent yearly increase in thc rate of

7 
Sachs et al. (1995) d€fined an economy as "ope!" in a give! year il all thc lolloyitrs condiriofs a,'e

simullaneously satisfiedr (a) lhe coverage oi nonrariffbarders does not exceed 40 percent oftbreigr
mde, (b) the ave ge tariff.ate does nol exceed 40 percent, (c) the black marke! prcnrium over the
oflicialexchoge rate does not exceed 20 percent. (d) the econonric systcm is Dol socialisl, and (c) lhe
state does not have the nronopoly on major expolts.
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TFP growth. But there were impofant differences across the countries and in some

cases economic relorms had been associated with lower'lFP growth. Their rnain

finding was that TFP groMh was faster i[ periods when the Latin American countries

were "reformed": on average by approximately 1.5 perceDtage points per year. In fact,

the aveBge rate of TFP gro*th was negative during the non-refonn periods and

became positive during the reform periods. These iesults were not reflected in their

country-to-country analysis, as the effect of the economic reforms on the rate of

groMh ofTFP in individual countries was not always stltistically different ftom zero.

When sigrificant, however, this effect was positive.

Fan, Zhang, and Robinson (1999) developed an analytical framelvork to accourt for

sources of rapid econom ic growth in Ch ina. For th is purpose they gathered data lor I 8

years from 1978 to 1995. The data covered 28 provinces ofChina and it included a

panel of 504 observations. The researchers did not lollow the traditioDal Solow

approach, which includes only two sources: increased use of inputs and TC. Fan,

Zhang, afld Robinson (1999) expanded the approach to include structural change as a

third source ofeconomic groMh. The empirical rcsults showed that structuml chanEe

had contributed to gro$th significantly by reallocating resources from low

productivity to high productivity sectors especially movernent of labor ffom the

agricultural sector to rural enterprises. They also found that the returns on capital

investment in both agricultural productio,r and rural entcrprises were much higher

than those in urban sectors, indicating underinvestment in rural arcas, l-{owcvcr, labor

productivity in the flgricultural sector remained low; this indicates overemployment of

labor in tlle sector. Therefore, the further dcvclopment oi flrral enter'prises and

increase in inter-sector and intra-sector labor flow across regions was a key source of

improvcneDts in overall economic elTiciency.
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Collins et al. (1996) worked on the lines of Solow (1957) to compute TFPG. To

measure it they relied on his gro\,!,th-accounting technique. This study covered a

period of35 yeam from 1960 to 1994. It found that TFPG for EA for the period under

study was not much higher. For example, it was 1.5 percent for Singapore and South

Korea, 1.8 percent for Thailand and 2.0 percent lor Taiwan. They found that TFI)G

for EA matches that of developed countries. They also found that it was better tban

the developiDg zones of LA, Africa and the Middle East- Like YoLrng (i992, 1995),

this study found that TFPC is also low in many ofthe developing countrics.

In his study, Sarel (1996) used a different technique. He went on to measure the share

of capital using the weighted average method in diflercnt sectors of the economy.

According to Sarel, the role ofcapital was coDspicuous in the determination ofTFPC.

He determined that TFPG was very high in East Asian countries, for example 3.8

percent in the case of Hong Kong,3.6 percent for Taiwan, 3.1 perceDt for South

Korea, and 1.8 percent for Singapore. FIe compared these TFPGS with those ofJapan

and the USA. He found that TFPG ofEast Asian countries was much higher than that

ofthe developed countries: I percent for the USA md 1.9 percent ior Japan. Ills

results differed from previous studies, perhaps due to the fact that he used a dilferent

base for his analysis.

Sarel (1996) disagreed with the accumulationist measuremeit of capital whercas

Pritchett (2000) went a step ahead of him in this regard. He pointed towards

differences of costs of investment and the actual capital productive value |esulting

from these investments. This is an important development because the resultant

productive value ofcapital is more important than the acculnulation olcapital. FIe \,r'as

tempted to say that using the capital stock measure of inveshnent may produce

incorrect cstimatcs of TFPG.
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Nelson and Pack (1999) made an elfort to explain inveshnent and the actual capital

productive value resLrlting from these investDents. According to them, capital

deepening is a result of entrepreneurial response to profit oppo(unilies, which

increase with capital intensive modern technologies. Thus more investment takes

place. The one-sector rnodel underlying conventional TIPG estimates would overlook

this factor and only see capital deepening.

Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) and Lapan and Bardhan (1997) conducted their studies in

favor ofthe revisionist view. Researchers ofthe revisionist view conducted thei. work

on the prototype of earlier studies. Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) and Lapan and

Bardhan (1997) obseNed that technical progress is not evenly spread in all sectors of

the economy. Gcnerally it is restdcted to few sectoN only. Sometimes it is very

conspicuous in one sector. This Iimited technological progress indicates the fact that

technical advancement is rrot all pervasive; it is specific because it involves research

with pafiicular combinations of inputs. Successive capital-intensive iflDovatious

generate more profit and, as a result, investment iD those sectors increases, which has

a role in ovemll output groMh. Under the conventional TFPG estimation approach

this groMh in output is associated to capital deepening hence the role of technical

progress remains ignored.

Pham and Wan (1997) followed Atkinson and Stiglitz ( 1969) and Lapar and Bardhan

(1997) and reached sirnilar results. They suggested that iftechnical progress remairs

sector-specific then oDly that sector will observe the growth. They proposed output

growth accouDting only for one sector. Van, Park, and l-la (2003) stlrdied the rature of

technological progress in three East Asian cormtries - Taiwan, Korea and Singapore

- using the data for the period 1972Io 1992. They noted that technical prcgrcss in

these countries rvas sector-specific during the saDtple period. Comparing their
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findings with those of previous studies on the basis of aggregate production l'unotioD

they opined that previous studies might have underestimated the contribution ol

technology in Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan.

Jorgenson and Griliches (1967) and Jorgenson and Stiroh (2000) picked up the thread

at that point, that traditional measures of TFPC underestimate the contribution of

technology. They added a new dimension to the study ofoutput groMh. They argued

that in the measurement ofproductivity stock ofcapital does not matte! they viewed

that for this purpose capital output ratio is important. Groth et al. (2004) cstimatcd

TFP for the period 1980 to 2003. Their work was differ€nt from the earlier work.

They used both measures ofTFP: traditionalmeasure and alternative measure. In thc

altemative measure of TFP they used the quality-adjusled neasure of labor for labor

input. They found results under the two approaches were different. The estilnates of

TFP under the alternative approach were lower than the estimates underthe traditional

approach. From these results they conclLrded that the iraditional rneasLrre of inputs

overestilnates TFPG.

Conway and Hunt (1998) selected New Zealand for their prodlrctivity perfonnance

analysis. Their data covered the period from 1985 to 1996, which coincided with an

economic reform program. They observed that reforms increas€d the openness ofthe

New Zealand economy, and exposed it lo intemational competition. They wanted to

know the response to reforms and their pressure on New Zealand's productivity

perfofinance. They hypothesized that conrpetitivc prcssures from the world's most

advanced coLrntries would encourage domestic finns to adopt superior production

technologies. They found that their results were consistent with llieir expectatioDs. At

the beginning ofthe 1990s they started taking note ofTFPC Mther than TFP. 'Ihev

observed, the evidence suggests, a positive impact of opening the economy to
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competitive forces. This improvement in productivity coincided with a flow of

technology for a considerable time into the futurc.

Miller and Upadhyay (2000) objected to the growth accountiig approach on the basis

that it treats all possible determinants ofoutput gro\i,th as inputs whereas the eflect of

these deteminants may be marginal or indirect. To them, (his may be conceptually

inaccurate. Rather, these determinants affect the efficiency ofthe real inputs, physical

capital, labor, and possibly human capital. Due to this injection in the lorm of

efficieDcy, they serve as additional determinants. CoDsequently, these additional

determhants ofoutput growth directly affect TFPG. They used two measurcs dcrived

from the production function to calculate TFP. For this purpose they used differeni

function specifications that excluded and included human capital as an input. They

selected an extensive and representative sample of 83 countries. [t covcrcd boll'r

developed and developing countries. The stlrdy covered the period from 1960 io 1989.

After calculating TFP by two measures, they distribuled the sanple into sub-samples

of low-, medium- and high-income countries. After this they explored the

convergence in real GDP and in TFP in the tlrec sLrb-samples. The outcome oftheir

study is that they found evidence ofconvergcncc of TFP for the whole sample, as well

as for each sub-sample group of lorv-, middle- and high-income countries. These

findings allowed them to state that TFP capturcs the technical el'f'ect ofthe production

process. These findings provide more evidence of convergence ol technology than

realCDP per worker (Y).

Guha-Klasnobis and Bari (2000) selccted South Asia (i.e. Bangladesh, lndia, Pakistan

and Sri Lanka) for their study. They calculated TFP grorth in these countries using

the growih accounting approach. Thcy selected the pcriod from 1960 1{) 1996 for their

analysis; this period covered varyhg gror.th trends along with policy shifts. Aflor
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calculating TFP growlh they compared these estimates !,rith similar estimates of llast

Asian countries. Their results showed that not only were the growth trends diff'erent

but the groMh rates of GDP in East Asian countries were higher than those ofSoulh

Asian countries. They investigated the role ofTFP and capital accumuiation in both

regions. Their rcsults were different for both regions. lD East Asian countries the

cortribution of TFP to GDP was 10 percent against 17% of GDP in South AsiaD

countries. Whereas the share of capital acc[mulation of the GDP was 70 percert ir

EastAsian countries itwas 60 percent in the case ofSouth Asian countries.

Baier et al. (2002) studied the role ofTFP in outpLrt growlh using a large data samplc.

They included 145 countries in their sample and used data covering a period of 57

years. Their results were surprisingly different from those of Abramovitz (1956) and

Denison and Delison (1962). They found that TFI']cortributes to output growth per

worker only by 8 percent.

Arora and Bhundia (2003) estimated TfP through the growth accounting approach in

the case ofSouth Africa using time series data fiom 1980 to 2001. They fouDd that

TFP growth contributed more to the GDP growth of the country than factor

accumulation. They noticed that the contribution oI TFP growth was incrcasing widr

the passage of time in the country. It remained zero percent during 1980 to 1993,

whereas it was 3.1 percent during 1994 to 2001. They also observed lhar lhe

contribution of factor accumulation (i.e. growth ofcapital and labor) to CDP growth

was gradually declining during the period ofstudy. It rcmained 0.9 percent for capital

and 0.1 percent for labor duing 1980 to 1993, whcreas il was 0.6 percent fbr capital

and-{.9 percent for labor during 1994 to 2001. They concluded that kade operness

and private investment were the most significant determinants of'l'FP growlh.
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Sabir et al. (2003) determined the effect of macroecoromic reforms on TI]|G in

Pakistan during the period 1973 to 2002. They used the data on GDP and on the

sectoral output of agriculture, rnanufacturing and services seclor of Pakisran. Th€y

estimated TFP glowth through the gro\,!,th accounting approach and index number

approach separately. The findings oftheir study revealed that macroeconomic refoms

introduced in the late 1980s put a negative pressure on TFP in the economy as a

whole and on TFP in the manufacturing and services sectors. Nevertheless, due 10

these reforms TFP increased in the agriculture sector of PakistaD. However, some

researchers, for instance Ahmad (2011), criticize the findings of Sabi. et al. (2003) on

account of the concept of capacity utilization. They argue that during the reform

period in Pakistan the productive capacity was underutilized. They suggest that the

TFP estimates should have been adjusted forcapacity utilization.

Kemal et al. (2002) estimated TIP in Pakistan's manufacturing and agriculture sectors

through the grox4h accounting approach. They covered the period fiom 1965 to 2001

nnd found that during this period the growth rate ofTFP in Pakistan was 1.66 perceni.

However, TFP growth remained significantly higher in the manufacturing sector (3.21

percent) ihan in the agriculturc sector (0.37 percent). Further, they found that l|P

contributed 9.57 percent and 50.27 pcrcent to agricultrre and manufacturing outplrt

groMh .espectively. I'Iowever, the contribution of TFP in aggregale output growlh

remained 31.26 percent. The study of Kemal et al. (2002) and that of Sabir et al.

(2003) face similar points of criticism: they did not adjust their TFP estimates for

capacity utilization. Moreover, they did not adjusr labor iiput for dilferent attribules

such as age, education, skills, and so on.

In his study Han (2003) went on to investigate the predictability ol-IFPC. He selected

a large sanple ofcountries to explore the predictive power ofmeasures of'I!'PG for
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the full sample (FS) and sub-samples ofcountries. He did this to make his work more

specific and close to the existing realities. He selected sub-samples of the lop 24

OECD countries, top 20 OECD countries,34 non-OECD (developing) counties and

four East Asian counkies. Iater he went to explorc the predictive power ol TFPG on

future economic groMh on the basis of existing economic realities. He ran three

regrcssions to determine the relation between groMh and other realities.

In the first regression he investipted the relaiionship between grou,.th rate oi RGDP

and TFP growth. In the second regrcssion he explored the relationship betweeD futurc

investment and TFP groMh. Finally, in the third rcgrcssion he tested the associalion

between the marginal product ofcapital and TFP growth.

In the above three rcgressions TFP gro\\,th was set as an independent variable. In his

analysis he assumed that ifthe measurcment ofTFPG caplures technical progrcss lhcn

it should affect the future investment, marginal product of capital and GDP growth

positively and significantly. In the sitoation when the above relations hold, higher

TFPG should be followed by higher future investment at first and high€r future output

growth later. He developed his study on these grounds and tested the predictive ability

of TFP growth lor future economic growth. Results of his study showcd a posilive

and significant association between TFPG and future economic groMh for the IS,

and the sub-sample of OECD countries. He also found weak evidence that TFP

gro\r,th significantly determines the future economic growth in non-OECD countries.

Nevertheless, in the case ofEastAsian countries the stlrdy did not find any significant

effect ofTFPG on luture economic growth. He appliecl sensitivily tests to check the

robustness of his resulE. For this purpose he used difl'erent values of the capital share

of output to calculate TFP gro$4h. From these lests he was able to declarc that the

results were robust for the FS as well as for the sub-sarnples. On the audrority of his
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results he testified the existence of predictability of TFP groMh for firture economic

growth. He accepted that the relationship ofTFP growth and future economic groMh

is not unive$al in its application. In particular this relationship does not hold in the

case of East Asian countries. He accepted that his conclusions were consistcnt $,ilh

the idea that there can be localized technological progress. This idea provided an

argument to researchers that TFP growth calculations fail to capture technical groMh

in East Asian countries. Here real output groMh was ascribed to localized

technological progress.

Kumar (2003) estimated the TFP groMh mte of the manufacluriDg secbr ol India

using data from 1965 to 1995. For this purpose he used the gro\,!'th accouDting

approach and fouDd that during the period under study the growth rate of TFP in the

manufacturing sector of India was slow (1.35 percent per annum) yet consistent.

Further, he fouM that the growth rate of TFP was facirg a decline or a nargiDal

increase during the period under study. He divided the data period into lhree

categories; pre-liberalization covering the period from 1969 to 1980, mid-

liberalization covering the period from 1981 to 1991, and intensive-liberalization

covering the period from 1992lo 1995.I{e observed that annually TFP had been

growiDg at the rates of-0.264 percent, 2.34 percent and 1.35 percent during thc pre-

Iiberalization period, midliberalization period and intensive-liberalization period

respectively. He noted that during the period of the 1980s the IDdian gover nenl

exercised a deregulatory policy which had a positive effect on the TFP growth ofthe

country's manufacturing sector. Durirg the period oF 1990 TfP did not receive any

significant eflects from intensiveliberalization policies. He based these conclusions

on the findings of annual average gro\\'th mtes ofTFP during the three sub-periods as

stated above. He ooncluded ftom his study that overall TFP was nol a signitioanl
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source of groMh in the Indian economy. Fu(her, capital input was the most impo(ant

factor ofoutput growth in the Indian economy. Last, but not leasl, output gro*,1h in

the manulacturing sector oflndia depends on factor accumulation rather than TC.

India is considered a potentially large economy and it has had a consistent growth retc

for many years. It has been a subject ofstudy with other fast growing Asian countl ies.

Pallikara (2004) estimated TFP gro\th in India from 1976-77 to 2000-01. The study

investigated whether the trend in TFP growth irdicated in an earlier Asian

Prcductivity Organization study is continued or not 3 , The study covered the

evaluation of the impact of qualitative differences in factor inputs on TFP growth

estimates. It also focused on the major determinants of TFP growth in hdia for the

period under study. The author found consistency in Indian TFP growth performance

during the 1990s. As a result the Indian economy registered a higher average TFP

gro\i'th from 1990-91 to 200M1 than the years bet'ore. He acccpted that TFP growth

is not affected by fie qualiry of factors. The study confirms a higher trend in CDP

grovrth raie during the post-1991 era. He found, Lrnlike in the previous Asian

Productivity Organization stud, that adjustments for capacity utilization were not

present to change the TFP gro$th cstimates. In his view this may be due to the fact

that in India cyclical movements in output are not such a serious problem as in

economies Iike the USA. TFP gro*th contributed sLrbstantially to GDP 8roMh,

especially after the effects of factor quality dilferences were removed flon the 'fFP

gro\ 4h measure in many ofthe years during the 1980s and 1990s. However, lhe

quality differences in capital and labor between the organized and unorganized sectors

in India had a negative impact on GDP growth. Fuflrcr, he found that when rhe

quality effects are not removed fiom the TFP growth estimates, the estimates tend to

3ln the earlier Asian Productjvity Or8eizatioD study, Srilstava ( 1998) reported that the avemgc TIP
gro\lth lor ihe macrocconomy from 1973-74 lo I98€85 was only L25% w|ereas lhar tionr I985 86

!o 199,1 95 rvas 2.11%.
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be lower and hence might underestimate the true contribution ofTFP growth to GDP

growth. This may also be construed as evidence of lbe existence of ar allocaliye

problem in terms of labor and capital between thc two sectors and point to the need

for an efficiency-enhancinS reallocation offactor reso rces between the two sectors.

According to Fatima et al. (2003), impofs to a countly bring technical improvement

which is a source ofhigher and stable economic groMh. They took data from 1970 to

2000 and determined the causal relationship behveen depth of intemational trade iD

Pakistan and TFP groMh. They found that causality ran from international trade to

TFP groMh in Pakistan duringthe period under study.

Kumar et al. (2004) estimated TFP tlrror.rgh the Divisia-Tornqvist index mclhod

cov€ring the data period from 1981 to 1997. They selected an agreeco-r€gion alld a

sub-region ofthe Indo-Gangetic Plain of India. They observed that during the period

of study the growth rate ofTFP in the selected regions remailed 1.2 percent. In the

case of sub-regions the groMh rates ofTFP were observed to be 3.1 perce[t, 1.4

percent,0.9 percent, and 0.4 percent in Lower-Gangetic, Trans-Gangetic, UppeF

Gangetic, and Middle-cangetic Plains respectively. The contribution ofTFP to output

grouth was found to be 33 percent in the selected regions. Further, during the 1980s

TFP contributed (42 percent) to output growlh which was much more than during the

1990s (14 perceno. They also determined that research expenditures, education, and

inlrastructure development expenditures $,ere the lna;n factors of' rP growth.

Virmani (2004) estimated TFP growth for Indian Net Domestic Product using data ior

the period 1951 to 2004. He used the gro\th accounting apprcach and irchded

rainfalls as an additional argument in the production firnction. One can Lrnderstand

that the ilrclusion ofsuch a vadable in the agriclrlture production flrnction may be of

relevanoe but ils usc in the aggregate production function is not that convircing.
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However, he reported that the groMh pattem of Indian Net Domestic Product was

cyclical during the period ofstudy. Further, he observed that the contribution ofl FP

glowth to groMh of output per worker of lDdia decreased from 85% to a|ros! 25%

during the period from i951-52 to 1991-92. However, the contribulion ofTFP to

Indian Net Domestic Product per rvorker increased sharyly to almost 50% during lhc

rest ofthe period under study. He concluded that investment in capital and changes in

protection significantly determined TFP groMh during the period under study.

In the case of the large-scale manufacturing sector of PakistaD, wizarat (2004)

estimated TFP and productivity of labor using snnual data from 1955 to 1991. She

used the neoclassical gro*th accountirg approach and developed index nuubers of

TFP and Iabor productivity. A continuous positive gro\th was observed in both the

indices from 1955 to mid-1960s. However, after the mid-1960s both the indices

declined consistently. She also estimated these indices ir the large'scale

manufactur g sectors oftle UK, Cemany and other European countries as a region

and compared these indices with those of Pakistan's large-scale manufacluring seclor.

She found that in the case ofPakistan these indices remained lower than those of the

above stated European countries.

The study ofLipsey and Carlaw (2004) is very irnportant \yith regards to TFP and 'l'C.

They argued that TFP is not the true measure of TC. According to them, TFP

measures thc level of increasing returns to scale (i.e. thelevel of retums which

exceeds the full opportuniry cost ofthe amount ofinveshnent). 'fhey pointed out that

teclmical progress bears a cerlain cost and this cost can be calculated as aD

accumulation of factors of production. They highlighted that a newer machinc is

usually more expensive yet moreproductive than the older one. The investment on the

newer machine can be justified as true iDvestment cilher if the Dachine is able to
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genemte net retumsjust equal to the full cost of it or the machine is smart enough lo

genemte the revenues greater than the cost ofthe nachine. In the first situation TFP

remains equal to zero, whereas in the second situation TFP remains greater than zero.

But, in both the situations stated above TC has emerBed. On the basis of the above

argument they stated that zero 'ITP cannot cenily that TC has nol emelged. They !rca!

investment in human capital with the same line of argument: investiDg in human

capital involves imparting new technology in human capital rather than in machines.

Ifthe returns of increased human capital arc greatcr than the amount spent to increase

said level of hunran capital then TFP remains positive. So, according to Lipsey and

Carlaw (2004) none of the currently used approaches of TFP measuremcnt can

differentiate between accumulation of pure human capital and accumulatioD of

technical knowledge.

Limam and Miller (2004) conducted a more detailed study of cross-coLrntry pattcrns

of economic gro*th. They performed this task by estimating a stochastic fiontier

production function for 80 developed and developiDg countries. They studied output

change in the backdrop of factor accumulation, TFP groMh, and production

efficiency improvement for the period 1960 to 1989. In their paper they also

incorporated the quality of inputs in analyzing output gror4h. In order to incorpomtc

the qualiry of inputs they used the following productivity criteria:

Productiviry ofcapital depe[ds on its average age.

Productivity oflabordepends on its avemge level ofeducation.

They distributed their sample over five geographic regions Africa, DA, LA, South

Asia (SA), and the West in their growth decomposition. Th€y observed rhe impacr of
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factor growth, especially capital accumulation. They concluded that the role ofcapital

accumulation is more important than the improved quality offactors or TFP glo\\4h in

explainirg outpDt growth. They found that qnality of capital is positive aDd

significantly affects output groMh in all groups. Nevertheless, the quality of labor

only possessed a positive and significant effect on output gro\th in Africa, EA, and

the West, whereas labor quality had a negative and signiflicant ellect in LA and SA.

They observed that a negative correlation exists between technical efficiency

improvement and TC. These results appear to be consistent with economic theory.

The low-groMh countr y groups of Africa and LA explain 1 0 0 percert of lhe ir averagc

output gro*.th rate with factor accumulation. Technological backwardness is the

largest negative factor in economic groMh. But ir bolh country groups, iechnical

efficiency improvement contributes positively to economic growth, reducing but not

eliminating the negative effect oftechnical regress on TFP. However, the high-growth

country groups of EA and SA exhibited significant technical progress, helping to

explain output groMh. At the same time, these two couDtry groups also experienced

technical efficiency regress, suggesting that technical efficiency trades-olf grossly

with rapid economic groMh. They argued that, in fact, the worsening oftechnical

efficiency is the only negative contributor to output groMh in EA. That is, the East

Asian grc\,t4h mimcle does depend on lactor accumulalion and TFP grolvth, and IIP

growth significantly rcsponds to technical progress.

Baier, Dwyer, and Tamura (2006) examined TFP growth across 145 counhies.'lhey

used human capital instead oflabor for measuring TFP growth. They worked or dala

from 1960 to 2000 and found that the weighted TFP growth (weighted by population)

avemge over all the colrniries remained atjLrst 0.22%.
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Comin, Flobijn and Rovito (2006) put together direct measures ot technology

adoption for approximately 75 different technologies and show that cross-counlry

differences in technology are approximately four tirnes larger than cross-courtry

differences in income per capita. Flrriher, technology is positively corelaled !o

income per capita.

Jajri (2007) put togefier standard econometric techniques to estimate the T!P growth

and deteminants ofTFP growth in Malaysia for the time period of l97l to 2004. He

used the data envelopment analysis method irr which two decomposed elements

(technological change and technical efficiency) of TFP were used. He repo(ed that

TFP gro$th ofthe Malaysian economy was not encouraging due to the negative effect

of technical efficiency. ltis is due to the irnnense dependence of th€ Malaysian

€conomy on physical inputs.

Ozyurt (2007) prcsented his work on Chinese industrial productivity performanco for

the time period of 1952 to 2005. He conducted TFP groMh analysis using Cobb-

Douglas specification with an aggregated annual dala set. He worked on some

restrictive hypotheses of the new classical growth framework slrch as competitive

market behavior, constant retums to scale production technology and Hicks Deutral

technological change. He concluded that capital accumulation and TFP played a

pivotal role in the economic takeoff He also lo nd that fFP had shown an

accelerating groMh pattern since tlle early 1990s, givirtg consistent evidence aboLrt

the sustainability ofeconomic growth in the near flrtln'e.

Adak (2009) investigated the causal relationship between TFP and economic growth

based on the years from 1987 to 2007. He used the Cobb-Douglas method and

worked on five proxy measures (i.e. gross saviig, saving rates, gross fixed capital

fomation (GICF), labor force, and GDP per capita) fbr TFP and economic gro\\th.
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He estimaled that there is a significant linear rclation between I'FP and economic

groMh rates. He found that the economic growth ofdeveloping countries, specifically

Turkey, has high TFP output which is not sustainable over a period oftime.

Chaudhry (2009) discussed the TFP in Pakistan using the Cobb Douglas produdion

function (CD-PF) and TLPF. For the data from 1985 to 2005, he found ftat thc

productivity of its economy increased at an average rate of l.loz per year, but alnost

three quarters ofGDP gro\r.th was caused by increases in labor and capital slock. This

shows that productivity groMh in Pakistan at asectoral level as well as on an

economic level has been slow and this growth is mor'e iiclined towards the input,

driven approach rather than poductivity driven.

Hijzen et al. (2006), using French firmlevel data, report that firms that invest in

developed countries increase their productivity, whereas firns that invest in

developirg countries experience no productivity effects. Barba Navaretti et al. (2010)

obtained the same result from a sample ofFrench firms. However, in the case ofltaly

they found exactly the opposite pattem: firms lhat invest in developing countries

experience an increase in TFP, whereas FDI into developed countries l'las no

productivity effects.

2.2 Review of the Literature on Convergence

The concept of convergence was implied in Solow (1957), when he said that poor

countries can grow faster than rich countries. That was to say that developing

countries can catch up with developing countrics during the course oi pcr capin

growth rate. He observed drat there could be a dilfcrence in groMh rate and growth

trends among the countries of the wolld. Miller and Limam (2004) accepted the

existence of diflerences in growth rates in different coLlntries. They agreed to the

convergence thesis in the neoclassical paradigm. Ho\\,ever, they were critical aboLrt
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the inhcrent weakncss of the neoclassical school, which did not fully explain thc

differences in gro*th rate among countries. Research to determire th€ factors behind

the gowth in the developing countries gained momentum in the middle ofthe 1980s.

In his study, Baumol (1986) conducted pioneering work on convergence. Hc selccted

countries f'roor both the rich and developing lvorld with sufficiently large data for the

period 1870 to 1979 to determine the existence of crcss-country convergerce. flc

considered technical diffusion to be an impoftant source responsible for the

convergence of economic growth in thc industrialized world. He believed in the

spillovers from tlre leading to the clicnt cconomics. According to him the behavior of

fir,ns to follow the line of action followed by their rivals paves the way for

convergence. He reached the conclusion tl'lat col'lvergence was strong enough ir the

post-World War II period. However, Menbere (1998) did not follow suit. He opined

fiat limited financial resources, lack of knowledge and skill, and techDical

backwardness make the process of mobility of skills and techDology towards the

developing world slorv. Thus one can say that the situation is no! in favo[ of the

developing world as far as convergence is concerned.

Baumol's study was soon undermincd by the later studies of Romer (1986) and De

Long (1988). These researchers raised o technical oLjection to the data on the basis of

ex-post-World War II selection bias.

Convergence of real Y is categorized as conditionil or absoluie coDvergencc.

Absolute convergence means that developing countlies grow I'aster than developed

countries; hence, all the countries converge to the same steady-state real Y.

Conditional convergence postulates that each country converges to its own sleady-

state realY; hence,Ihc state ofthe economy determines the steady-state real Y (Miller

and Upadhyay, 2000).
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There is a long list of researchers, for examplc Dc Long (1988), Barro (1991),

Mankiw, Romer, ard Weil(1992), Barro and Sala-i-Marin (1995), Islam (1995), aDd

Easterly and Levine (2001), who concentrated on endogenous gro*th rrodels.'l'hey

worked on the assumptioi that strong linkages exist betvreen human capital formalioD

and economic growth. Such researchers conclLlded that there exists evidence of

absolute convergence for developed countries only. When developing countr;es ar!

included in the sample along with developed coLrntries absolute convergence does not

exist. However, this situation supports the existence ofconditional convergence rather

than absolute convergence. This is in contmdiction to the study ofSolow (1957). On

the basis ofthe above, it can be said that the absence ofabsolute convergence testities

the applicability of new gro*th theory. That is to say, developing countries are not

growing faster than developed countries, hence, not converging. Yet, the existcnce ol

conditioml convergence supports the idea that convergence is an area-specific

phenomenon rether than a universal phenomenon,

A new dimension to lhe study emerged when Summers and Heston created a new data

set of more thai 100 counhies.e They made their selection ol the countries on the

basis ofthe level of CDP with 1960 as the benchnark year.

Sala-i-Martin (1996) worked on the data set prcvided by Summers and Heston for I l0

economies of the world: both OECD and developing countries. He obserued that in

the 3o-year period (1960-1990), the behavior of the economies was no1 oonverging;

yet, it was converging in the case of OECD countries. FIe obseNed that the data oD

the world economies do not support the existencc ofabsolute convergence; rather the

data support the existence of conditional convergence. Hrivnakova (2004) drew a

coDclusioD on the basis of Sala-i-Mafiin's siudy (1996) that if governnents ol

q 
Sunnncs andHcston's dataset is also known as Penn World Tables.
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different countries adopt different policies, convergence becomes a possibility on the

basis of the similariry argument.lo He obsewed that govemment policies do have a

very Iimited role in the process ofrcgional and intraregional convergence.

Barro (1991) selected a large number ofcountries and data period from 1960 to lq85

to study the growth rate of RGDP. He observed thai the growth rate of RGDP was

directly related to the initial level of human capital; in contmst, it was inversely

related to its own initial level. His obscflation seeDs to be consistent with the

neoclassical growth model, which assumes diminishing marginal productivity of

capital. In this regard, human capital is believed to have an important role because it

seffes as an inteflnediary between rcsearch, innovations and technical progress.

Mankiw, Romer, and Weil (1992) gave ample weight to the human capital in

economic growth along with the physical capital. They ran a cross-country regression

to detennine the role of human and physical capital. They included a percentage of

the working-age population attending secondary school as a proxy variable for hunan

capital accumulation in the fom of an explanalory variable. On the basis of their

analysis, they reached the conclusioD that there is strong evidence to include human

capital in the irvestigation and determinatioD ofecononric growth and convergence.

Thirlwall (2003) observed that education, research, training and investment in human

capital are positively related to economic groMh. He declared that these factors never

allow the rrarginal prcductiviry of capital to decreasc as more and rnore capiial is

inducted into the prodDction process. Thus, these factors can be said to be responsible

for rraking conver'gence a possibility.

Ben-David (1993) cond cted a study to see the impact of tmde liberalization on

convelgerce. Ben-David gave consideration to the differences in tho cconomic

10 The sjmilarity argumeDl posrulates thatgroups ofcourllries and regions with hoinogenous ccoDonric
md social conditions behavc simildlyevcn underdiferent poLcics
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structure and composition of a country. He linked these differe[ces to delays in the

adoption of Dew technology. He observed that a strong relationship exists among

technical diffusion, tmde libemlization and economic growth and convergence. ln his

opinion, trade liberalization along with economic convergence has been responsible

for speedy economic gro\I,th among the members ol the European Economic

Community.

Miller and Upadhyay (2000) investigated the convergence of real Y and the

convergence ofTFP. They argued that convergence tests ofTFP inculcate awareness

about the spread, adoption, and convergence oftechnical advances. They argued that

if technology is a public good that can srviftly cross international borders, theD

evidence ofthe convergence ofTFP should be found. For a large sample ofcountries

they found stronger cvidence of convergence of IFP than coDvergenge of real Y.

They concluded that convergence ofTFP gro*'th is an important phenomenon. On the

basis of empidcal findings they asselted that technology is a public good that call

easily transfer across international borders.

2.3 Summary of the Literature

Solow (1956), in considering the substitutability between factofs of productior,

developed a production function where output is a function of labor, capital, and

knowledge. The model indicates that the differences in output growlh rate ofdifferent

countdes represent differences in capital accumulation. The model also eDtails the

convergence hypothesis. Growth accounting analysis rvas used to test the theory.

Limam and Miller (2004) found that Solow's model neglecls diflelences in

productivity SroMh and TC captured by large residual. Mankiw (1995) found that

Solow's model also fails to explain the differences in real rates of return on capital.

Easterly and Levire (2001) explored why factor acoumulation explains only a portion
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of the observed cross-country output growth. Increasing divergence irr per. capita

income level emphasizes TFP with incrcasing returns to techrology. physical capital

accumulation persists over time in most countries but per capita output groMh does

not p€rsist. Finally, a tendency exists for the factors ofproduction to flow to the same

places, which causes an increased concentration of economic activity. FollowcN of

the "accumulationist" view argue that rapid economic groMh in East Asian countries

is the result offactors' accumulations. Young (1992, 1994, 1995) calculared TFPG for

East Asian counlries and found that it was not different from TFPG for OECD and

Latin American countries. From his results he concluded that rapid economic growth

in East Asian countries is the result offaclors' accumulation ralhcr than technological

progress. Kim and Lau (1994) investigated the sources of economic growth in the

post-World War II period for East Asian and induskially developed count|ics. '[hcy

found that economic growth in East Asian counhies rvas the rcsult ofaccumulation of

labor and capital whereas it was the result of technical progress in industrially

developed countries. Collins et al. (1996) found that TFPG in East Asian counlries is

not different fiom that in developed countries. "Revisionists" disagree with tlre

accumulationists' nethod ofmeasurement ofTFPG. Sarel (1996) used the weighted

average method to measure fiPG and found that it was much higher for East Asian

countries and much lower for developed countries. Pritchett (2000) poiDted towards

the diflerences ofcost and actual prodlrctive capital value resulting from invcslmenls

to support the revisioDists'vierv. Nelson and Pack (1999) argued that capital

deepening is a result of entrepreneurial responses to profit opportunities in capital

intensive techniques. Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) and Lapan and Bardhan (1997)

proposed the idea of sector-specific techlological progress. They argued that under

the conventional TFPC estimation approach, gro\\'th in output is associated to capilal
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deepening hence the role of technological progr.ess r.emains ignored. Croth et al.

(2004) concluded that the taditional measure of inputs overesrimates TFPG. Conway

and hunt (1998) examined why conrpetitive pressures from the world's most

advanced countries encourage domestic firms to adopt superior productioD

technologies and hence bring technological progress. Miller and Upadhyay (2000)

found that TFP captures the technical eflect ofthe production proccss and they found

strong eviderce ofconvergence ofTFPG rather than growth ofCDP per capita. Han

(2003) found a positive and significant association between TFPG and luture

economic groMh for OECD and developing countries. Yet, for East Asian coLrntries

he concluded that TFPG calculations may fail to capture technical growth as in thesc

countries sector-specific technological progress seems to be relevant. Pallikara (2004)

evaluated the impact of qualitative differences in lactor inputs on TFP growth

estimates and found that TFPG contributed substantially to GDP grouth especially

after the effect of factor quality differences were removed from the TFPC lneasure.

Chen (1997) argued ihat tle importance of TC in econorric growth depends largoly

on how TFPG is defined and measured. Rosegrant and EvensoD (1995) proposed that

TFP gains showed that investments of many kinds contributed 1o TFP groMh in India.

Fajnzylber and Ledennan (1999) fouDd that the average mte of TFPG was positive

dudng the period of economic refoflns whereas it was negative during non-reform

periods. Fan, Zhang, and Robinson (1999) included strLrctLrral change as a thi source

of economic groMh in the Solow approach. They concluded that structural changc

contributes to growth significantly by reallocating resources. They also concluded thal

the development of rural enterprises and increase in labor flow among sectols wele

key sources ofimprovcment in overall economic efficiency. Limam and Miller (2004)

examined the cross-country patterns of economic groMh by eslirnaling a stochastic
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frontier production function and incorporntiDg the quality ol inputs. They lound that

quality of capital positively affects output gro\,!th in all groups of countries includcd

in the study whereas the quality of labor only in ceftain countries. They concluded

that TFP groMh significantly responds to technical progress, and technical efficiency

improve,nents contribute positively to economic growth.

A large part of the literature on TFP, its measurement, determinants and impacts on

economic progress is based on studies conducted for industrially developed and East

Asian countries. Such studies for developing countries are few and among those only

a very few studies investigated the convelgcnce of TFPC rather they focused on the

convergence tests ofrealoutput per capita.

The roots ofthe studies rcgarding convergence go back to Solow (l957). In his study,

Solow (1957) argued that developing countdes can grow faster than developed

countries and with a faster growth mte they can catch up with developed coullkies.

This concept is known as absolute convergeDce.

Adding human capital to groMh models, researchers of a new groMh theory denied

the evidence of absolute convergence for developing and developed countries. Their

analysis supported the evidence ofabsolute convergence for developed nations only.

Nonetheless, they found that conditional convergence is possible both for developing

and developed countries. Conditional convergence postulates that each counlry

converges to its own steady-state real CDP per capita.

This study intends to test the predict;ve poweN of the common ineasures of TFP

gro&th and convergence of output and TFP growth. For this, the eff'ects of TfP

growth on fuiure output gro*th and investment growth for a panel of 35 coultries

have been determined. This study will also conduct absolute and conditional

convergence tests of TFP groMh and real GDP per capita. 'fhe convergence test of
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'IFP growth shows whether technology is a public good or a private good as

suggested by Miller and Upadhyay (2000). Sensitivity tesrs ofall the results have also

been conducted in this study.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Foundations

The available literatur€ on productivity studies reveals that researchers use different

measures ofproductivity such as labor productivity, capital productivity, multifactor

productivity and TFP in gowth and productivity studies. The use of labor

productivity atd capital productivity as the proxy variable ofproductivity growth has

been common. Labor and capital productivities are seen as changes in output per

worker and output to capital ratio respectively. However, these variables are not the

appropriate proxies of productivity growth. The production flrnctions which are

characterized by high elasticiry of substitution of iactors of production allow easy

substitution of one factor for another. ln this situation if producers substitute capital

for labor keeping the output constant the data would reveal that labor prcductivity has

increased. But, at the same time capital productiviry would decline. So, in this case

the use of labor productivity as the proxy of productivity groMh would present an

exaggemted picture ofproductivity growth, whereas use ofcapial productivity as the

proxy ofproductivity grc$,th would reflect an underestimation of it. Due to the above

mentioned deficiencies of labor and capital productivities researchers tend to use TFP

as the proxy ofproductivity growth.

Three approaches, namely, groMh accounting approach, index number approach, and

econometric approach are commonly used to measure TFP growh. Bach approach,

however, suffers from certain problems and is characterized by certain advantages as

well. Since the major concem of this study is to determine how good each ol these

three approaches is in predicting the output growth on al1 empirical basis, all three of

the approach€s will be used to measure TFP growth. This chapter sheds light oD the
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theoretical grounds of these three approaches and discusses the advantages aDd

disadvantages of each approach. Tlre last section of this chapter develops lhe

framework which represents how a measure of TFP groMh which covers TC should

predict output gro\lth.

3.1 Growth Accounting Method as a Measure of TFPG

The studies of Kendrik (1961) and Denison and DeDison (1962) popularized thc

growth accounting approach ofTFP measurenent. The starting point ofthis approach

is the neoclassical production function which takes the lollowing form:

Yt = F(K,, r4, 0 (3.1)

In the above function Yr, K, and Lr represent ouiput in curent time period, capital

input in curent time period and labor input in physical units in curent time period

respectively whereas, t represents time, The function F is assurned to show the

behavior ofconstant rctums to scale. For simplicity, I ignore time subscripts from the

abov€ function.

A TC in the above model will cause the functioi I 10 shift upward or downward over

a period of time. Technical progress will bring a positive or upward shift in the

function F whereas technical regress will bring a negative or downward shift iD lhe

function F. It is important to mention that technical progress leads to higher output at

the given level ofinputs.

Solow (1957) assumed that the nature of TC is Hicks-neutral and this phcnomenon

involves the time periodll. Assuming that technical prog.ess is Hicks-neutral the

above aggregate prodnction firnction can be rewritteD as giveD in equation 3.2.

Y = A(r)F(K, L) (r.2)

" ttictyreurraltC reccssitatcs that lhe productivity ofbolhthe inpuN(i.e.labor input and capital
inpu, mus! increase at the sam. ra!€.
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Ii the equation given above A(t) represents the TFP and it neasures the shifts of

aggregate production function due to the TC which emerges over the tirne period.

Differentiation of the aggregate production function given in equation (3.2) lvith

respect to time, that is (t), gives us equation 3.3 as lollows:

{ = Lp,y-6t ntDK 1. AdF aL

At AK AI At

. av -._ aK .- _aL
Let us assume ; = Y. ; = k. and f - r. and divide borh sides olequalion I J..])

bv Y,

i -)r6.p *tP%ik *AP%)iY AF(K,L) Y

i ) ^aFKK ,aF LL
Y A AKYK ALYL
i ) avKR ovLi
-=-+---+---Y A AKYK ALYL

. _. dv AF .Av aF
ln the eoualron 1.4- 

- 
-A- and 

--A-'AKAKALAL

aYK .- dv 1_

Suppose. SK =:: j: and S. =:::. where S. represenll lhe capilal elarliciU of'' aK v alv

output or relative share ofcapital in output and SL is dle labor elasticity of output or

relative share oflabor in output. Substiluting SK and SL I have:

\iil-l-s"i-s,l (l.s)Y A "K "L

The above equation can be rewritteD as follows:

A=L-s-.* ,L (r.6r
A Y 'K 'L

Since I assume that the neoclassical aggrcgale prodUction functioD depicts thc

behavior of constant retums to scale I can write S(+SL=I and hence I can use l-SK

instead of SL in equation 3.5

(3.3)

(1.4)
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i=j.s^f;.rr-s"ti
in ki. i.
-=--.1..{---)+-Y A 'K L'I
L 

-L =A , s^,R -1,Y L A "'K L'

y4. r=!on4 4 . L *here I is oer rnorker outour and 4is oer u orker caniLal I.LLLI

can wite the above equation as follows:

(3.7)''

. -_ n
ln equatron J. / - and

v
i
i represent the growdr rate of output per worker and growth

rale ofcapital pel \\orker respeclivcly. r,l,ereas 4 r.pr.se.rs lhe TIP gru$r.r r:rle.

The above equation exhibits the description ofthe relationship and the same is used to

estimate TFP groMh under the giowth accounting approach. In the above production

function I can observe that the growth of output per worker has two sources: one is

the groMh of capital per worker and the other is the growth of TFP (i.e. teclmical

progress). A little manipulation of the above equaiion gives equarion 3.8 which is

used to measure TFP groq4h in the growth accounting approach. It is given as fbllows:

A i "k1- v-"ri (i.8)

In order to measure TFP gro*th according to equation 3.8, rvhich has been developed

under the groMh accounting approach, I need two dala series: olrtpLrt pcr worker

growth, capital per worker growth and an estimate of share of cap;tal per worker in

output. Han (2003) argued that the share ofcapital per worker (Sa) in an aggregatc

CD-PF remains consistent over time. He recommends two methods to detennire the
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SK. One method is to estimate the share oflabor (SL) fil]st due to its easy calculation

through the ratio ofaggregate wage-bill (WL) to the total output. In the notarion (WL),

used as an abbreviation of aggregate wage-bill, W represents the average wage rate

and L represents total employment. After estimating the share of ]abor it should be

subtracted from i which will produce share ofcapital as SK:1-SL. However, it should

be kept in mind that this method works only uflder the assumption ofconstant returns

to scale. The second method of estimating SK is to ruD regression according to the

specification given in equation (3.7). In this equation, SK is given as the slope

coefficient of capital per worker. In the case of a panel study this method is

convenient to use for the estimation ofSK. Due to the unavailability ofa single source

of data to retdeve data on avemge wage level and total employment for many

countries the method ofcalculating the SK through the ratio olaggregate wage-bill to

the total output is not recommended. However, use ol regression method to estimate

the SK necessitates the assumption that all cross-sectlonal units included iI the panel

have the same production firnction and constant capital share. After regressing the

output per worker on a constant and capital per worker according to equation (3.7)

under the assumptions stated above I can estimale'fFI, growth following the

relationship given in equation (3.8).

Young (1994) employed a cross-sectional regrcssion based on equation 3.7 to

estimate TFP gro[,th for 118 countries. He estimated output per worker using a

constant term and capital per worker as the independent variable. He found that the

world's average TFP growth was -0.21 for the period 1970 to 1985 \,r'hereas the

coelficieDt ofcapital per worker was 0.4513.

1r The coefficient ofcapital per worker based on equarion 3.6 is called slarc ofcapitat.
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Since iD equation 3.7 only labor aud capital are covetcd as factors of production the

model faces omitted variable bias. To avoid this bias Mankiw, Romer, and Weil (1992)

included human capital as an additional variable in the production function. In this

case equation 3.5 may be extended as

(3.e)

In the above equalion SH is the share ofhuman capitrl gro*rl, in in.ome.r',d l/
H

represents the groMh of humal capital, whereas all other symbols have the usual

meanings as mentioned before. It is important to note that equation 3.9 is also

characterized by constant returns to scale (i.e. SK+SL+SL=l). To estimate TFPG usiDg

equation 3.9 researchers normally use average schooling years of adult population as

the prcxy for human capital.

As an altemative to the growth accounting approach used by Young (1994), some

researchers (e.9. Collins et al., 1996) use a growth accounting apprcach based on the

CD-PF with labor-augmenting human capital. In their groMh accounting approach

they include human capital along with physical capital to estimate the BroMh of

output per worker, and they s€gregate it into the contributions from the factors

included in the model and a residual as a measure of change in TFP. They did not

estimate capital share usiflg regression analysis to estimate TFP groMh rather they

simply used values of capital share reported in the existing literature. They used a

capital share of0.35 to estimate output per worker for the period 1960 to 1994. They

took this figure ofcapital share from existirg studiei. Further, they used capital share

of 0.30 and 0.40 to perform sensitivity analysis. According to them this range of

capitalshale is likely to be found on the basis ofexisting literature.'lhe rcason for not

Y A . K .L 1{
- = - +J- -+.\, - +,\.. -Y A "K '1, ''H
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estimating the capital share, according to them, was the problem of distribution of

income ofself-employed workers between the returns to capital and to labor.

Hahn and Kim (2001) employed growth accounting analysis to tesr the impodance of

physical capital accumulation in EA for the period 1960 to 1990. They conducled

their study under two assumptions of factor shares. First, they assnmed common

factor shares across countries. Following Collins et al. (1996), they assumed a capital

share of 0.35 when human capital was modeled as a labor quality index. Whcreas,

following Mankiw et al. (1992), they assumed a physical capital share of 0.4 and

human capital share of 0.3 when human capital was considered another factor of

production. Second, they allowed cross-country differences in factor income shares.

They justified this assumption giving the argument '\,\,e allow cross-country

differences in factor income sharcs since the level ofphysical capital share of inconte,

around 0.3, is based on the findings from industrialized countries".ra

Kim and Lau (i994) derived a measure ofTFP growth in another way. Thcy used a

TLPF to estimate TC in East Asian countries. In such a production function TC is

measured using a time trend teIm. This method also suffers from the assumption of

same form ofproduction function for all countries but parameters, for examplc shares

ofcapital are allowed to be variant country-wise. But this method of using a TL-PF is

also has a problem. This folm ol production function irvolves a large number oI

parameters, which require a large number ofobservatiors, which are very hard 10 find

especially in this case. Further, a large number of parameters, transformed from each

orher. may be rnuliicollinear wifi eaclr ollter.

ra Prior to the sr!,dy of Kim and Hahn (2ooo), Pagc (199.1) cal*latcd rIl,G lLr selerll Eis.  stin
counlrjes. tle also simpl) used the value ol capjBl share esllDalcd IroN high,iicorre couDlrics as a
representu(ive value tor thc E0stAsio connkies.
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The present study will use equation 3.8 to estimate TFPC and for this I will use our

own-estimated value ofthe capital share to nreasure it. I will also perlbrm slrnsilivity

analysis using capital shares of0.3, 0.4,0.5 and 0.57r5.

Since required data on capital stock per worker (K) is not available tiom the common

sources ofdata, I will construct this series by dividing capital stock by labor force. To

construct the series of capital stock I will use the perpetual inventory method. The

perpebal inventory method accumulates the flow of past investment in order !o

genemte the series of capital stock. Capital stock as the accumulation ofthe flow o[

past investments is shown as follows:

K, =ZI,-,0-5Y

K, = l, + I,-t(1- O+ 1,-,(l - r)' +........ + 10 (l - d)'

For the time period t-l the above equation takes the following form:

K,-t = I,-, + I,-,(l- O+ 1, 3(l - O! +........ +.ro(l - O'-'

(1 - 6 ) K, -t = 1, lt - 6) + I, -,(l - 6)l + 1,-r(1 - r)r +........ + 10 (l - r)'

Subtracting equadon 3.12 from 3.10I getthe follorving equation:

K, -(t- K,_t=I,

K,= I, + (:t- 6)K,_l

3.10

ln the above equation Kl, Ir and d represent the capital stock in present tinre period,

investrnent level in present time period and the depreciation rate of capital

respectively. I can write equation 3.10 altematively as follows:

Multiplying both sides ofthe above equation with (l -, ) I get the followiDg equation

3.1 t

3.12

l.l 3

3.14

l.ls

rJ In the case ofdeveloping countries \ye could nol llnd uy study in which capnal shee has been lsed
as less lhar 0.3 or g.ealer than 0.57. See. for example, Ua.lison (1996) and Han (2003).
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The above equation is the key equation to estimate the capital stock in the cuffent

time period and it implies that K{=lo, where Ko is iDitial capital srock and Io is

investment level in the initial time period. Khan (2006) suggested, ..The value of

investment in the initial pe od is estimated through a linear regression of the log of

investment against time. The fitted value of initial investment is used to calcLllate

initial capital stock." To calculate the initial capital stock he used an equation such as

given below:

ls+o)
3.1 6

In the above equationg is the rate ofgrowth ofoutput. The problem in estiDating the

above equation is the selection ofdepreciation rate, . However, many researchers, for

example Nehfl and Dhareshwar (1993), Collins and Bosworth (1997) and Khan

(2006), used a 4 percent annual depreciatioD rate of capilal. Following these

researchers I will also use the same depreciation rate ofcapital.

The growth accounting approach is the most widely used approach for the esti,nation

of TFPG on account of its simple and easy method of application and other

advantages. This approach is supportive in estimating TFP in situations where data lor

some periods is missing- Further, when data is available only for limited periods this

approach is able to estimate 'ITP; tbis approach is able to produce TFPC estinrates for

each period. Therefore, the trend ofTFP groMh can bc obsef,red using this approach.

Despite the above advantages, this approach has some limitations- This approach

assumes that production functions exhibit the behavior of constant retums to scale.

But, Lucas (1988), Romer (1986, 1990) and some other researchers argue thar dLrc to

economies of scale production functions characterized by increasing leturns to scale

might also exist. Further, the groMh accounting approach assumes that the prcduciion

function is stable. But, in the case ola long run and Iarge sample of countries this may
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become instable. The assumption of this approach, referred to as Hicks neutral

technical progress, has also been criticized by researchers. This assumplion

necessitates that the productivity of labor and capital rnust incr.ease at thc saDe ratc

due to technical progress. This is very hard to see in the real world. Moreover. fFp

gro*,th measured through the growh accounting approach may not be the true

measure of technical progress as besides teclmical progress it covers the eflects ot'

economies ofscale and trade openness, and so on. Ir this approach the estimates may

not be tested for statistical significance as this approach is pammeter free.

3.2 lndex Number Method as a Measure of TFPG

The index number method is an altemative growth accounting measure ofTFP. This

apprcach resembles the gro\rth accounting approach in a number of ways. Both

approaches develop the indices of TFP and both suffer similar problems. However,

unlike the groMh accounting approach, the index number method is not restricted to

using the aggregate production function. Given the specification of produclion

function, researchers use different methods of index numbers to estimate TFP with

this approach.

The productivity ofa factor ofproduction is the measurc of how efficient that l'actor is

in the production of output, In the case of a single output produced by a single inpul

productivity is simply the ratio of output to input. However, practically, produotion

functions involve the production of more than one output using multiple factors ol

production. In this case the measurement of TFP using a simple output to input ratio is

no longer a simple phenomenon. The prcblem involves the selection of weights fbr

each output to develop an aggregate output index and for each input to develop an

aggregate input index. The use oftwo forurs ofprcduction lunction is very comrnon

iD the literaturei
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Q=AL"KB

Q=A(xL+BK)

3.t7

3.1 8

In both functions, specified as in equations 3.17 and 3.18, Q, L, aDd K represent

output index, labor and capital respectively, whereas A, d and p represent TFP,

labor elasticity of output and capital elasticity of output respcctively.l6 With little

manipulation the above functions ca0 be wriften into the lomrs ofTFP Index.

A= O
L. K,

3.t1 -A

3.18 - rA= O

aL*0K

The equations 3.17-A and 3.18-A are the manipulated lomls of equations 3.17 and

3.18 respectively. Each ofthe above stated equations represents how the TFP indcx

can be developed. Howevet the fomer is a form ofgeometric index ofTFP and the

latter is the form ofarithmetic index ofTFP. According to equations 3.17-A and 3. i8-

A to develop the TFP index I need data on output ildex, labor input, capital iDput,

labor share of output (o) and capital share of output ([]). Values of o and B can be

determined through the estimatioD of production fuDctions given in equation J.l7 or

3.18 correspondingly.

The important issue in the estimatioD ofthe TFP index through the index number

approach is the selection of an appropriate index nLrmber rrethod. Researchers

nonnally use two approaches to select the appropriate mefiod of index number to

'6 z odl ee aho caucd share of labor into output (or sinply labor sha,e oloutpuo and sharc o1'

capitalinto output(or simply capital share ofoulput) respectively.
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develop the TFP index. The first approach is known as the axiomatic approach,

whereas the second approach isknown as the economic approach.

In the first approach desiEble properties of an index number are predefined then

different forms of index numbers are studied to find which lorm best fulfills the

desirable properties of the index number. The one which best lulfills the dcsimblc

properties is selected as the measure ofTFP index.

In the second approach a particular form ofindex number is used for a given form of

production function. In the literature, researchers have highlighted several forlrs of

production functioos such as CD-PF, Constant Elasticity of SubstitutioD production

function (CES-PF), Variable Elasticity of Substitution productior t'unction and TL-PF.

Diewert (1976, 1978) cited in Kumar et al. Q004, p. 114) argr.red that "The Theil-

Tomqvist discrete approximation to the Divisia index is coosistent in aggregatioi and

superlalive for a linear homogeneous trans-logarithmic production function". Due to

the above argument the present study uses the Divisia-Tornqvist index number

method to develop the TFP index nder the index nunber approach. However, the

Divisia-Tornqvist index Dumber method worl6 under ce ain assumptions. It asslrmes

that the production function is in linear homogeneous and in translogarithmic lorln.

Further, it assumes that markets are perfectly competitive and firms seek to maxinlize

their profits under this situation. Under these assumptions the Tornqvist output irdex

takes the following form:

g,=fi1)rf t4[n +n '') 3.19

In the above function Q!, Yit, Yn-I, Rn, and Rir-l represent outpui quanlity iDdex, output

of i6 commodity in current time period, output of i'h commodity in previous tirne

period, share of iih commodity in total revenLre in current time peliod and share of i'h
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commodity in total revenue in previous time period respectively. In the flrnction given

in 3.19 the estimation of Ri! requires some explanation. This is computed as given in

equation 3.201

DY
1\, - ",

Zp,v,

L n( 
xjt 

)(tt2)ts7+s7r-rlj) x jt_t

- w,,x,,
D, - ,r-

Lw',x,,

3.20

In the above equation R,!, and Yn have the usual meanings as stated above, whereas P;,

represents price ofthe i$ commodity.

Under the same assumptions as stated above the Tornqvist input quantity index takes

the following form:

3.21

In the above equation, Io xr, xrr,r, Srr and Srr,r replesent Tornqvist ioput quanlily indcx

in current time period, amount ofjrh ilput in current time period, amount ofjlh input iD

preceding time perjod, share ofjs input ir total cost in current time period and share

ofjrh input in total cost in previous time period respectively. In the equation 3.21 the

share ofjs input in totalcost (Sjr) is estimated as given iD equation 3.22:

3.22

In equation 3.22 Si and xjr have the usual meanings as stated ir the interpretation of

equatioD 3.21, whereas wjr is the cost ofjrh input in the cuffent time period.

In the case of measurement of the Tornqvist input quantity index one may have to

face the problem ofbiased estimates.'fhe reason for the above is the Don-existence of

perfect competition in factor markets in the case of most countries. In this situation

the prevalenoe of equality of factor payments to their marginal prodlrcts is very
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seldom. In this situation the use offactor prices as the proxy oftheir respective sllares

in output will produce biased estimates ofthe TFP index. Besides that stated above,

unavailability of reliable data on factor pa)4nents poses another problem is the

estimation of TFP index. In order to overcome the problems stated above some

researchers, lor example Wizarat (2002), estimate CD-PI.'to determine lhe sharc of

each input into output and replace factor payments by factor shares of output.

Substituting factor shares of output in place of factor payments the Tornqvist input

quantity index takes the folJowing form:

/ \a,

| =filrj )
1=t\x1, r)

o
rFP,=7

The index number approach

accountiig approach.

3.23

In the above equation It and xjr have the same meanings as stated above in equation

3.21, whereas oj represents the share ofj input into output. It is importantto mention

again that the value ofqjcan tre determined through the estimation ofCD-PF.

After the estimation ofTomqvist output quantity index ard Tornqvist input index the

Tornqvist TFP index can simply be calculated as the ratio olthe firsr to the second lor

each period. This is given in equation 3.24.

3.24

is characterized by the same advantages as thc growtlr

3.3 Econometric Method as a Measure of TFPG

In the ecol]ometric method ofTFP estimation appropriate econometr'ic models fbr the

given production functions are specified and then estimated. Various forDs of

production functions can be estimared dlrough econontetric nrethods. However.
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specification and estimation of TLPF, CD-PF and CES-PF are commonly seen in the

literahrre.

3.3.1 The Trans-logarithmic Production Function

There are two methods to estimate TLPF: direct method and indirect method. Taking

into accountjust two facto$ of production, labor and capial, one can estimate TLPF

through a direct method of estimation using the following econometric specilication

of the function:

Q=exp[on + orlnl + nrlnK + arT + y, BKK(lnK)'?+ pxrlnKlrrl + PKrTlnK + /,

Pn(lnl)'? + BLrTlnL + 0rrfl+E 3.25

In the above equation, Q, L, K and T represent value added, capital stock, labor force,

and technology respectively, whereas ln is the notation ofnatural Iogarithmic form of

a variable and e represents the error componenl of the lnodel. Since the above

specified model estimates a large Dunxber of coefficierts the degrees of freedonr

substantially decrease. Therefore, estimation ofthe above nodel requires a very large

sample size. Morcover, in the specified model the variables are somehow felated to

each odrer and in this situation the problem ofmulticollinearity may arise.

The second method of estimation of TLPF is the indirect method. This melhod

requires the estimation of profit or cost function at tlre first stage then it requires thc

derivation offundamental properties ofthe estimated fLrnction using duality theory. Ir

this method residuals are obtained through Ordinary Least Square approach of

estimation and then through these residuals co-variances are estimated aod fien

through successive application ofGeneralized Least Square approach with restriction

on the coefficients residuals are minimized. It is importaDt to mention that this

procedure assumes that TC is Hicks neutral and the production function exhibits the
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behavior of constant retums to scale and finns face perlectly competitive markets.

The present study does not estimate TL-PF due to the rcasons discussed above.

3.3.2 The Cobb-Douglas Production Function

In gro\r'th studies, specification ofthe produciion function in Cobb-Douglas form is

frequently found. This specification can be easily estimated after h?nsfonning it into

logJinear form. The specification ofthe CD-PF takes the following form:

Q, = A, K,'L,D 3.26

In the above specification Qt, Kr, I-r, o, p and Ar represent ortput value added in

cuffenttime period, capital stock in clrffent time period, level of labor fbrce in currenr

time period, capital elasticity of output, Iabor elasticity of output and state of

technology respectively. In the above model wifi the given values of Kr and I-a any

technical progress (i.e. increase in value of Ar) will shilt the production finction

upward. Econometric specification ofAt is given as fbllows:

3.2/

Substituting the value ofAt from 3.27 into 3.26 I have equation 3.28:

Qr = AoenK."I1D

In the above model if the sum ofo and B is equal to unity, lcss than uDily and greater

than unity implies that the production fLrnction exhibits the behavior of co0stant

returns to scale, diminishing retlrms to scale and increasing returns to scalc

respectively. Hence, specification of the CD-PF allows estimating the production

function with variable retums to scale as well rather dtan just with constant returDs to

scale lilrc some other specifications ofthe production flrnction.

Applying loga thms on both sides ofthe,nodel specified in equation 3.28 I have the

log-linear specification ofCD-PF as given in equation 3.29:



lnQr = InAo + ),t + olr(r + plnl-. +et

The above log-linear specification of CD-PF can be

form:

ln Qt= ct o+ 
dl + arln Kt + d:ln Lt + tt

TFPG, = (r:(az+ % -l)(ctJ, +d$,)

In the above equationar ,d, and d3 represent the sanle things
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3.29

estimated using the Ibllowing

Given the data on three time series (i.e. output value added, capital stock and labor

force) I can estimate the above specification ofCD-PF. In the above model o2 and ol

represent capital elasticity of output and labor elasticity ofoutput respecrively and ol

{b represents returns to scale, Further, or is the coefficient of technology and it

rneasures the average share oftechnology into outpLrt groMh during the period uDder

study. It is impo(ant to mention thattechnology coelficicnt or implies that technology

growth is disembodied, exogenous and Hicks-neutral and it is materialized at a

constant exponential rate. However, after estimating the effect of TC on output

growth TFP growth can be measured using the following equationlT:

3.31

as in equation 3.30.

However, iand ,f<, represent annual growth rates of tabor force and growth rate of

capital respectively. The econometric approach involves the cstimation ofcoefficieDts

according to the specification of the productior function. fhercfore, this approach

rcquires complete data series without missing values to ensure sufficient degrecs of

freedom. If data values of variables entered into the model are missing then the

estimated coefficients may not be reliable. However, this approach permits the

application of statistical significance tests of estimated coefficients- Dillbrent

restrictions on the production function may also be testcd lhrough this approach.

'r For funhcr reading see Shju and Heshmari(2006).
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3.4 Effect of TFPG on Future Economic Growthls

The neoclassical gro$,th model reflects that il there is technical progress, thc

ag8regate production function shifts upward and the economy adjusts to a new steady

state. At the initial level of capital per worker (k), output per worker (y) increases,

which indicates a higher level ofMPk at ench level ofk. Due to an increase in MPk,

investment increases, and this increased investment raises the level ofK fiom its

initial level. Capital per worker may incrcase until MPk reaches its initial lcr,clr!

Increased capital per worker raises the output per worker. This is shown in Appendix

3.2. IfTFP growth is the correct measurement of technical progress then positive

growth of TFP should raise the level of investment, rvhich should be followed by

output per worker growth. The idea of the effect of TFP growth on future economic

growth, however, may still be ambiguous for some. The concept of lags involved in

capital formation for the time required to complete the investment is helplul to

undentand the idea ofthe effect ofTFP gro$,th on future economic growth. Koeva

(2000) reported drat different industries of the USA take l3 to 86 months lor the

completion of installations olnew plants. According to the findings ofKoeva (2000)

it can be argued that investment cannot be made spontaneously, rather it is a

continuous phenomenon which goes reasonably irto the future once sta(ed in the

present,

Neoclassical growth model assumes constant marginal propeDsity to save, s, and a

constant gl owth rate of labor force, n. Under these assumptions I have

S:sY

A K=I_6K

r3 
MosL olrhc dLcL sion in r'i, section h", l, '(,, LpJn ll"r 

' 
2rr0Jl.

'" lhi" 
"."rement 

i' r rco.l)underrheasr-mnrionolcohunrrela.r\cld-rorr.',"

3.31

3.32
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Since S=I

k=sY-5K 3.t3

Rewriting equation 3.2 Y = A(t)f(K, L)

Dividing both sides by L y = A(t)f(k, 1) 3.34

Since I is constant in 3.34, alternatively I can write it as tbllows

y = A(t)f(k) 3.3s

KKL
I know 3.36']0K KL

Rearanging above equalion K = Lk + Lk .1.17

From equations 3.33 and 3.37 I have

sY-5K=Li-ik

sL!-sx=Li+i*
L

s lLllt )I lk ) - 6Lk - Li - Lk

i
Since 3 - n sAttlltk'r-8<-ktnk

I'

i = sA(t) f(k)- & - nk

k=sA(t)f(k)-(6+n)k 3.38

Equation 3.38 is the fundamental equation of the Solow model in the presence of

constant growth rate of labor force 'n' and conslanl depreciation rate of capital' ,' '.

This equation shows thaL change in capial per uorker ,( is the dimerence of aclfial

investment per worker ,r,4(f)/(,t) and the breakeven investment (, + r)[ . If technical

progress appears, then actual investment sl(/)/(tr) exceeds the breakeven investment

(d+ a),t and capital per worker increases, which enhances the output per worker. tlan
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(2003, p. 20) argued "if TFPG is a good measure cftechnology growth, then higher

TFPG is expected to cause higher future inveslment and higher lirlure outpul growth".

However he opined fiat commonly used methods of TFP groMh DeaslrremeDt may

fail to capture technology growth when economic gro\\4h is sector specific. However,

he ageed that investment and output growth would still increase due to sector-

specific technical gains but in such circumstances the ability ofTFP growth to prcdict

output groMh breaks down. Van (2003) also reported on sector-specific TC in Dast

Asian countries. He reported that such TC took the form of "leaming-by-do;ng" and

initial doing is induced by the relative factor prices. He showed that in this situation

TC may exist yet not be measured by conventional measures ofTFP growth.

Van and Park (2001) focused on the possibility that East Asian countries' growth is

sector specific. They argued, for instance, that in the 1960s and early l9?0s the

Korean economy specialized in labor-intensive industries, first iD textiles and apparel

and then ir electronics, automobiles and semiconductors simultaneously. So they

focused on the idea that technology gains are localized. Ir such circumstances,

according to them, the main conventional methods of Srowth accounting (i.e. to

calculate the Solow residual using data on output and factor inputs and to estimate an

aggrcgate production function for the economy using TL-PF or the more restrictive

Cobb-Douglas form) lnay only reflect capital deepening as new industries use capital

more intensively. Yet, such measures would not reflect the fact that lhese induslrics

may have achieved technical gains to make production teasible.

The present study will use all the three apprcaches of TFP estimation and will use

these esiimates to predict future outplrt growth so that the thrce corrmon mcitsurcs of

TFP grou4h may be compared with each other, and ihc mcosure that besi predicls the

future output growth of a panel of devcloping and developed countries can be
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detemined. However, in order to compare d1e growth accounting approach and index

number approach with the econometric apprcach, the study will use average estimates

ofTFP for the period under study and develop a cross-sectional econometric model to

determine fie effect ofTFP on output growth.
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Chapter 4

Data and Methodology
4.'t Data and Variables

This study includes a sample of 35 developing and developed countries aDd coverc the

period from 1990 to 200921. Three countries have been selected from Central and East

Eurcpe (CEE), four countries from Africa, five countries from LA, four countries

from SA, lour from EA, and 15 countries have beeD selected from European UDion-

15 (EU-15). For all countries included in this study, data on dilferent variables have

been co llected from three sources: The Penn world Tables (PwT) mark 7, The

International Financial Statistics (IFS) dated 2011 and World Development Indicators

(WDI) dated 201 1. The frequency ofall variables used in this study is annual. Data on

most ofthe variables included in this study are used from IFS and PwT.

The present study intends to comparc the effects oITFP growth measured through the

gro\r,th accourting approach, index number approach and econometric approach on

RGDP. This requires data on two time series: TFP Srowth and RGDP growth. 'l he

present study uses a self-calculated time series of TFP. The measurement ol TFP

needs three time series; gro\rth mte of capital, growth rate of labor force and gro*4h

mte of real GDP. The study acc€sses data on real GDP growth and GFCF lrom lFS.

The study uses data on GFCF to generate the time series of capital stock using the

perpetual inventory nethod. Following Nehru and Dhareshwar (1993), Collins and

Bosworth (1997), Knan (2006), and others, the study uses a four percent annual

depreciation rate of capital stock in perpctual inventory method. Time series data on

the labor lorce is used fiom WDI. Under the growth accoultirg approach thc timc

series ofTFPG are developed according to equation 3.6 using different capital shares

" ,^ lkl ofalllhc countrics in $e fullsamplc and sjx $rb{ohples is given in ApDendlx 4.1
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of output varying from 0.30 to 0.55 to perfonn sensitivity tests. The study uses

equation 3.24 to geDerate time series data on TFP growth in the index nLrmber

approach. Data on the input quantity index will be produced using equation 3.23. ln

order to perfonn sensitivity analysis this approach will also use different capital

shares ofoutput varying from 0.30 to 0.55. ln order to have TFP estimates using the

econometric approach the study estimates equation 3.29 for the sample ofcountries.

The theme of this study is based on the idea that TFP groMh positively affects the

MPk at each level of capital per worker which induces irvestment which is firllowcd

by higher real output. Due to the fact that investment is not conpleted on the spot,

rather it needs time for its completion, TFPG affects luture output throLrgh lufLlrc

investment. To determine the effect ol TFP growth on investment growth l need

another time series on investrnent groMh. For this reason, following Han (2003), the

study uses two differeDt time series of investment grov,'th: thc growth rale of tolal

fixed investment (GFI) and the groMh rate olinveshncnt share ofCDP (GISH).

From the above discussion it is apparent that this study analyses the effect of TI.PG

on two dependent variables: RGDP and investment (GFI and GISH). To siudy the

effect of TFPG on RGDP the study uses groMh rate ofreal per capita GDP (GRGDP).

Time series of GFI were obtained from WDI, whereas time series of GISH and

GRGDP were obtained from PWT. I studied the effect ofTFPG on luture output aDd

investment for the FS ofour cross-section and for six sub-samples.

This study uses the first lag of TFPG and GFI or GISH in separate equations as

indepeMent variables to estimate the effect of investment and TFPG on GRGDP.

Other than investment aDd TFPG several time-varying conkol variables, commonly

used in groMh studies, will also be used as independeDt variablcs. The list of these

control variables covers growth of lNF, government's share of GDP (GOVSH),
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population $oMh rate (GP), and groMh rate oftrade openness (GTO). Datn on three

time series; lNF, GP and totalfixed investment have been obtained from WDI. Data

on trade openness, GOVSE investment share ofGDP and RGDP have been obtained

from PWT. To test the convergence of rcal GDP per capita I use one period lagged

natuml log of RGDP (LRGDP!-r).

4.2 Econometric Model

This study uses almost all ofthe variables in the form of growih rates. Being growrh

rates, all ofthe time series are expected to be integrated oforder 0 (i.e. I(0)). For the

confirmation of these expectations regardirrg the stationary issues of time series I

employ various panel unit root tests, which include Levin, Lin, and Chu (2002), lm,

PesararL and Shin (2003), and Fisher-q?e tests using augmented Dickey-lluller (ADF)

and Phillips-Peron (PP) tests. In Levin, Lin, and Chu (LLC) test of unit roots it is

assumed that all of the cross-sections face a common unit root process. Contrary to

LLC test, the Im, Pesaran, and Shin, and the Fisher-ADF and PP iests assume that the

individual unit root processes across cross-sections are included in ihe sample. All ol

the unit root tests employed in this study assume the unit root in null hypothesis.

Rejection ofthe null hlpothesis leads to the conclusion that the series is stationary.

In order to determine the effects ofTFPG on future output growh the study uses two

types of econometric models: a pooled crcss-section time-series model and a fixed-

effects panel data model. In a pooled cross-section time-series model space and time

dimensions are disregarded. The pooled econometric model used in this study ;s ofthe

following form:

CRGDI,: do+ 6ltTFPG,,-, +a2LRGDB,_, +arlNq, +aaCOVSHi, + ,r 5cPn + a6C'l'O,, )- U;,

4.1
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Where "i" represents vari&tions across cross-sectiorls (i.e. hom l to N) and t

reprcsents variation across time periods (i.e. from I to T).

On the left-hand side ofequation 4.1 GRCDP,I appears as a dependent variable and it

represents the GRGDP. TFPqr.r represents the first lagged values of TFPG for i'h

counhy in tth time period. LRGDPT-r represents the first lag of natural log of RCDP.

INFjr, GOVSHiT, GPit and GTOi represent INI, GOVSH, GP and GTO for country i iD

time period ! whereas Un represents the effor term. The model given in equation 4.1

determines the effects of groMh rate ofTFP on luture per capita real output growth.

This modelalso incorporates B-type conditional convergence test ofRGDP in thc case

ofthe FS of countries and various sub-samples. If the value of 4 appears as negative

and significant then it leads to the notion that each country's RGDP converges to its

own level ofsteady state.

In order to determine the effects of investment gro\{h on future RGDP growth I

develop two pooled data models as Biven in equations 4.2 and 4.3 where each model

covers a measure ofinvestment either growth rate ofGFI or GISH.

GRGDPi,= do+ dtTFPq,r + a,LRGDq,-r +arGFIi., +aalNqr + d5GOVSH i, + d6c-q,

+dtcTqt + U \l 4.2

Where: i represents variations across cross-sections (i.e. from I to N) and t rcpresents

variation across time periods (i.e. fiom l to T) and GFIi,.r represents first lag of GFI

for ilh country in t'l' time period.

GRGDP), = da+ r,t-fFPq,, + a,LRGD&, | +arGlSH,r,, +aalNq, + %GOVSH , + a6c1.l

+dlGTOi + U,\ 4.3

i=l....N and t=I....T and GlSl/l r'epreserrts first lag of GISH lbr i'h

countq, in trh time period.
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The study developed a similar pooled econometric model as specified in equation 4-2

in order to determine the effects ofTFPC on future investment with little amendmeflt.

The study excluded the variables LRGDP and proxies of invcstment (GIF and GISII)

from the models and used the two proxies of inveslment (i.e. GIt and GISH) as

dependent variables in econometric Dodels 4.4 and 4.5.

G-FIi =a" +a,TFPG.-, + a,INFi + a3covsHi, + aacPi,+d5GTq,+U , 4.4

Wherer i=l....N and Fl....T

GlSHr, = do +qTFPG,,.l + a,IN4, +a3GOVSH,, +dac\, + Z|GTO,, +U 
,

Where: i=I....N and t= 1....7

4.5

Afler determining the effects of TFP groMh on future rcal per capita output growth

and on future investment using pooled cross-section time-series regression models the

study will also employ fixed-effects panel data model for the same purpose. Fixed-

effects panel data models provide country-speoific estimates of constant ternr.

Employing these models is useful given the fact that pooled cross-section tirne-series

models ignore the space and time dimensions. According to Hsiao (1986), pancl data

models are characterized by high useable degrees of freedom with very low chances

ofcollinearity simple cross-sectional or time series nodels. In cross-sectionai models

it is assumed that the aggregate prcduction lunction is un,fon'n across all the countries

iflcluded in the sample. Cross-sectional analysis may suffer from omitted valiable bias

if some of the explanatory variables coffelate with the couniry's specific effbcts.

CoDtrary to this, panel data models are characterized by th(} variability of slope

coefficients athwart cross-sections aDd these models possibly avoid the omitted

variable bias.

The fixed-effects panel data modeltakes the following fornr:

GRGDPi = dai+ (r't'fFP q,r + d,IN\, + ct3covsH,, + dacPi. + dscTo,t + ui, 4.6



C RG D Pr = dat + d tT F PGi, j + d,CFI, | + d3lNqr + a4GOVSLI,, + a5c,l
+d6cTqt + U tl

GRGDnt = dot + r,tTFP Gi,r +a1GISHi,_, +arINL +aaGOVSHi +arci
+d6GTOit + U i,

GIIi =aoi +@,TFPqd + d,IN4, + d,GovsHi + d4G1, + d5crqt + u;l

GIsHif =%; +.rtTFPGi.., + arINFi + arGoVSH;, + daGP* + dscTo,, + U,,

i9

4.8

1.7

4.9

4 t0

Where: i represents variations across cross-sections (i.e. from I to N) and t represents

variation across time periods (i.e. from I to T) and ooi represents the constant term

and it gives the fixed effects for i'h country. Because in fixed-effects models lixed

effccts across allthe cross-sections are captured usingthe dummy variables, the above

specified models are also referred as least-square dummy variable models.

4.3 Convergence Test

Two types of convergence tests are applied in ncoclassical Srouth modelsl

conditional convergence and unconditional or absolule convergence. Cond;tional

convergence refers to the situation that each country converges to its own steady-state

level of real GDP per capita. Absolute convergence rcfers to the siluatior that all

countries converge to the sarne sieady-state level ofreal GDP per capita.

Two types of convergence are Lrsed to test for conditional or unconditional

convergence: o-type convergence and o-type convergence. The test of o-type

convergence investigaies whether the dispersion ofreal Y is reducing over time or not.

If it is reducing thelr I conclude that RGDP is converging to the steady-state level.

Whereas the p-type convergence investigates whether the growth rates of countries

are negatively correlated with the level of RGDP. For absolute P-type convergence

test I use GRGDP as the dependent variable and $e initial value of I{CDIr as the

independeot variable in the regression model. For the conditional B-type convergence
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test I use GRGDP as dependent variable and initial value ofRGDp and other control

variables as independent va ables.

This study uses the p-type test and investigates both (conditional and uncondiiional)

convergences ofRGDP. The regression models specified as 4.1 to 4.3 incorporate the

conditional P-type convergence test. A negative sign of 02 in 4.1 to 4.3 exhibils that

each country included ill the sample converges to its own steady,slate level of real

GDP per capita. However, our regression model to test the absolute p-type

convelgence takes the following form:

GRGDI, = Po+ ALRGDI, 1+U,

Where: i:l....N and t=1....7

TFPGtl = Bo+ /3tLTFeFt +U,

Where: i=l....N and t=l....7

4.16

In the model specified above a negative sign of pt exiibits tlut all courtries includcd

in the sample converge to the same steady-state level ofreal GDP per capita.

ln addition to the convergence test for real GDP per capita, I also test for the

convergence oiTFP. Our regression model to test for absolute p-type convergelce of

TFP is specified as follows:

4.11

Whereas, to tcst the conditional p-type convergence of TFPG our model takes the

following fonn

rFPG,, = 4 + 4LrF4,., + :4x jj, + Ur 4.18
]J

Where: i:l....N and Fl....T

LTFPiT-r is the first lag ofthe log ofTFP ofthe country i for time period t. Xj,, is the

set ofM control variables (tNF, GP, GTO, and GOVSfI for country i in timc pcriod t)

whercas Uir is tle effor tem.
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Miller and Upadhyay (2000, p. 10) explain that:

The lesis for conve.gence oftotal factor produclivity provide some new insighl as

to the spread, adoption, and convcrgence ofiechnical advanoes. Our tcst also inay

shed some l,ght on the argumenl about lvhether technology is a public or a private

good. That h, iftechnology is a public Sood tlEt can spccdily transil inrcmational

boundaries, lhen *e should Iind convergence of total tirtor productivity.

So, I test for convergence of TFP to investigate whether technology is a public good

or a private good across nations for the sample ofdeveloping countries.
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Chapter 5

Trends of Total Factor Productivity Growth22

This chapter presents the trends of TFP gro\dh estirnated through three diflcrcI]t

approaches: growlh accounting approach, index number approach and econometric

approach. The first section ofthis chapter shows the estimates of share of capilal in

output (Sk) in the case of each country. The second section shows and discr.rsses the

trends ofTFP growth measured through the groMh accounting approach (TFPG). The

third section ofthis chapter presents the hends oITFP growth measur-ed through the

index number approach (TFPGI). Finally, the last section shows the estimates ol fFP

groMh measured through the econometric approach.

5.1 Share of Capital in Output

This section estimates the share of capital in ouiput in the case of each coLmty

included in the sample. For this purpose this study used equation 3.7, which uses

growth rate ofoutput per worker as the dependent \,ariable and growth rate of capital

per worker as the independent variable. con.tun, f1).nor,. avcrage gro'vlh rare of
\A )

TFP during the sample period in the case of each country. Table 5. 1 demonstrates the

results of estimation of share of capital in output. The first column of fiis table

contains the names ofcountries included in the sample. The second column shows the

region in which each country falls. The third column contains the valuc ofconstant in

the case ofeach county according to equation 3.7, which is in fact average groMh mto

ofTFP groMh. The fourth column presents the values of share ofcapital per worker

'?: See Appendix I for lh€ list ofsymhols and abbreviations used in lhe sludy.
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in output per worker in the case of each country. The fifth column shows the vallle of

R2. The last column ofthe table shows the values ofF statistic for each country.

TEble: 5.1 Eslimation o Share ol Ci tal in Ou

Dependent Vadable: GroMh rate ofoLrtput perworker
(t
[.,

Count.y
( )'\
[;] trl I{:

Hungary Centraland East Europe -0.06 0.40- 3411.28
Ceniraland Edt Europc 2.00' 0.32' t32 65'
Centraland Eat EuroDc 4.79 0.51 0.98 l34l.5i

-0.41 0 43'' 0.12 2.12
EsvDt t.5l 0.46' O.?IJ 61.22'

0.1,1 0.81 l9 i6
-1.2t 0.23- 4.52 t9.74-
2.45 0.il 0.61 21.92

Brazil -0.21 0.51 0.71 46.94
Cliile 0.07 0.31 2422 02

-{.40 0.45' 103 20'
11.09 0.i6 0.35 38181
4.22 0.36" 0.r7 4 64"
1.67 0.63 0.19 71.72
4.12 0.47' 0.21 7.18-

Sri Lanka 2.49' 0.59' 4.79 7 t.62'
l.l7 0.50 0.,14 t5 84

0.?5' 061 l0l5
Malaysia 1.06 0.20- 03I 7.98-

0.80 0.20 4.21 6.12

EU.I5 0.71 051 098 ?68.19
Bclaiunr DU.I5 0.06 0.51 0,ll,l 91.57

-0 14 a37 0.t0 r82
DU.I5 0..)2 0.4, 0.69 41.8,1

EU,I5 {.21 0 56_ 0.10 9 l8'
DU.I5 0.93 0.51 0.02 4.27

ltu-15 -0.01 0.51' 0.60 29.43'
EU.I5 t.22 0.36- 0.21 4.91

Italy tru,l5 0.22 0 1l_ 0.90 l?6.89'
EU.I5 0.r0 t) 21 412I.l
Llu,l5 0.44 0 34_ 0.25 6.09
EU.I5 ,0 31 0i2 0.99 3362r.76

Sodi'r EU.I5 -0.41 0.32' 0.92 217.08'
[u-]5 0.18 0ll 0.14 il.i8
8U.15

0.65
031 l6 i9

Note: + indicates statistical si8nificece at l0l,r ** at 5% and .i. at l0%

According to the results prcs€nted in Table 5.1, the share of capital per worker in

output per worker (Sk) in the case of each country is signiticant eirher at one percerrt

level of significance or at five percent significance level except Algeria where it is
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significant at ten percent significance level. The magnitude ofthe share of capital in

ouiput in the case ofvarious countries varies from 0.20 (in the case of Malaysia and

Thailand) to 0.68 (in the case ofMorocco). It is impo(ant to note that these shares of

capital per worker have be€n estimated uDder the assumption of constant retums 10

scale considering Iabor and capital as factors ofproduction.

5.2 Trends of TFPG

This section represents the tends of TFP groMh measured through the groMh

accounting appmach (TFPG) using equation 3.8. In order to obtain the time series of

TFPG two time series (i.e. groMh rate ofoutput per worker and grolvth rate of capital

per worker) have been used along with the estimates olshare ofcapital per worker in

output per worker given in Table 5.1 in the case oleach country. For the purpose ol

representing the trends of TFPG, line graphs and tables have been used. Besides

presenting the trends ofTFPG in the case ofeach couDtry, this section also colnpares

these trends on a country level and regional level.

Figure: 5.1 Trends ofTIiPG in Ccntral and f,rst E rope
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Figure 5.1 shows the line graphs of TFPG over the sample period in the case of

Centml and East European countries included in the sample: Hungary, Romania and

Turkey. Among these three countries Hungary reaped relatively stable Srowth oITFP

during the sample period except in the early 1990s wherc TFPC renained a little

volatile as it increased by almost thirteen percent lrom -7.04 peroent to +5.95 percent

in just one year from 1992 to 1993. The reason for this volatility of TFPG during the

early 1990s may be the transition ofthe Huigarian economy from a planned economy

to a market economy during this period2r.

Unlike Hungary, Romania and Turkey faced highly volatile growth rates of TFP. The

range of growth rates ol TFPG in Romania is greater lhan that of Turkey because it

varies from -12.32 percent to more than +11.82 percent whereas in the case of Turkcy

it varies from'12.62 percent to +5.74 percent. However, since 2000 Ronrania has

sustained a stable and appreciable positive groMh rate (almost five percent) of TFP.

The reason for high volatility ofTFP gro!!,th in Romania during the sample period

before 2000 may be the hansition of its econonry from a planncd economy to a

market economy. After the 1996 elections in Romania a new political system errerged;

as a result, economic reforms were implemented which led to the private sector

attracting Iocal and foreign investment flows to support the Romanian economy2a.

At the staft of the sample period TLrrkey experienced very volatile trends of groMh

rate ofTFP similar to Romania. After 2004 Turkey sustained a stable growh rate of

TFP, however, it remained negstive during this period unlike that ofRorrania. During

the 1990s the Turkish economy faced prcblems ofunsustainable public debt, unstable

growth rates ofGDP, high and fickle INFS, structural issues and earthquake disasters

(Banking Regulation and Supenision Agency,20l0). These issues could explain the

':l sec Erlich snd Revesz (1995) fordetails.
:a 

See Sfiieciu and winker (2002) fordelails.
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volatile groMh rates of TFP until 2004. Global econo'nic competition negatively

affected the private sector ofthe Turkish economy (Ministry of Industry and Trade,

Republic of Turkey, 2010); this might explain the negative rates of TFP groMh rn

Turkey at the end ofthe sample period.

Figure:5.2 Trends ofTFI'G in Africa
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Figure 5.2 depicts the trends ofTFP growth measured through the growth accouDtirg

approach in the case of four African countries: South Africa, Morocco, Egypt alld

Algeria, for the sample period. The graph shows that TFPG in Morocco remained

highly volatile during the sample period especially until 2002. It is worth noting tlrat it

remained as low as -9.70 in 1995 and as high as 9.45 h 1996. Further, the average

level of TFPG in Morocco remained at 0.14 percent with a high standad deviation

(SD) of 4.90 producing a very high coetficient of variation (CV) which is 35. Aher

2002 the volatility ofTFPG in Morocco decreased yet it was not stable. Frequent SD

changes in world oil prices, environmental conditions, foreign remittances, capital

flows and political situations may have caused the Moroccan economy to be volatile

(Sekkat, 2004).
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TreMs of TFPG in South Africa and Algeria also showed volatility because they

fluctuated between positive and negative growth lates. However, the average TFPG in

these countries rcmained negative: -1.21 in South Atiica and -{.41 in Algeria with

SDs of 1.90 and 2.47 respectively. The IMF (2007) suggested that a lengthy period of

transition to a market economy, weak institutional irameworks, petite private sector,

disturbing investment ambiance, labor market bends, and large migrations of skilled

laborcrs to abroad may have caused poor productivity growth in Algeria. The weak

levels ofTFP growth in South Africa may be ascribcd to a low savirg rate, lackluster

foreign direct investment, labor market stringenoy, weak skill levels of labor force,

and tight public policies as reported by Pillay (2001).

In the case of Egypt, fluctuations in TFP gro\dh have Dot beeD random but have

followed a cyclical trend. TFPG in Egypt remained positive throughout the sample

period with an exception of three ycars (i.e. fiom 1991 to 1993) whel€ it remained

negative. The average gro*th rate of TFP in Egypt remained at 1.51 percenl duing

the sample period included in the study with a SD of 1.31 giving a rclatively smnll

value ofCV of 0.87. Ahmed (2006) reported a negative growth rate ofTFP during the

1980s which continued until the early 1990s. However, Din and Morsi (2003)

ascribed the positive gro*th rate ofTFP during the 1990s io the implementation of

the Economic Reform and Structural Adjustrnent PrograDr in 1991. The present study

also found tle same trends of TFP growth during the period which remained

remarkable especially lrom 1997 to 2001.

Figure 5.3 prcsents the trends of TFP groMh in the case of the five Latin Anerican

countries included in the sample: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico. All

the countries included in the region observed similar trends of TFP growth without

exception; the trends were very volatile throughout the sample period. Averagc
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groMh rates ofTFP, SDs and coefficients ofvariation in this region were: mean=

2.05, SD = 4.32, CV = 2.14; mean = -0.23, SD = 2.30, CV = -10.08; mean - 0.07,

SD = 3.83, CV = 51.43; mean = -0.40, SD = 2.82, CV = -?.l3; and mean = -0.09, SD

=2.42, Cy = -26.13 lor Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colorrbia and Mexico respectively.

These fach show that TFP groMh in LA has been very volatile especially in rhe case

ofCh;le and Mexico.

Figure: 5.3 Trends oITFPG in Latin America

Although the trends ofTFP growth in this region have followed random fluctuations,

the intensity of the volatility reduced after 2001and overall TIPG in this region

during the mentioned period varied arould zero percent with an average groMh rate

of 0.03 percent and SD of 2.29 as compared to average growth rate of 0.45 percent

and SD of3.86 from 1991 to 2001. Researchers ascribe the poor conditions ofTFP

growth in Latin American countries to policy mistakes. They think that trade

restrictions in this regioD, political iDstabilily, industrialization targeted at impor!

substitution and sectoral subsidies for attracting investment are responsible for the

low level ofTFP growth in LA (see lor example Cole et al., 2005 and Flopenhayn ard
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Neumeyet 2004). Hopenha,,n and Neuneyer (2004) reported slightly negative

gro\rth rate ofTFP in LA during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. The presenl study

found a positive average $o\rth rate of TFP in LA that reveals an improvement in

TFP growth during the sample period under study.

Figure:5,4 Trends ofTFPG in South Asia

Figure 5.4 presents the trends ofTFP growth in the case of four South Asian countries

included in the study: Bangladesh, lndia, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. The figure reveals

that trends of TFP in the case of Bangladesh and Pakistan have been more volatile

than in the case of India and Sri Lanka. Average growth rales of TFP iD these four

countries remained at 0.22 percent, 1.67 percent,0.72 percent and 2.49 percent with

SDs of 1.00, 1.63,2.31 and2.I3 respectively for Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri

LaDka. These facts rcflect that this region has reaped a positive growth rate of TFP

during the sample period. However, growth rates ofTFP in India and Sri Lanka rvere

morc rcmarkable than those in Bangladesh atld Pakisian.
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In particular, Sri Lanka realized the highest average growth rate of TFP during the

sample period not only in the South Asian rcgion but among countries ofall rcgions

included in this study. The IMF (2007) suggested that Sri Lanka benefilted lrom

shong institutional indicators which are genemlly considered sources ofTFP groMh.

The United Nations (2006) reported that Sri Lanka is blessed with a high quality labor

force both in the tems of literacy rate and quality ofeducation as compared to other

South Asian nations. These are some possible rcasons for the appreciable average

growth rate ofTFP in Sri Lanka. Low averaSe growth rates ofTFP and high values of

SD in the case of Bangladesh and Pakistan represeDt the high volatility of TFP i]l

these countdes as compared to th€ othertwo countries. Average annual growth rate of

TFP in this region during the sample period remained at 1.28 percent. Although this

average annual groMh rate of TFP seems good, it is less than the avemge annual

growth rate of GDP in these four countries which has been 5.27 percent during the

sample pedod. Since these countries are developing where the labor partic;pation rate

is very low compared to that in developed countries, so this appreciable economic

groMh rate in these countries may be the result of factor accumulation especially

increases in Iabor force (World Bank, 2007). However, $is gro\\.th rate is also linked

with improvements in the ovemll policy climate in SA which includcd growing Blobal

integration,stabilization of economies and deregulstion (Almed, 2006).

Figurer 5.5 Trends ofTFPG in EiNtAsia
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Figure 5,5 reflects the trends ofTFP growth in the case offour East Asian countries:

Hong Kong, Malaysia, Thailand, and Korea. The figure shows that the overall TFP in

this region has been growing with a stable and positive growth rate until recently.

However, in 1998 the growth rat€ of TFP in EA was observed to be highly negative

and sharp recoveries in grorrth rate ofTFP in the region were observed in 2000. Ir the

case of Hong Kong, Korea, Malaysia and Thailand, the present study found average

growth rates ofTFP to be l.l7 perceDt,2.56 percert, 1.06 percent and 0.80 percent

with SDs of3.16, 1.93,3.51 and 3.74 respectively. In 1997 to 1998 this region laced a

severe financial crisis in the tems of currency and banking. GDP in this region

contracted remarkably in 1998 as compared to historical growlh rates and other

regions of Asia which were hardly affected by this crisis (Barro, 2001). This shary

variation in groMh rate ofTFP during 1997 to 2000 may be attributed to the Unancial

crisis ofEA during the period mentioned above.

After 2006 the average TFP ofthe four selected couDtries shrunk at a decreasing rate

and in 2009 its groMh rate tumed into negative. The reason for this trend may pertain

to the global financial crisis in the late 2000s. East AsiaB countries have the potential

to be highly affected by any global crisis due to the facts indicaEd by Plumrner

.-a-TFPG-HKG

..#TFPG-MYS

-FTFPG KOR
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(2009). He observed that almost all East Asian countries have promoted greater

outward economic integration with the global economy and reduced trade restrictiol'ls.

In this situation it is not surprising to observe that the growth rate of'fFP at the end of

the mentioned period turned into negative.

Figure 5.6 exhibits the average fends ofTFP groMh for l5 countries included in EU-

15 during the sample period. The figure shows that the growth rate ofTFP in EU-15

countries was appreciable during the mid-1990s. In contrast to this, the EU-15

experienced a sharp decline in TFP growth after 2007. Similar to East Asian countries,

this decline may be attributed to the global financial crisis during these years.

Figure: 5.6 Trends of TFPG in EU-15

Dhameja (2010) claimed that the financial crisis which started in mid-2007 was global

in its naturc as it affected almost every country ofthe world. The etlects ofthis crisis

had been observed in almost the whole world by the end of2008. This crisis impacted

the world economy by reducing production, cau sing disorders in world markets,

financial losses and financial bubbles, and producing cunency crises (lemzi and

Senel, 2011). Crafts (2003) pointed out that until 1995 European economics grcw fast
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and their real GDP per man hour surpassed that ofthe USA. Fufther, he obseryed that

investmeDts in infomation and communication technologies it Europe duling the

lq90s got a momentum which could be the source of belte[ levels of TFP groMh in

the region.

Table 5.2 contains the time series data of TFPG in the case of the 15 countries

included in EU-15. This table shows that 2008 and 2009 were two vicious years for

European economies during which TFPC in these economies declined sharply. In

2009 all of the EU-15 member economies faced negative TFP groMh, whereas in

2008 only two member economies of EU-15 (i.e. Austria and The Netherlands)

realized positive growth of TFP. This sharp decline in TFP groMh may have been

realized in these economies due to global financial crises which originated in 2007

and afiected almost all of the economies of the world. Avelage growth rates of TFP

during 2008 and 2009 were -1.92 snd -3.45 respectively. Besides these two years,

during 1990, 1993, 2001 and 2003 dre EU-I5 faced negative average growth ofTFP.

However, the intensity ofdecline in TFP growth in these years was not as high as in

2008 and 2009.

Among the 15 menrber countries of EU-15 six economies realized overall negative

gro*th rates of TFP during the sa'nple period: Denmark (mean = -0.14 percent),

France (mean = -0.23%), Greece (mean = -{.03%), Italy (nean = -0.22yo), Pottugal

(mean = -{.81%) and Spain (mean : -{.41%). All ofthe other countries included iD

EU-15 experienced positive avemge groMh rates of TFP during the sample period.

However, among the countri€s included in the rcgion under discussion, Ileland

realized the highest avemge growth rate of TFP (mean = 1.22%) during the sample

period.
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A negative average gro\th rate ofTFP, as seen in the case ofDenmark, is rcferred to

as the productivity paradox. This paradox indicates that the reasons for weak

(negative) productivity gro$4h in the Danish economy are not known. This raises

serious queries about why productivity growth in the Danish economy is weak

(negative) despite having a good economic structure, for example a supple labor

market where Iaborers are educated and skilled. and a stable macroecoromic

environment (OECD, 2009).

The IMF (201 1) reported that over the last decade France faced ce(ain deteriffatiors

in public finance. Fufiher, the cost ofhiring labor grew rapidly in France as compared

to its neighboring country Germany. Miotti and Sachwald (2004) declared that the

French economy was characterized by weak labor productivity, declining investments

low efficiency ofcapital and high inflation. These could be the reasons for the overall

negative TFP growth in France during the sample period.

Quatraro (2009) opined that the economy ofltaly observed l1ral1y dynamic structural

peculiarities. He ooted that Italy performed relatively poorly in adoptiug innovative

tecbniques as compared to other advanced couDtries. Due to this, the manufacruriDg

sector of Italy could not follow a grou,th path like other advanced counlries. Salinas-

Jimenez et al. (2006) noted that investment to raise TFP groMh in Europcan counlries

remained slow due to problems with macroeconomic adjustments. De la FueDte (2003)

reported that each European country has its own macroeconomic structure in which

some ofthe countries face labor market strirgencies and investmcnt rates. Due to

these differences member courtdes ofEU-15 could have faced different rates of

average groMh rate ofTFP.

According to EEAG (2006), Grcece attempred to accumulate physical capital and

labor inputs rather than attempting to accumulate infoflnation, communicarive and
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human capital. This could have led to weak levels ofTFp in Greece during the period

under study.

Mas and Quesada (2005) reported that in the case of Spain, pefonnance of the

information and communication technologies producing-sector has been weak and the

ratio of investments in this sector to the total investment has been very small. In this

case the negative average rate ofTFP is not a matter of surprise. Further, Dovis and

Milgram-Baleix (2009) observed that due to European tariff structure the TFP in

Spain declined.

Amador and Coimbra (2007) observed that the economy of Portugal exper.ienced

growth of TFP where capital labor ratios are high. They noticed that only the

manufacturing industry and the infonnation and communication indusky took

advantage of growing TFP. Contrarily, services and conslruction sector could not

realize the growth ofTFP due to the lower capital labor ratio in these sectors. FLrliher,

they opined that certain sectors ofthe Portuguese economy not only received a lower

quantiry ofinvestment but a lower qualiry ofinvestnrent as well.

Koedijk et al. (1996) observed that the product and labor markets of Ireland work

freely and supply and demand forces interact with ecch other without facing any kind

of government regulations. Bany (1999) observed that the cost ol general utility

services, for example telephone calls, postal fee alrd energy, used by induslry in

Ireland remained low as compared to that in other European countries. Coe and

Helpman (1995) repoded that Belgium and lreland have rcalized a mpid inllow of

foreign capital in research and developmert sectors. Thcse findings may explain thc

reasons for Ircland having a higher TFP groMh rate than the other EU-15 member

countfies.
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Tnble 5,3 Descriptive Statistics of TtrPG

Table 5.3 contains the descriptive statistics ofTFP growth iD the case ofeach counlr'y

inoluded in the study. The second column contains the name ot' the counhy and rhe

SR,
No.

Country Region Ml]an
(TFPG)

SD
(TFPG)

CV
(TFPC)

I Hungary Central and East Europe 0.06 3.23 -53.83
2 Romania Central and Eas! EuroDc 2.00 6.66 3.33

'lirrkey Central and East [uroDe -4.19 5.1 I -6.41
4 Alseria Africa -0.4 i 2.47 -6.02.
5 Esvpt Africa 1.51 1.31 0.87
6 Morocco Africa 0.14 4.90 35
,7

South Africa Africa -1.21 1.90 -1.5?
8 Argentina 2.05 ,{.3 8 2.11
9 Bmzil Latin America -0.23 2..30 -10
t0 Chile Latin America 0.0? 3.lll 54.71

1l Colorrbia Latin America -0.40 2.82 7.05
12 Mexico Latin America {.09 2.12 -26.89
i3 Bansladcsll South Asia 0.22 1.00 4.54
t4 India South Asia 1.67 1.63 0.98
15 Pakistan South Asia 0.'72 2.3t 3.2t
t6 Sri Lanka South Asia 2.49 2.13 0.86
t7 Hong Konq East Asia 1.1'l 3.16 2.70
18 Korea East Asia 2.56 1.93 0.75
l9 Malavsia East Asia 1.06 1.5 l t.i I

20 Thailand East Asia 0.80 3.74 1.68
21 AustIia EU.I5 4.1'7 1.15 1.88

22 BcleiLun EU,I5 0.06 1.52 25.3l
23 Dcnmark EU- 15 -0.14 1.7 7 12.61

24 Finland EU.I5 0.92 2.55 2.11
25 France EU.15 4.23 1.26 -5.48
26 Germanv EU.I5 0.93 1.50 r.6l
2',7 Grcece EU-15 -0.03 1.78 -59.3
28 lreland EU-15 1.22 2.60 2.ll
29 ltolv EU.I5 0.22 t.46 -6.61
i0 Luxembourq EU.I5 0.10 1.99 19 9

ll N_etherlands EU.15 0.44 \.25 2.84
32 Portugal EU- I5 -0.81 2.10 2.59
i3 Spain EU.15 -0.41 0. u,l 2.05
34 Srvedcn DU.I5 0.48 1.94 4.04
35 United

Kinsdom
EU-15

0.65 1.87 2.88
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third column shows the region in which each country is located. The fourth column

shows mean values of TFPG measured using the growth accounting approach in the

case ofeach country during the sample period. The fifth column reflects SDs ofTFPC

ir the case of each country during the period under study. The last column shows

coefficients ofvariation for each country included in tlle study.

Mean values given in Table 5.3 show that in four of the six regions some ofthe

countries experienced a negative average groMh iate of TFPG during the sanple

period: Hungary (mean = -{.06) and Turkey (mean = -0.79) in CEE; Algeria (mean =

-0.41) and South Africa (mean = -1.21) in Africai Brazil (meaD = -4.23), Colombia

(mean = -0.40) and Mexico (mean = -0.09) in Latin America; Denmark 0near = -
0.14), France (mean : -0.23), Greece (mean = -0.03), Italy (mean = -0.22), Portugal

(mean : -0.81) and Spain ( mean = -0.41) in EU-15. During the sample period

covered in this study South Africa experienced the lowest average growth rate anrong

all the countries included in the study, whereas Korea realized the highest avcrage

growth rate ofTFP. SDs ofTFPG show that the growth rate of TFP in Romania (SD

= 6.66), Tu*ey (SD = 5.11), Morocco (SD = 4.90), Argentina (SD = 4.38), Chile (SD

= 3.83), Hong Kong (SD = 3.16), Malaysia (SD = 3.51) and Thailand (SD = 3.74) has

been very volatile as compared to that in other countries.25 The possible reasons for

realized (either low or high) average gro\r,th rates oi TFP and their v olatility in

various countries might be explained by the situation discussed above.

':5 Since the grorvlh mte oITFP in the cale olcertain counlries varicd around zero. rvhich causes lriSh
values olCV. values ofSD have been used to observe variation.
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Table 5.4 Descriptiv€ Statistics of Regional TFPC

Figurc 5.7 displays the trends of average groMh rates ol regional TFP over the

samp,e period. Table 5.4 presents descriptive statistics of groMh rates ol regional

TFP during the sample period ofstudy. The statistics show that the East Asian rcgion

(mean = 1.40) realized the highest growth ofTFP amoDg all regions, whereas Aliica

(mean : 0.01) experienced the lowest growth rate of TFP during the time period

under study. The Central and East European region (SD = 3.53) faced the highest

volatility iD TFP growlh and the South Asian region (SD = 1.08) faced rhe least

volatility in TFP gro*th rate during the years included in the study. However, the

Region CEE Alrica L. Alnerica S. Asia D. Asia EU I5 Overall

Mean 0.38 0.01 0.28 L28 1.40 0.25 0.49

SD 3.53 t.69 1.98 1.08 2.05 1.22 2.10

CV 9.19 195.21 7.03 0.85 1.46 4.89 4.2',7
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overall growth rate of TFP irl countries included in the study dLrring these years has

been volatile (mean = 0.49, SD = 2.10)

Figure:5.8 Overall Trends ofTFPG
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Figure 5.8 poftrays the trends ofoverall annual average growth rate of TFP during the

sample period in the case ofthe 35 countries covered iD the sample. The Iine graph in

Figure 5.8 shows that the sarnple countries included iD the study realized highest

average groMh rates of TFP during 1994 and 1995. Converscly, the avemge growth

rate of TFP was lowest during 2008 and 2009. Further, the graph reveals Ihat the

average gro\{'th rate ofTFP in the sample countries follows cyclical fluctuations.

5.3 Trends of TFPGI

This section presents the trends of TFP $o\\4h which have been compured using the

index number approach (TFPGI). For this purpose equation 3.24 given in Chapter 3

has been used. Similar to Section 5.2 this section uses line graphs and tables ir order

to exhibit the trends ofTFP glowth in the case ofvarious count.ies and regions.
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Trends ofTFPGI in Central aod East Europe
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Figure 5.9 displays the trends of TFP gro\r'th measured wilh the help of lhe index

number approach for the three countries selected frour Central and East European

regionl Hu[gary, Romania and Turkey. This figure shows that TFPGI in the case of

all the three countries during the sample period has been volatile over the period of

time. However, on the basis ofCV, in this region (except for Romania) the intensity

ofvolatility of TFPG measured throlrgh the index number approach is less than that

measured through the groMh accounting approach. The gro&th accounting approach

returned a positive average groMh rate of TFP in the case ofRomania and negative

average growth rate for the other two countries. Contrarily, the index nu[rber'

approach produced a series of TFP gro\rth which reflects a negative average growth

rate ofTFP in the case ofRomania (mean = -1.05) and positive average growlh rale

for Hungary (mean = 0.92) and Turkey (mean = 0.86). However, the regional average

growth rate of TFP calculated with index number approach remained positive (mean

= 0.24, SD = 2.44) with a little higher volatility (CV = i0.02) as compared to TFPG

using groMh accounting approach (CV = 9.19).

Figure: 5.9
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Figure: 5,10 Trends ofTFPGI in Africr

Figure 5.10 presents the trends of TFP SroMh obtained through the index nunber

approach in the case of four African countries: Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and South

Africa. The figure shows that the groMh mte of TFP in the case of South Africa has

been relatively consistent with a positive average (nrean = 0.68, SD = 0.60) as

compared to other countries of the rcgion. The groMh accounting approach gave a

series ofTFP growth rates which reflccted a negaiive average growlh rate ir the case

of South Africa (mean = -1.21, SD = 1.90). Similar is the case with Algeria where

TFPG was negative (mean = -0.41, SD = 2.47) and TFPGI is positive (mean : 0.61,

SD = 0.79). In the case of botl these courtries TFPGI (CV : 0.89 for South Africa

and CV = 1.30 for Algeria) presents less volatile trends as compared to TFPG (CV =

-1.57 for South Africaand CV =-5.02 for Algeria).

The case of Morocco is converse to that of South Africa and Algeria. In the case of

this country TFPG was positive (mean = 0.14, SD = 4.90), whereas TFPG is negative

(mean : -0.46, SD = 2.96). However, the intensity of volatilily of l'FP growth

obtained through the index number approach was less (CV =-6.38) than that obtaincd

tlrrough the gro\dh accounting approach (CV = 35).
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The growth accounting approach and index number approach both prodoced a series

of TFP growtlN which gave positive average groMh mtes in the case of Egypl.

However, the average of TFPG (mean = L51, SD = L31) is much greater than the

avemge oi TFPGI (mean = 0.45, SD = 2.43). Furlher, it has been found drat the

growth accounting approach produced a relatively stable growlh mte of Tl;P (CV =

0.87) in comparison to the index number approach (CV = 5.43).

On the basis ofregional comparisons this study found that the index number approach

captured higher levels of TFP $ow1h (mean = 0.32, SD = 1.02) than the growh

accounting approach (mean = 0.01, SD = 1.69). Although both averages are positive

the average ofTFPG is near to z€ro. Moreover, the iDdex number approach gave less

volatile trends of TFP groMh (CV = 3.21) than the gro\rth accounting approach

which produced highly volatile trends ofTFP (CV = 195.21).

Figure: 5.11 Trends ofTFPGI in Latin America

Figure 5.11 displays ihe trends of TFP groBth obtained with the help olthc index

number approach for five Latin American coLn'ltries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
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ColoDrbia and Mexico. The figure slrows that the growth rate ofTFP has been volatile

in these countries during the sample period.

In the case ofthis region the grofih accounting approach and index number approach

both measured the groMh mtes of TFP and both showed sirlilar signs of average

gro*th rates for all the countries except for Brazil. In the case of Brazil the gro$,th

accounting apprcach computed growth rates of TFP which returned a negative

average (mean = -0.23, SD = 2.30), whereas using the index number approach the

present study calculated the growth rates oITIP which gave a positive avemge (mean

= 0.52, SD = l.l0).

It is also interesting to discuss that in the case ol Argentina the average of TFPG

(mean = 2.05, SD = 4.38) is higher than the average of TFPGI (mean = 0.77, SD :

3.85). The CV ofTFPG (CV = 2.14) remained lower than that ofTFPGI (CV = 5,02)

in the case ofArgentina. The case ofchile is opposite to that ofArgentina. In the case

of Chile the average of TFPG (mean = 0.07, SD = 3.83) was found to be low€r tharr

that ofTFPGI (mean = 1.69, SD = 2.68). On the basis ofCV I observe that TFPGI

(CV = 1.59) has been less volatile than TFPG (CV = 54.71) in the case ofChile.

The study finds that average trends of TFPGI in the case ofcolombia (mean = *0.06,

SD = 1.28) and Mexico (mean = -0.29, SD = 1.190) are almost similar to rhat ol

TFPG (mean = -0.40, SD = 2.82 for Colombia; mean = -{.09, SD = 2.42 for Mexico)

with a little difference of magnitude but without any differencc of sign ol- the

magnitude. Considering the CVs, TFPGI (Cv = 12.20) has been found to be more

volatile than TFPG (CV = -7.05) io the case of th€ Colombian economy. The

opposite is the case with the Mexican economy where TFPG (CV = -26.89) has beeD

observed to be more volatile than TFPCI (CV =-6.50).
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Regional comparisons of TFP growth, given in Tables 5.4 and 5.7, show that the

index number approach captures higher growth ratcs (mean = 0.53, SD = 1.39) than

the growth accounting approach (mean : 0.28, SD = 1.98) in the case of LA.

However, both measures confirm that the average growth rate of TFP in this region

has been positive durirg the sample per;od. Moreover, groMh rates of TFP obtaiDed

through the index number approach (CV = 2.65) are less volatile than those obtained

through the groMh accounti.g approach (CV = 7.03).

Figure 5.12 podrays the trends ofTFP growth computed employing the irdex number

approach for the four South Asian countries: Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri

Lanka, over the sample period. In this case regional average growth rate of TFP

(mean = 0.92, SD: 1.49) has been less volatile as compared to the former three

regions: CEE, Africa and LA. However, in Sri Lanka the TFP growth rate was fouDd

to be highly volatile (nean = 0.99, SD = 5.36, CV = 5.41) during the sample period.

In the case of the groMh accounting approach Sri Lanka observed the least volatile

groMh rate ofTFP (mean = 2.49, SD :2.13, CV : 0.86) among all countries selected

from the South Asian region, whereas the index number approach prcduced the most

volatile groMh rate of TFP for Sri Lanka.

Fisure:5.12 Trends oITFPGI in South Asia
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Another interesting finding in dre case ofthe South Asian region is the trends ofTFP

in the case of Bangladesh measured through the groMh accounting approach and

index number approach. The groudh rate of TFP with the index number approach

(mean = 1.06, SD = 0.56, CV = 0.53) in Bangladesh remained higher and more stable

than the groMh rate ofTFP with the growth accounting approach (mean = 0.22, SD =

1.00, CV = 4.5a). Fufther, the gro\\4h rate of TFP with the index number approach

has been increasing over time in the case ofBangladesh, yet this increasing trend has

been very small. Morcover, among all four countries of the region the grox4h rate ol

TFP in Bangladesh remained the most volatile when measured using the gro\rth

accounting approach and the least volatile when measured using the indcx numbcr

aPproach.

Both the approaches, gro\r.th accounting and index number, returned positive averagc

grofih rates of TIP for each country in this region. However, the groMh accountiDg

approach produced higher levels ofregional TFP growth with less volatility (mean =

1.28, SD = 1.08, CV = 0.85) than the index number approach which produced lower

levels ofregional TFP groMh with higher volatility onean = 0.92, SD = 1.49, CV =

1.62). The common finding of the index number approach and gro*th accounting

approach is that the regional average groDth rate of TFP in SA is the second largest

among all the rcgions included in the study.

Figurc 5.13 exposes trends ofTFP groMh obtained using the index number approach

in the case offour East Asian countries: Korea, Malaysia, Hong Kong, and Thailand,

over a period of 19 years ranging from I99l to 2009. It is interesring to note that both

approaches, groMh accounting and index number, produced positive average groMh

rates of TFP in the case of each country selected in the sample from tle East Asian

region.
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Figure: 5.13 Trends ofTFPGI in East Asia

In the case of Thailand the index number approach captured lowcr levels of TFP

groMh (mean : 0.26, SD = 3.73, CV = 4.5?) ihan that measured through the growtb

accounting approach (mean = 0.80, SD = 3.74, CV = 4.68). Nonetheless, the volatility

of growth rate of TFP with the growth accounting approach was found to be a little

more volatile than that with the index numberapproach. Conversely, in the case ofthe

other three countries ofthis region the index Dumber approach produced higher levels

ofTFP grovr'th (mean: 2.02,5D:5.94,Cy =2.94 for Hong Kong; mean = 2.79, SD

:2.91, CV: 1.04 for Korea; mean = 1.80, SD = 1.30, CV = 0.72 for Malaysia) than

those measured through the gro*th accounting approach 0nean = 1.17, SD - 1.16,

CV = 2.70 for Hong Kong; mean = 2.56, SD = 1.93, CV = 0.75 for Korea; mear =

1.06, SD:3.51, CV:3.31 for Malaysia).

The avemge gro*th rate ofTFP in the case of Korea remained highest among all dre

countries included in the sarnple from the East Asian region according to both

approaches: irdex number and gro*th accounting. Similarly, avemge growth rates of

TFP according to both approaches renained lowest iD the case ofThailand.
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The index number approach generated less volatile groMh rates ofTFP in the case of

Malaysia and Thailand than did the growth accounting approach. Conversely, the

growth accounting approach produced relatively less variant gro\\4h rates ol TFP in

the case of Hong Kong and Korea than the itdex number approach. Another

important finding is that the East Asian region realized a highel average growlh rate

of fiP (mean = 1.40 with growth accounting approach; mean = 1.7? with index

number approach) according to both approaches arrong all regions included in the

sample. However, the index number approach captured higher Ievels of TFP growrh

than the growth accounting approach.

Figure 5.14 demonstrates average trends of TFP grolvth obtaiDed throu8h the index

number approach for the group of E- 1 5 countries during the samp Ie period from I 99 I

to 2009. This figure shows that during 1993 and 1994 and then during 2007 to 2009

the Eurcpean rcgion experienced notewofthy ne gative growth rates ot' TFP. Thc

negative groMh rate ofTFP during 2007 to 2009 may be attdbuted to global financial

crises during these years as discussed in ihe previous section. This is similar to thc

finding I observed about the TFP groMh rate obtained through the groMh accouDtiltg

approach for EU-15 countries during these ycars. However, the ovcrall average

2.50
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0.00

0.50

,1.00
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groMh rate ofTFP measured with the index number approach irr EU-15 rernained

positive (mean = 0.30, SD = 1.00, CV = 3.34). The graph shows that annual averages

ofTFP groMh in EU-l5 measured with the index nunber approach follow two kinds

of fluctuation: cyclical and random.

Table 5.5 presents the trends of TFP gro$,th obtained using the index number

approach in the case of each of the EU-15 countries over the period of study. This

table shows that EU-15 experienced periods ofnegative average growth rate ofTFP

in 1992, 1993, 199'7,200'l and 2008. In all other years EU-15 rcalized positive

average groMh rates of TFP. Overall, EU-15 reaped a positive avemge growth rate

during the sample period (mean = 0.30, SD = 1.00, CV = 3.34). However, according

to findings this average is second lowest among all regions included in the study. As

far as volatility ofTFP growth is concerned, EU-15 experienced the second highest

volatile trends ofTFP grouth during the sample period.26

The table shows that each of the countries included in EU-15 experienced negative

gro*th rates of TFP several times during the sample period. Howcvcr, '1'he

Netherlands realized a positive groMh rate of TFP during the enlire sarnple period

except in 2009. However, Denmark experienced a negative gro\\th rate ofTFP 12

times during the sample period. This shows that the index number approacb also

confirms the productiviry paradox ii the case of the Danish economy. According 10

the findings ofTFP groMh with the index number approach, among the I5 counfries

included in EU-15 the highest average TFP growth (mean = 1.79, SD = 2.04, CV =

1.14) dudng the sample period was enjoyed by Luxembourg. By contras! Finland

faced the highest negative av€rage growth rate of TFP (mean = -l.23, SD: 3.67, CV

6 Centrat arO eas turopear regior experienced rho lowest growrh rat€ oITFP Nhich was
characlerizcd by the liehest volaiility.
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= -2.99) during the period ofstudy. It is also important to note that each of tlre EU- I5

member countries enjoyed a positive average TFP growth duriDg the sample period

except Denmark and Finlaod when TFP growth is measured through the index

Table 5.6 Descriptive Statistics TFPGI

sR.
No.

Country Region
(TFPC)

SD
(TFPG)

CV

l Hungar"/ Central and Eas! Duropc 0.92 3.5 8 3.90

2 l{omania Central and East Europe -1.05 5.29 -5.03
3 Turkey Central and llasi Durope 0.86 3.34 3.87
4 Alqeria Africa 0.61 0.79 1.30

5 Esvpt Africa 0.45 2.43 5.43

6 Morocco Africa -0.46 2.96 -6.3 8

7 South Africa Africa 0.68 0.60 0.89

8 Argentina 0.'/'t 3.85 5.42

9 Brazil Latin America 0.52 l.l0 2.r0
10 Ch ile Latin America L69 2.68 1.59

1t Colombia Latin America {.06 1.28 22.20

t2 Mexico Latin America -0.29 t.90 -6.50
13 Banqladesh South Asia 1.06 0.56 0.53

14 India South Asia 0.69 2.02 2.92
15 Pakistan South Asia 0.94 1.54 1.63

16 Sri Lanka South Asia 0.99 5.36 5.41

1',7 Flonq I(ong EastAsia 2.02 5.94 2.94
l8 Korea EastAs a 2.',79 2.91 1.0.1

19 Malaysia EastAs a L80 L30 o.72

20 Thailand East As it 0.26 3.13 14.5',7

2t Austia EU.15 0.47 2.19 5.91

22 Belgium EU.I5 0.57 1.80 l.L8
23 Denmark EU.I5 -0.89 3.1 5 -3.5 5

24 Finland EU-15 -1.23 3.6',7 -2.99
25 France EU-15 0.68 2.02 2.95

26 Germany EU.15 0.4t 4.16 10.07

27 Greece EU-t5 0.21 2.93 13.70

28 lreland EU-15 0.5'7 2.09 3.69
29 Italy EU- I5 0.09 1.28 36.92

30 Luxembourq EU- 15 1.',79 2.04 l.l4
31 Netherlands BU- I5 1 .23 1.46 Lt9
32 Portugal EU- 15 0.11 4.35 39.43

33 Spain 8U.15 0.37 2.46 6.59

34 SNeden EU.15 0.10 3.98 39.59
35 United

Kjnqdom
EU.15

0.005 3. 16 63rJ.28
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number approach. However, avemge TFP gro\r.th with the index number approach in

the case ofthe United Kingdom durjng the sample period was closer to zero with the

highest volatility (mean = 0.005, SD = 3.16, CV = 638.28).

Table 5.6 contains the desoriptive statistics of TFP groMh measured through the

index number approach. This table shows that some ofthe countries faced a negative

mean growth rate ofTFP in four ofthe selected regions in this study: Romania (rnean

= -1.05) in Central and East European region, Morocco (mean = -{.46) in African

region, Colombia (mean = -{,06) and Mexico (rnean = -4.29) in Latin American

region, Denmark (mean = -0.89) and Finland (mean = -1.23) h EU-15 region.

However, the index number approach also confirms the findings of the groMh

accounting approach of TFP growth that each of ihe countries included ;n lhe South

Asian region and East Asian region realized a positive average growth rate of TFP

during the sample period. The index number approach of TFP measurement also

confirms another finding of the growth accountirg approach that among all the 35

countries included in the study Korea reaped the highest average $o\r,th rate ofT!-P

(mean = 2.79). However, this approach found that Finland faced the highest negative

groMh rate ofTFP (mean = -1.23) among all the 35 countries covered in the present

study during the sample period.

Tnble 5.7 Descriptive Statistics of Regional TFPGI

Region CEE Africa L. America S. Asia E. Asia 8U.15 Ovcrall

Mean 0.24 0.i2 0.5i 0.92 1.',72 0.30 0.61

SD 1.02 1.39 1.49 2.51 1.00 r.80

CV 10.02 1.2l 2.65 1.62 1.48 1.34 2.6 8
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Figure:5.15 Regional Trends of TFPGI

Pigure 5.15 demonstrates the regional trends of TFP growth obtained throrrgh lhe

index number approach over the period under study. Table 5.7 contains descriptive

statistics ol regional gro*th rates of TFP. These findings show that regional TFP

growth rates measured with the index number approach have been volatile during the

period ofstudy. These estimates rcveal that the East Asian rcgion enjoyed the highest

average growth rate ofTFP with least volatility (mean = I.72, SD = 2.54, CV = 1.48)

followed by the South Asian region (mean = 0.92, SD = 1.49, CV = L62). Convelse]y,

Central and East European region faced the least growth rates of TFP with highest

volatility among all the regions included in the study 0nean = 0.24, SD = 2.44,Cy =

10.02) followed by EU-15 (mean = 0.30, SD = 1.00, CV = 3.34). It is also worth

noting that by using the index number approach the volalilily of overall TFP growth

rates in the case of all the 35 countries included in the study has beel reduced (nean

= 0.67, SD = 1.80, CV = 2.68) as compared to that measured through the gowth

accounting approach (mean = 0.49, SD = 2.10, CV - 4.27). At rhis stage the present
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study concludes that the index number approach presents less volatile trends ol l_FP

grou4h as compared to the growth accounting approach.

5.16

Figure 5.16 displays the annual average groMh rates ofTFP measured with the index

nunber approach ior all the 35 countries analyzed in this study. Tl is figure shows

that during the early 1990s world economies faced noticeable negative growth rates of

TFP. It is of interest to mention here that during the early 1990s most of the world

economies were affected by a global recession which has been reported by many

researchers (see for example Entin, 1991; Thompson, 1992; Liscio, 1991). Similarly,

at the end ofthe period covered in the present sirdy negative growh rates ofTFP may

be affibuted to uell-kno\an global financial crises.

5.4 Trends of TFPGE

This section presents the results of estimates of CD-PF employing an Ordinary Least

Square approach according to equation 3.30 in the case of each economy selected in

Overall Trcnds ofTFPGI
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the study, Table 5.8 contains these results where each ofthe variables except time has

been used in logarithmic fom. The coefficient of time in this table represents TC.

Note: * indicates slatklical significoce at l%, i* a15%, and it+ at l0%

Table 5.8 uses logarithm of output as thc dependeD! variable, and time, logarithm of

labor force and logarithm of capital as independent variables. The economcfric

Tablc:5.8
Estimation of Role of Technical Labor and Ca tal in t

DependentVariable: lnQt

\-\ va able
Resion -__'-'\- C Time lDKt InLt Rtr

F-S1at

Central d East EuroDe -0.09 0.053 L74-' -0.16 0.95 3954.38'
Ccntral atrd East Eulope 1.08- 0.021 1.7'1-'- -0.08 0.91 342.',l4'

Central and East Europe 0.79 -0 012 1.50 0.19 0.99 18?2.6J

0.08 -{.014 0 65- 0.50' 0.25

EevDt 1.034' 0 051 -0.t9 1.46" 0.81 9l ?E

-o.05 0.003 0.18 0.'16- 0.83 187.76
{.9i" 0.013 0.'11' 0.5i 0.64
l.l9 0.024 0.51

Brazil 0..15 -{.009 1.5'l -0.21 417 76 65_

Chile 0.2t 0.003 0.i6 0.14
0.13 -0.0r9- 0.44- 0.64_' 0.85 623 89

0.22 -{.007 0.49 0.53 0.87 812.33
1.43 0.043-_ 0.49- 0.57'- 0.49 43.76'
t.t7 0.022" 0.53 0.51 0.91 456.31
r.0t' 0.0t7- 0.53' 64' 0.,18 43 6t'

Sri Lanka r.54' 0.023 0 6l' 054 0.87 234.12
1.4.1 0 oil I 0.71 0.51 0.82 2)4.34
2.t2 0.023- 0.41' 0.'12- 0.78 334.34'

Malaysia nastAsia Lt2 0.0r9" -{.19 1.49' 0.55 6i 3.r

IlrailaDd L?1 0.020- 0.54-- 0.49 0.36 56 4.t

EU.I5 0.92 0.018" 0 6t 0.99 4I.31
Belsium EU,I5 0.42 0.003 0.46 0.68' 0.,l t-16.16'

EU.I5 0..11 -{.004 0.61 0.51 4.27 9.34
finland nu-15 L07" 0.029.' o-72" 0.31 0.71 t42.61'

EU-I5 0.87 0.024 t.4l -{.28 4.37 2t3.43
EU,I5 t-24' 0.031 r.38- {.021 4.47 I'r.1.46-
EU.I5 -0.12 -0.004 0.62 0.41 4.62
EU.IJ 2.49 0.011 0jj 0.51 0 4i ,11.l'1

Iialv EU,I5 0.8? -0.029-- l.i2 {.19 0.93 l.B.t1'
EU,I5 0.ll 0.007 0.61 017- 4.97 765.?6
EU,I5 0.65 0.018' 0.57' 0.59" a.62 23.t4
EU-I5 0.65- 0.025- 0.71 0.ll ?615.8?

Soaii EU.I5 0.0? n.0t I 0.6r 0 46- 2.lr 2l
DU-I5 0.64 0.016 t.19 36 0ti li4:L
EU-I5 0.023"' 0.8r' 0.14_

a.7t 452..13
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apprcach does not seem appropriate to measure the growth rate ofTFP as coefficierts

of logarithms of labor and capital appear with negative signs in the case of some

countries, which are diflicult to justify. This is the same problem reported by Felipe

and Mccombie (2003) as they argue thatwhen TFP groMh is measured using a linear

time trend with the IogJevel fonn of production functiot some of the capital

elasticities may take negative values. The present study noticed the same problem iD

the case ofArgentina where capital elasticiry is negative and significant. In d1e case of

Egypt, Morocco and Malaysia capital elasticities a:e also negative yet insignificant.

Fufihennore, according to these results, Turkey, South Afric4 Colombia, Italy, and

Portugal realized negative significant TC over time. TC in the case ofAlgeria, Bmzil,

Mexico, Denmark, France, Greece, and Spain also remained negative yet insignificant.

In the case ofall other economies TC remained positive and significant except in the

case of Hungary, Morocco, Chile, Belgium, Luxembourg and Sweden where it was

positive yet insignifi cant.

After getting the estimates of TC, I u sed equation 3 .3 I in order to obtain t im e serics of

TFPG in the case of each country selecied i0 the saDple. The rest of this section

represents the trends of TFPG obtained through elasticities econometric approach

(TFPGE) using line graphs and tables as were shown in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

Figure:5.17 Trends oI TFPGE in Ce tral and trasl Europc
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Figure 5.17 displays the trends of TFP grcwth measured with the help of the

econometric appr oach for the three countries selected from the Central aDd East

European region: Hungary, Romania and Turkey. This figure shows ftal l liPCE in

the case ofallthe three countries during the sample period has not been as volatile as

TFPG and TFPGL Howevet on the basis of CV, in the case of Turkey TFPCE has

been observed to be slightly more volatile than TFPGI during the sarrple period.

Moreover, unlike the prior two approaches, the econometric approach produced a

positive average TFP growth rate in the case of each of the three countries of CEEi

Hungary (mean = 0.21, SD = 0.84), RoDrania (mean = 0.57, SD = 1.88) and Turkey

(mean = 0.56, SD = 2.30).

Figure:5.18 Trends ofTFPGtr in Africa

-t--TFPG E_DZA
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Figure 5.18 poftays the trends in TFPCE in the case of the four African counlries:

Algeria, E$/pt, Morccco and South Afiica. This figure reflects that in the AfricaD

region TFPCE remained very volatile during the sample period. How€ver, avemge

TFPC in the case of Algeria is negative coupled with a low SD value (nean = 0.05,

SD = 0.07) but high value ofCV (CV = -1.45). The other three countries enjoyed a

positive average ofTFPGE. Another interesting findiDg is related to Solrth Affica as

i
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she faced cyclical trends of TFPGE. In this region South Africa reaped the highest

average of TFPGE (mean = 0.37) followed by Egypt (mean = 0.26) and Morocco

(mean = 0.26). F urthennore, arnong all the three colrntries of this region which

realized positive average ofTFPGE Morocco realized it with the least volatility (CV

=i.45) as compared to South Africa (CV = 2.00) and Egypt (CV :2.07).

Figure:5.19 Trcnds ofTFPGf, in Latin America
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Trends of TFPGE in the case ofthe five Latin Anrerican countries (Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Colombia and Mexico) have bcen displayed in Figure 5.19. This figurc shows

that the late 1990s and early 2000s were eras of low volatili5/ of TFPGE in the

selected Latin American countries, whereas at both ends of the sample period this

region observed relatively high volatility ofTFPGE. Moreover, at both ends oIlhe

sample period the region observed a higher average o|TFPGE than in the late 1990s

and early 2000s. In the case of Mexico the TFPGE fluctuated between a narowcr

range than in the other countries ofthe region; its average TFPGE during the sample

period remained negative (mean = -0.09). Argentina observed a larger fluctuatiol in

TFPGE during the sample period than other countries of the region. Moreover,

Argentina observed sharp increases in TFPGE during the early 1990s aDd early 2000s.

However, she could not sustain these improvements in TFPCE in either oflhe above



mentioned two periods and observed gradual

econometric approach produced a less volatile

accounting and index number approaches.

]l8

declines afterward. Overall, the

series of TFPGE than the growth

Figure 5.20 depicts the trends ofTFPCE for the selected four South Asian countries:

Bangladesh, lndia, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. In the case of Bangladesh the TFPGE

remained between 0.58 and 0.85 with less volatility than other countries (mean = 0.74,

SD : 0.07). However, India also reaped a much less volatile TFPCE with a positive

average value (mean: 0.64, SD = 0.10). ln the case ofPakistan (mean : 0.88, SD =

0.39) and Sri Lanka (mean = 0.97, SD = 0.45), TFPGE has been observed to be more

volatile than in Bangladesh and India. It is interesting to note that in this region all the

four selected countries enjoyed a positive average level of TFPGE. Moreover, the

econometric approach produced more coosistent trcnds of TFP growth Ihan lhe

gro*th accounting approach and index nurrber approach.

Trends of TFPGE for the four selected East Asian countries (Hong Kong, Korea,

Malaysia and Thailald) have been portlayed ir Figure 5.21- The flgurc shows rhat

during the first decfld€ ofthe sample period TFPGE remained less consistenr than jn

Figurei 5.20 Trcnds ofTFPGE in South Asia
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the second decade. Among all the countries Malaysia observed the highest average

TFPGE (mean = 1.19, SD = 0.20) with less volatility than other countries. It is also

worth noting that the average TFPGE in the case of Malaysia is higher than all thc

other countries selected in this study from any region. Following Malaysia, Holg

Kong also observed a higher average TFPGE (mean = 1.03, SD = 0.66) than all orher

countries selected in this study. The econometric approach generated a relatively more

consistent time series of TFP growth than the other two approaches (i.e. growth

accounting approach and index number approach).

Figurc:5.21 Trends of TFI'GE in East Asia

Figure 5.22 shows the trends of TFPCE in the case of EU-15 countries during thc

sample period. The graph has been developed using the annual averages ofTFPGE in

EU-15 for all the years included in the sample period. lt reflects thar TFPGE renrained

negative dudng 1992, 1993,1994 ar,d2009. All other years obseNed positive TFPGE

in EU-15. In 1999 the EU-15 realized 0.91% TFPGE, which is the highest value for

this region du ng the sample period. Furthermore, similar to the groMh accounring

approacl! TFPGE genemted through the econometric approach follows cyclical

fluctuation.
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Figure: 5.22
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Trends ofTFPGE in trU-15

Table 5.9 contains time series of TFPGE in the casc of each member country of EU-

15. This table shows that all the member countries ofEU-15, except Luxembourg and

Sweden, faced negative TFPGE in the last year ofthe sample period (i.e. 1999) which

might pertain to the global financial crisis of the late 2000s. However, during 2007

when this crisis starled to emerge, TFPGE in all the member countries of EU-15

remained positive. This shows that TFPGE did not respond to the global Unancial

crisis impulsively rather it started responding to it after a period of time; this is

indicated by the findings that four countries ofthis rcgion (Denmark, crcece, Ireland

and Italy) observed negative TFPGE during 2008 and all of the countrics of this

region, except Luxembourg and Sweden, faced negative TFPGE during 2009.

Moreover, in Sweden, TFPGE during 2009 remained at only 0.03 percent. None of

the member countries of EU-15 enjoyed positive TFPGE throughout the sanple

period. Howevet the average level of TFPGE in the case of each ofthese countries

during the sample period remained positive.

Table 5.10 coDtains the values of mean, SD and CV of TFPGE ir the case of each

country selected in the sample. This table reflects that two countries, Algeria and
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Table 5.10 Descriptivc Statistica TFPGE

SR,

No.
Country Region Mean

(TFPGE')
SD
TTFPGE)

CV

I HLrnqary Central and East Eurone 0.21 0.81 4.41
2 Romania Central and East Europe 0.57 1.88 3.28
3 Turkey Central andEast EuroDe 0.5 6 2.34 4.47
,1 Algeria Africa -0.05 0.07 -1.45
5 Esvpt Africa 0.26 0.54 2.07
6 Morocco Africa 0.26 0.3 8 t.45
,7

South Africa Africa 0.37 0.74 2.00
8 Arcentina Latin America 0.53 1 .71 3.24
9 Braz il Latin America 0.45 1.52 3.40
t0 Chile Latin ADlerica 0.81 0.7-s 0.89
1l Colorrbia Latin America 0.18 0.18 2l1
t2 Mexico Latin Amcrica -0.09 0.08 -0.82
1l Bancladesh South Asia 0.7 4 0.07 0.09
l4 India South Asia 0.64 0.10 0.16
t5 Pakistan South Asia 0.88 0.3 9 044
16 Sri Lanka South Asia 0.97 0.15 0.46
t'7 Honq KoIq East As a 1.03 0.66 0.64
t8 Korca East As a 0.91 0.50 0.55
19 Malavsia EastAs a 1.19 0.20 0.17
20 Thailand East As 0.1'7 0.14 0.14
2l Austria EU.15 0.i7 0.13 0.16
22 Belqium EU- I5 0.25 0.26 L07
23 Demnark EU.15 0.43 0.81 1.87
24 Iinland EU.15 0.18 l.0l 5.83
25 Irance EU- 15 0.49 0.81 ).10
26 Celmany EU.15 0.40 0.86 2.t'7
2',7 Creece EU- 15 0.20 0.26 l.l l
28 Ireland EU- 15 0.26 0.2't 1.06
29 Italy EU-] 5 0.27 0.93 3.48
30 Luxembours EU- 15 0.5 8 0.3 6 t) 6l
31 Nethellands EU.I5 0.41 0.3 9 081
32 Portugal EU.I5 0.37 0.72 1.95
33 Sprin EU.I5 0.,19 0.55 )..t2
34 Sweden EU.I5 0.01 0.22 t.2l
35 United

Kinsdom
EU- 15

0.57 l.0i l.8l

Mexico, obtained a negative mean value of TFPGE during the sample period.

Nonetheless, all other countries achieved a positivc mean value of TFPGE. Among all

countries Malaysia had the advantage ofthe highest TFPGE with a period,s mcan value

of 1.19. By contmst, Mexico faced the lowest TFPGE with a period,s mean vaftre of-
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0.09. The values of CV represent that TFPGE remained most volatile in the case of

Iinland (CV = 5.83) followed by Hungary (CV = 4.07) and Turkey (CV = a.07).

Conversely, Bangladesh was fortunate enough to haNest mosl coDsistent lrends of

TFPGE (CV = 0.09) followed by India (CV = 0.16) and Malaysia (CV - 0.17). For a

better understanding ofregional trends ofTFPGE during the sample period, the regional

trends have been plohed in Figure 5.23.

Figure: 5J3 Rcgional Tr€nds oITFPGE
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Figure 5.23 shows the regional trends ofTFPGE during the sarnple period and 'lable 5.1 I

contains the values of mean, SD and CV in the case of all the regions selected in this

stlrdy during the sample period. Figure 5.23 shows that during the mid-1990s and mid-

2000s all ofthe selected regions achieved positive TFPGE. Both regions ofAsia (i.e. EA

and South Asia) reaped a positive regional TI'PGE throltghout the sample period. But, the

period's mean value in the case of EA (mean = 0.98, SD = 0.29) remained higher than in

the case ofSA (mean = 0.81, SD = 0.18) and all other regions. However, in the case of

SA ihe TFPGE (CV = 0.22) remained more ooDsistent than in EA (CV = 0.30) and all

other regions. Among all other regions the Airican region observed the lowest mean value

of TFPGE (mean = 0.21, SD = 0.31) during the sample period. Mor-cover', among all

l

l
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regions Central and East European region faced the most volatile trends oITFPGE (CV =

2.34) during the sample period. Finally, the overall mean value ofTFPGE in the case of

all the countries selected in this study during the sample period remained positive (meaD

= 0.53, SD = 0.34).

Table 5.11 Dcscriptive Statistics of Regionrl TFPGE

Region CEE Africa L. America S. Asia E. Asia EU-I5 Overall

Mean
0.45 0.21 0.81 0.98 0.14 0.53

SD
1.05 0.31 0.67 0.18 0.29 0.43 0.3 4

CV
2.34 1.48 1.7 6 0.22 0.10 t.26 0.65

Ovcrall Trends ofTFPGE
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Figure 5.24 reveals the hends of annual averages of TFPGEof all the selected 35

countries during the sample period. The graph represents that the average TFPGE in the

case ofthe selected group of35 countries remained positive throughout the samplc period

except in the last year ofthe sample pcriod (i.e. 2009). The periods ofthe mid-1990s and

mid-2000s observed relatively high annual averagcs ofTFPGE for the sclccted countries,

whereas other periods observed low levels of TFPGE. Moreover, the trends of annual

av€rage TFPGE for the selected group ofcountries has been found to be cyclical.

Figure:5.24
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Chapter 6

Empirical Findings2T

This chapter has been divided into five sections. Section I ofthis chapter tests whether

the time series used in this study are stationary, Section 2 analyses the ability of TFP

groMh to predict the economic groMh. It also examines the possibility of conditional

convergence of economic groMh. Section 3 tests the effects of TFP growth on future

investment. Section 4 discusses the possibility ofconvergence ofecononric growth. Last,

but not least, Section 5 investigates the possibility of absolute and conditional

convergence of TFP growth.

6.1 Unit Root Tests

Because all the ti,ne series used in this study are growth rates they are expected to be

integrated oforder zero (i.e. l(0)). However, for the purpose ofconfirmation, this section

employs various unit root tests in order to examine ifall the time series are stationary. For

this purpose LLC; Im, Pesaran and Shin (2001)l and Fisher-type tests using ADF and PP

tests have been employed. In the Lrc test ofunit roots it is assumed that all ofthe cross-

sections face a commo[ unit root process, Contrary to LLC, the Im, Pesaran, and Shin,

and the Fisher-ADF and PP tests assume individual unit root processes across cross-

sections included in the sample. All of the unit root tests employed in this study assume

the unit root in null hypothesis. Therefore, rejeciion ofthe null hypothesis shows that the

series is stationary. Results of unit rcot tests have been presented in Table 6.1 irr

Appendix 6. Six ofthe nine time series (GRGDP, TFPG, TFPGI, GFI, INF, and GP) have

been found to be I(0) at less than five percent level of significance according to all the

four tests employed in this study. GISH has been lbund to be integrated of order zero al

':7 See Appendix I for the list ofsymbols dd abb.eviations uscd in the study.'lhe.esulls discusscd in this
chapter have been gilen in Appendix 6 in the form oftables.
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less than five percent significance level according to Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat, ADF-

Fisher, Chi-square and PP-Fisher Chi-square tests. GTO and COVSH have been found to

be stationary at less than five percent level ol significance accordiig to LLC, and PP-

Fisher Chi'square tests. These results reveal that the time series used in this study are

slationar) and can be used lor fuaher analysis.

6.2 TFP Growth and Future Economic Growth

This section determines the effects ofTFP growth on futurc econo,nic growth. For thrs

purpose TFP growth has been computed through the three most widely Lrsed approaches:

growth accounting approach (TFPG), index number approach (TFPCI) and econometric

approach (TFPCE). Trends of TFP growth obtained through each of these approaches

have been given in Chapter 5. In order to capture the true effect of TFP gowth or

econonic groMh ihis study uses a commonly repofted set olcontrol variables; INF, GP,

GFI, GISH, GTo and GOVSH':T. GRGDP has been used as the proxy of economic

growth. Time series of TFP growth mte have been lagged by one period in order to

determine the effect of TIP on future economic growth.

6.2.'l TFPG and Future Economic Growth in Full Sample

This section aims to discuss the effects ofTFP growth obtaired through TFPC on future

economic groMh. Besides the above, the possibiliry of conditional convergence of

economic growth is also discussed in this sect;on. ln order to determinc thc cffccts of

TFPG on tutu,r output growth one period lagged time series of TFP growih (TFPGCI))

has been used as an independent variable. Fudher, lNF, GP, first lag of GFICI), firct lag

ofGISH(-I), GTO and GOVSH have been used as control variables. The grorvth ratcs of

fixed investment and GISH have been used as the measures of investment. The effect of

'?3 Fo. detaik see Limam and Miller (2004) and Khan (2006).
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TFPC on future GRGDP has been determined without i,rcluding any mcasure ol

investment in the first model, including GFICI) In the second model and GISHCl ) in the

third model. These three mod€ls have been estinrated using pooled regression models and

fixed effects models sepamtely. The results of the above stated six models havc becn

presented in Table 6.2 given in Appendix 6 in the case ofthe FS of35 cou0kies.

The results given in Table 6.2 reveal that TFPG significantly predicts future economic

gro*th according to allthe six models employed for the purpose ofanalysis. However, in

pooled regression models TFPGCI) is significant at less than teD percent level ol

significance in the first model when none of the investment measures has been Lrsed as

independent variable and in the third model where GISH(-l) has been used as a control

variable along with other control variables. Fufhet TFPG(-I) is significant at less than

five percent level of significance In the second model of pooled regressions in which

CFICI) has been included as a control variable along with other control variables. ln the

first model ofpooled regressions the magnitude ofcoellicient ofTFPG(-1) is 0.10 which

indicates that a one percent groMh of TFP raiscs the economic groMh mte by 0.10

percent. The values ofcoefricienis ofTFPGCI) in the second and third models olpooled

regressions are 0.08 and 0.11 respectively which can be interyreted similarly as I did rn

the case ofthe first model.

The first model of pooled regressions expresses that INF, GTO and GOVSH are not

signilicant predictors of GRGDP. Neveftheless, the effect of cP (B = 0.8 I ) on CRGDP is

significant at less than one percent significance level. It shows that a one percent increase

in population growth leads to an increase of 0.81 percent in growth rate of RGDP. Thc

magnitude ofthe coe{Iicient of LRGDP(-I) (B = -0.32) is significant at less thaD one

percent level ofsignificance which shows that the groMh rate of RGDP of each counlry

is converging to its own steady'siate level ofeconomic growh. The valuc oladjusted R']
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is 0.18 which shows that independent variables joinily explain 18% of variations oI

GRGDP. Other necessary statistics have been given at the bottom of the table in each

model.

The second model of pooled regressions includes CFI(-l) as an independent variable ir

addition to other variables included in the first model. According to the results of this

model, TFPC(-1) (p = 0.08, sis.<0.os), GF(-l) (p = 0.2s, sis.<0.01), GP (p = 0.57,

sig.<0.01), GTo (p = 0.003, sig.<0.05), GOVSH (B = 0.03, sig.<0.05) and LRGDP(-1) (p

= 0.13, sig.<0.01) significantly determine the economic gro\\th rate of the countllcs

included in the sample. Alt hough the effects of GTO and GOVSH on GRGDP are

significant and positive, they are negligible with respect to the magnitude of the

coefficients. However, GFI afiects the future output gro*th signiticantly and positively.

Inclusion ofthis variable in the pooled regression raises the value of adjusted R'z to 0.60

which shows that independent variables jointly explain 60% of variations of GRGDP as

compared to just 18% in the first model. Given the negative significant value of the

coefficient of LRGDP in this model it is concluded that conditional convergence of

econornic growth rate exists in the countries selected in the sample. Conditional

convergence shows that each country is converging to its owo steady-state level of

economic grox4h.

The third model of pooled regressions includes CISHCI) iDstead of CFICI) which was

added in the second model of poolcd reglessions. With respect to siglificance and

direction, the effects ofall independent variables have been found to be similar as in the

second model except the effect ofGTO which is insignificant in this model. However, the

effect ofGISHCI) (p = 0.001, si9.<0.01) on GITGDP is lower as comparcd to the effect

of GFICI) (B = 0.25, sig.<0.01) on GRGDP in the sccond model. This model also

reconfirms the existence ofconditional converScnce ofeconomic gro\\'th in the countries
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selected for the purpose ofanalysis. The value of adjusted R'? in this model is 0.19 which

is barely higher than in the first model. The values oladjusted R2 in the second and thir d

models represent that GFI performs better than GISH as a predictor offuture CIIGDP on

empirical grounds.

The last three columns ofTable 6.2 given in Appendix 6 conlain the resulls of threc fixed

effects panel models. Similarto pooled regression models, TFPC(-l) has been used as an

independent variable in each of these three models. Further, the first model of fixed

effects panel regressions does not include any rneasure of investmeDt. The second rnodel

includes CFI(-1) as a conhol variable aiong with other four control variables. The third

model includes GISHCI) as a control variable instead of GFIGI). According to these

results the effect of TFPG on future economic growth is positive and statistically

significant at less than one percent level ofsignificance. The magnitude ofcoefficient of

'ITPGCI) in each ofthe three fixed effects models is greater than its maBnitude in cach ol

the three pooled regression models respectively. This shows that TFPG perlorms better Ir

fixed effects panel models than in pooled regressions on empirical grounds. However, the

effects of INF and GP on GRCDP in fixed effects models are insignificant. GTO and

GOVSH significantly and positively affect economic gro$'th rate. Nonetheless, the effect

ofGOVSH on GRGDP is greater than that ofGiO iD each ofthe three models. As tar as

inclusion of a measure of investment is concerned, I found that GFICI) (p = 0.26,

sig.<0.01) perfonns better than GISHCI) (B = 0.002, sig.<0.05) on an enpirical basis.

These results are consistent with those which were found with the help of pooled

regression models. This can be supported with the value of adjusted R2 which is 0.64

when I included GFI(-l) as a control variable in thc fixed effects Inodel. Othcr necessarl

statistics have been given at the bottom of each model. Fixed effects for each ofthe three
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fixed effects models employed in Table 6.2 have been presented in the form of table

below Table 6.2.

From the above discussion I conclude that TFPG is a good predictor of future output

growth. However, as a predictor it performs iD fixed effects models better than in poolcd

regressions models. Iuther, GFIGI) pedorms better than GISHCI) as a measure of

iovestment in each model on an empirical basis. lnflation does not significantly predicr

economic growth. According to pooled regressions there is strong evidence that CP

significantly and positively affects economic growth rate, whereas no evideDce has been

found in fixed effects panel models that GP significantly predicts economic growlh raie.

GTO and GOVSH are positive and significant predictors of economic growth mlc

according to fixed effects panel model, whereas in the case ofpooled regrcssions there is

also some evidence that GTO and GOVSH are significant and positive predictors of

economic growth. Last, but not leasi, results rovcaled thar each country's ccononlL

grcuth rate is converging to its own steady-state level of economic groMh which

represents the existence of conditional convergence.

6.2.2 TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in Full Sample

Similar to the previous subsection, this subsection deterDines the effects ofTFP growth

aIId a set of control variables on economic groMh in the case of a panel of all the 35

countries included in this study. The only difierence between the previous sllbsection and

this subsection is that the present subsection uses data on TFP growth obtaired using the

index lrulrrber (TFPGD approach rather than ushrg the growth accolrnting approach.

Results ofthe findings have bcen given in Table 6.3 in Appendix 6. With the difference

of time series of TFP gro&,th in the case of all the countrics the sane six models havc

been employed in this subsection as were employed in the prcvious subsection.
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The results given in Table 6.3 reveal that one period lagged time series of TFP groMh

obtained through the index number approach (TFPCI(1)) does not significanlly predicl

futurc economic groMh according to pooled regression models. However, in firct ofthe

three fixed effects panel .egression models the impact ofTFPGCI) (p = 0.09, sig.<o.05)

on future economic groMh is positive and significant at less than five perceflt. It is

important to note that in the first fixed effects panel regression model none of the

measures of investment were included in the model as independent variables. lD the case

ofthe second fixed effects panel regression model where GFI(l) has been added into the

model as independent variable, the effect of TFPG(-l) (p = 0.-03, sig.>0.10) on future

economic groMh does not remain significant. In the third ofthe three fixed effects panel

regression models the effect of TFPGI(-I) (p = 0.08, sig.<0.10) on futurc economic

groMh is positive and significant at less than ten percent significance level. In this model

GISHGI) has been included as an independent variable. Comparing these results with

those obtained in the previous subsection this study concludes that TFP growth obtained

through the growlh accounting approach empirically perfoms better than fFP growth

obtained through the index number approach in predicting future economic growth in the

case ofthe FS.

CFI(-l) positively and significantly predicts the future economic groMh of the countrics

included in the FS. The magnitudes ofthe coe{licients ofGFI(-1) and signifrcance levels

in the pooled regression model (ll = 0.25, sig.<o.01) and the fixed eflects panel regressioD

model (B = 0.26, sig.<0.01) are almost the same in both models (i.e. pooled regression

model and fixed effects panel rcgression model).

Another measure of;nvestmeDt used in this study is CISH(-l). The results gh,en in Tablc

6.3 reveal that the effect of GISH(I) on futlrre economic growth is positive and

significant on economic gio\i4h both in the pooled regression model and fixed effects
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panel regression model. However, the magnitLrde of the coefficients of GISH(-I) (p =

0.001, sig.<0.05 iD pooled regression model and p = 0.002, sig.<o.10 respectively) is

quite low in comparison to the coefficient of GFICI). Similar to Section 6.2.1, on the

basis of these findings this study concludes that GFI perlorms better than CISII as the

proxy ofinvestment to be used in groMh studies.

The results reflect that the INF does not significantly predict economic groMh rate. These

findings are similar to thos€ discussed iI1 the previous subseclion- None of the .mplo)'!d

six models show a significant effect of INF on economic gro*th of the paDel of 35

countries included in this study.

The effect of CP on economic groMh rate is positive and significant at less than one

percent significance level according to the three pooled regression models. Howevcr, INF

does not significantly predict the economic groMh of the panel of 35 countries according

to the three panel regrcssion models. These findings are also consistent with thosc

discussed in the previous subsection.

The effect of GTO on the economic glowth rate is positive and significant according to

allthe economic groMh models employed in Table 6.3 except the third pooled regression

model where GISH has been used as a control variable. However, the results detnonstmtc

that the magnitude of the significant coefficients of CTO is relatively low and varies from

0.004 to 0.007. These findings are almost consistent with $ose given in thc previous

subsection. This situation shows that although GTO positively and significantly predicts

the economic groMh ofthe panel of35 countries its effect is weak.

Further, the GOVSH does llot significantly predict economic growth of the countries

included in the FS according io the results of all the threc pooled regression models.

Nonetheless, it predicts economic growth mte ofthc said panel ofcoLrntrics positively and

signilicantly according to the resulls ofall the th,ee fixed cflects panel regression models.
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The magnitude of the coefficients of COVSH in fixed effects panel regrcssion models

varies from 0.21 to 0.32 at less than five percent significance level in each casc.

Inst, but not leasl the coeffcients of LRGDP(-I) in all drc three pooled regression

models are negative and significant at less than one percent significance level. The

magnitude of the coefficients of LRCDP(-I) varies from -0.34 to -{.15. The negative

sigDificant values ofthe coeffcients ofLRCDP(-1) reinforce the idea ofthe existence of

conditional coovergence in the case ofthe panel oll5 countries included in tllc IrS.

The values ofnecessary statistics have been given at the bottom ofeach model presented

in Table 6.3. The calculated values of F statistic are significant at less thaD one percent

significance level in each case, It is important to note that the values ofadjusted R2 given

in Table 6.2 are greater than their rcspective values given in Table 6.3 in the case offour

models and equal to their respective values in the case of two models. On the basis oflhe

values of adjusted I€ the findings ofthis study reinforce the conclusion that TFP growrh

obtained though at the bottom of grouth accounting approach elrpirically pelforms

better than TFP growth obtained through at the bottom of index number approach in

predicting future economic growth of the panel of 35 countries included in ihis study.

Fixed effects have also been shown at the bottom ofTable 6.3 inthecaseofcachco ntry

for allthe three fixed effects pancl rcgression models.

6.2.3 TFPGE and Fufure Economic Growth in Full Sample

Similar to the previolls two subsections, this subsection determines the etfects of TFP

growlh and a set of confiol variables on economic grow.th in the case of a paDel ofallthe

35 countries included in this study. This subsection uses lhe data on TFP grolvth obtaincd

through the econometric approach (TFPGE) rather than using the growth accountirg

approach or index number approach. Table 6.4 given in Appendix 6 conrains the results
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ofthe findings. With the difference ofTFPGE the table presents th€ results of the same

six models as covered by the previous two tables.

The results given in Table 6.4 reveal that ore period lagged time series of TFP growth

obtained through econometric approach (TFPGECI)) does not significantly predict future

economic SroMh according to two of the three pooled regression models. However, ill

the second pooled regression model, which includes CFI as an explanatory variable along

with other variables, the effect ofTFPGE (p = 0.20, sig.<o.05) is posilive and significant

on future output growth. In the case of fixed effecls panel regression models, TFPGE

affects futurc economic growth significantly and positively in each model. 'Ihe coefficient

oI TFPCE(-I) remained 0.44, 0.2'7 and 0.42 for the first, second and third models

respectively. All ofthese coefficients are significant at less than five percent significance

level. Comparing these results with those obtained in previous two subsections this study

concludes that TFPGE empidcally performs better than TFPGL Howcver, the cornparison

ofempirical performance ofTFPGE with that ofTFPC requires a detailed discussion. O

the basis of values of adjusted R2 both approaches perform equivalently as thcse values

are exactly the same in the case of TFPG and TFPGE in pooled regrcssion models.

However, in the case offixed-effects paneldata models values ofadjusted R2 witb the use

ofTFPG are greater than the values ofadjusted R2 with the use of'fFPC[ iD the first and

third models. In the case of the second fixed-effects panel data model the value ol

adjusted R2 is same in both cases (i.e. with the use ofTFPG and TFPGE). In general, the

findiDgs support the use of the gro\,!,th accounting approach rather than econometric

approach or index number approach as this approach produces the time series ofTFpG

which empirically performs better than the series produced through the other approrches

Table 6.4 reveals that GFI positively and significantly predicts the futurc ecoDomic

growth ofthe countries included in the FS. Magniludes ofthe coefficients ofGFIGI) and
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significance levels in pooled regrcssion model (0 = 0.25, sig.<0.01) and in fixed effects

panel regression model(p = 0.26, sig.<o.01) are almost saDe in both models (i.e. poolcd

rcgression rnodel and fxed effects panel regression model). It is also important to notc

that the coefficients ofGFICl) rcmained robust to the changes in measlfcmenl approaoh

of TFP groMh.

The second measure of investrnent used in this study is GISH. Table 6.4 reveals that the

effect of GISH on future economic gro$,th is positive and significant in the pooled

regression model, whereas it is insignificant in tjxed effects panel regression model.

However, the magnitude ofthe coellcients ofCISH(-1) (0 - 0.001, sig.<0.05 in pooled

regression model and p = 0.0018, sig.>0.10 respectively) is quite low in comparison to

the magnitude of corresponding coefficients of CFI(1). Similar to the previous two

subsections, on the basis ofthese findings this study concludes that GFI perlorms better

than GISH as the prcxy of investment to be used in growh srLrdies.

The results rcflect that the INF does not significantly predict economic groMh rate. These

findings are similar to those discussed in the prcvious two subsections. None of the

employed six models show a significant effect of INF on economic gro[.th ofthe panel of

35 countries included in this study.

The eflect of GP on economic growlh rate is positive and significant at lcss thln onc

percent significance level according to all the three pooled regression models.

Nonetheless, it does not signifioantly predict the economic growth of the panel of 35

countries according to all the panel regression models. These findings are also consistent

with those discussed in prcvious sections.

The effect of GTO on economic growth rate is positive and significant according to thc

second pooled regression model of Table 6.4 .rvhere GFI has been used as a control
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variable. ln the case of all other five pancl rcgression models the effect of GTO on

ecoflomic gro[4h ofthe panel of35 countries is not significant.

Iurther, the GOVSH does not significantly pred;ct the economic groMh ofthe countrics

included in the FS according to the results ol tlre first two pooled regression models.

Nonetheless, it predicts the economic growth rate ofthe panel of 35 countries positively

and significantly according to the third model of pooled regressions and all of the three

models of fixed effects panel regressions.

Last, but not least, the coefficients of LRGDP("1) in all the three pooled regression

models are negative and significant. The magnitude of the coefficients of LRGDP(-I)

varies from -0.08 to -0.46. The negative significant values of the coeficients of

LRGDPGI) reinforce the idea of existence of conditional convergence in ihe case of the

panel of35 countries included in the FS.

The values ofnecessary statistics have been given at the bottorn ofeach modcl prcsenlcd

in Table 6.4. The calculated values of F statistic are significant at less than one pcrcent

significance level in each case. Fixed effects have also been shown at the bottom ofTable

6.4 in the case ofeach country for all the three fixed effects panel regression models.

6.2.4 TFPG and Future Economic GroMh in CEE

This subsection discusses the eflects of TFPG measLrred througlr the growth accounting

approach on future economic groMh in the case ofCEE. Table 6.5 contains the results ol

pooled regression models and fixed effects panel regression models. Each typc of model

has been employed three times: first, without using any proxy measure of inveshnent;

second, using GFI(-l) as proxy measure of investment; and third, using GISH(-I) as the

proxy measure of investment.

The results show that TFPG significartly and positively predicts futlrre economic growth

ofCEE accordiog to the first and third pooled and fixed effects rcgression models. ln the
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second pooled regression model and in the second fixed effects panel regression model

the effect of TFPG on future economic growth of CEE is not sigDificant. 'fo snm up.

TFPC is a significant predictor of future economic growth in four ofthe six employcd

panel regression models.

Table 6.5 reveals that GFI positively and signilicantly predicts the ftrture economic

growth ofCEE both in pooled regression model and fixed effects panel regression model.

The magnitude ofthe coefficient ofGFICI) (P = 0.32, sig.<0.01) remained the same in

both models.

According to the results given in Table 6.5, the effect of GISH on flrtlrre economic

growth is positive and significant both in the pooled regression nodel and the fixed

effects panel regrcssion model. Moreover, the magnitude of the coefficient of GISH(-I)

G = 0.98, sig.<0.01 in pooled regression model and 0 = 0.93, sig.<0.01 in fixed effects

panel regression model) is quite large in comparison lo the magnilLrdc ol correspondiDg

coefficients ofGFI. This shows that in the case of CEE GISH empirically performs better

than GFI as a proxy measure ofinvestment.

The results given in Table 6.5 indicate that the effect of inflation on economic gro\L,th of

CEE is negative and significant accordiog to all the six employed pooled regression

models and fixed effects panel regression models. The magnitude of the coclilcicnts of

inflation varied from -0.05 to -0.02. The effect of GPon economic growth is not

significant in the case ofCEE. Fu,lhermore, GTO positively afl'ects the economic growlh

of CEE according to the third model of pooled regressions and third model of fixed

effects panel regressions. But, the effect of GTO on economic growth in the other four

models is not significant. Moreover, the GOVSH significantly affects economic growlh

of CEE only in one ofthe six paDel regression rnodels, which is the thild modcl of fixcd

effects panel rcgressions (p = 0.57, sig.<o.10).
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Finally, the coellcients of LRGDP(-I) in the three pooled regression models given in

Table 6.5 (p = -{.08, sig.<0.05 in model l; ll = -{.17, sig.<o.10 in model 2; p = 0.16

sig.<o.10 in model3) are significant. The negative significant values ofthe coefficients of

LRGDPCI) suggest that the conditional convergence of economic growth in ihc case of

CEE exists. Necessary statistics and fixed effects have been given at the bottom ofTable

6.5.

6.2.5 TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in CEE

In this subsection the effects ofTFP groMh, obtaired the through index number approach,

on futlrre economic groMh in the case of CEE are discussed. All the discussion ill thrs

subsection coresponds to the results given in Table 6.6 in Appendix 6.

According to the results TFPGI does not significantly predict the future economic groMh

ofCEE in any ofthe six employed models ofpooled regressions and fixed effecls panel

regressions. On this account, it can be concluded that TFP growth obtained through the

growth accounting approach empirically perlorms better than that obtained through rhc

index number approach.

Similar to the results discussed in the previous subsection, both proxy measures of

investment (i.e. GFI(-1) and GISHCI)) positively and signifrcantly alfect lhe future

economic gro*th of CEE countries selected in this study. llolvever, the coelficients ol

GISHCI) itl both pooled regression models and lixed elfects panel regression nodcls

emerged with greater values than the corresponding coefficients of CFICI). This

reconfirms the idea that in the case ofCEE GISH empirically performs better tha[ CFl.

The rcsults indicate that the effect of inflation on economic groMh in CEE is negative

and significant according to all tho six employed pooled rcgressioD models and [i\ed

effects panel regression models. The magnitude of the coefficients of inflation varied

from -0.05 to -'0.02. The effect ofGP on econornic growth is not significant ir the case of
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CEE. Furthemore, GTO positively affccts economic growth of CEE according ro the

third model ofpooled regressions and third model offixed effects panel regrcssions. But,

the effect of CTO on economic grox4h in the other lour models remained insignillcanl.

Moreover, the GOVSH does not significantly affect the economic growth ofCED in any

ofthe six €mployed regression models.

Lastly, the coefficient ofLRGDPCI) in the second ofthe three pooled regrcssion models

given in Table 6.6 (B = -0.18, sig.<o.05) is significant. This negative significant value of

the coefficient ol LRGDP(-I) suggests that the conditional convergence of economre

groll4h in the case of CEE exists. However, the evidence of conditional convergence of

economic gro\ 4h is insignificant in the other two pooled regression models. Ncccssary

statistics and fixed effects have been given at the bottom ofTable 6.6.

6.2.6 TFPGE and Future Economic GroMh in CEE

Table 6.7 given in Appendix 6 contains the results ofthree pooled regression models and

three fixed eflects paoel regression models in the case ofCEE. In these nrodels data or)

TFP obtained through the econometric approach (TFPGE) have been used. Ir this

subsection all the discussion coffesponds to the resLrlts given in Table 6.7.

The results of the thre€ pooled regression models reflect that the effect of TFPGE on

future economic gro\r.th ofCEE is not significant. Contrary to pooled regression modcls

the fixed effects panel regression odels present some evidence ofa significant eff'ect of

TFPGE on future economic grow,th of CEE. Two of the three fixed effects panel

regression models show that ]TPGE positiveiy and significantly predicrs the future

economic groMh ofthis region. However, the second model of panel regressions does not

present any evidence ofa significant eflect ofTFPGE on the future economic growth ol'

the rcgion. Results of fixed effects panel regressions resemble those given in Table 5.5

where the effect ofTFPG has been tested on future economic growth of CEE. This shows
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that the groBth accounting approach and the econometric apprcach have g€nemted time

series ofTFP grou4h that perform similarly in predicting the iuture economic efowth of

CEE. However, TFPG performs better than TFPCE in pooled regression models. From

this discussion it can be concluded that the time series of TFP growth oblaired through

the groMh accounting approach empirically perfonns better than that obtaired through

the econometric appmach. Moreover, as discussed in the previous subsection, the groMh

accounting approach performs better than the index number approach in the case ofCEE.

This conclusion resembles that drawn ir the case of the FS datat the gro$,th accounting

approach is beher thanthe other two approaches.

The effects of two proxy measur€s of investment (GFI(-I) and GISH(I)) on future

economic gro\4h in this subsection remained significant as it had done in the previous

two subsections. The results reveal that both measures of investment affect the economic

growth of CEE positively and significantly. I-lowever, the magDitude ol the slope

coelficients ofGISH(-l) remained higher than magnitude ofcorresponding coelficicnts of

GFICI). This helps in concluding that CIF empirically performs better than GISH rn

predicting economic gro*th of CEE. This conclusion is the same as was dmwn in the

previous two subsections in the case of CEE. However, this conclusion is in contrast to

that drawl in the FS study, which revealed that GFI empirically pcrlbrms beltcr thrn

GISH in predicting economic growth.

The results ofthe elfects of inflatioD oD ecoDomic groMh of CEE tell a similar slory to

that discussed in the previous two subsections. According to the results ofall lhe six panel

regression models the impact of inflation on economic groDth of CEE is significant and

negative. It suggests that inflation should be taEeted in CEE in order to accelerate

economic gro\\4h,
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GP does not affect the economic growth of CEE in any ofthe employed six panel data

models. Besides that, GTO and GOVSH do not xffect the econornic growth ol C -l

according to allthe pooled regression models. Nevertheless, both variables positively and

significantly affect the economic groMh of CEE according to the third model of fixcd

effects panel regressions. But, the first two models of fixed effects regressions do not

present a different story to that ofthe pooled regression models.

The coellicient ofLRGDP(-1) is negative and significant which suggests that conditional

convergence of economic growth exists in the case ol CEE. These rcsulls are in

accordance with expectations and economic theo,y. Necessary statistics and fixcd cffccN

for the three countries included in sub-samplc CEE have been given at the botton of

T.ble 6.7.

6.2.7 TFPG and Future Economic GroMh in Africa

Table 6.8 given in Appendix 6 contains the resulls ofthree pooled regression models and

three fixed effects panel regression models in the case of a patel of four countries

selected from the African region: Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and South Africa. ln these

models data on TFP obtained through the growth accounting approach (TFPG) have been

used. All the discussion in this subsection corresponds to the results given in Table 6.8

According to the results given in Table 6.8, TFPG signillcantly and positively aftects the

future economic growth ofAfrica in all the three fixed eflects panel regressions arrd in the

second ofthe three pooled regressions. [n the case olthe African region the two measures

ofinvestment provide quite interesting results. In the case ofpooled regression GFI does

not significantly predict future economic growih (P = 0.07, sig>0.10), whereas it does

predict future economic growth significantly ir the case of fixed effects panel rcgrcssion

(P = 0.12, sig.<0.05). Conversely, GISII significantly and posirively detennincs rhe lul re

economic groMh of Africa in pooled regression (0 = 0.09, sig.<0.01) bul ir does nor
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affect the futurc economic groMh of Africa in the case of fixed effects pancl rcgrcssion

(p = 0.03, sis>o.10).

The results show that the effect of inflation on the economic growth ofAlricd is Degative

and significant in the case ofall the six panel regressions: three pooled regressions and

three frxed effects paoel regression. These results resemble those found in the case of

CEE. It suggests that the countries included in the panel of Africa should also target

inflation in order to accelerat€ economic groudh.

GP does not affect the economic growth of Africs in five of the employed six panel

regression models. But, according to the second model offixed effects panel regressions

the effect ofGP on the economic gro*th ofAfrica is negative and significant at less than

10 percent. Moreover, th€ effect of GTO on €conomic groMh of this region is positive

and significant according to all the three pooled regression models and two fixed eff€cts

panel regression models. The only exception is the second fixed effects pancl regr.ssion

model where the effect of GTO on economic grox4h is not significant. The eflect ol

GOVSH on economic groMh is not siglificant according to all the three pooled

regression models, But, this effect is positive and significant in the case of all the three

fixed effects panel regr€ssion models. From these results, it can be concluded that the

governments ofthe African region should enhance their sharc iD CDP to reap reasonablc

gowth rates ofGDP. Moreovet these govemDents should adopt such policies thit may

enhallce the trade openness ofthe countries. Lastly, evidence ot' conditional convcrggncc

in the case ofthe panelofAfricar count es is also found. The coellcient ofLRGDPCI)

is negative and significant which suggests that conditional convergence of ecoDomic

groMh exists in the case of African countries. These results arc ilr accordance rviih

economic theory. Necessary statistics and fixed etfects for the lour countries iDcluded rn

the sub-sample Africahave been given at the bolton ofTable 6.8.
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6.2.8 TFPGI and Future Economic GroMh in Africa

Table 6.9 given in Appendix 6 contains the results ofthree pooled regression modcls and

three fixed effects panel regression models in the case of a panel of tbur countries

selected from the African region: Algeria, Egypt, Morocco aDd South Africa. ID thesc

models data on the fust lag of TFP obtained through dre index number approach

(TFPG(-I) have been used. All the discussion in this subsection corresponds to the

resulis given in Table 6.9.

The results ofpanel regression models given ir Table 6.9 reveal that TFPCI significantly

and positively affects the future economic growth of Africa accorcling ro all the $rcc

fixed effects panel regressions but it does not detennine the future eco0omic growth of

Africa according to any of the three pooled regression models. The effech of the two

measures of investment (i.e. GFI and GISH) on the future economic growth of Africa

were the same as those in Table 6.8. According to these results in the case ol poolcd

regression GFI(-l) does not significantly predict future economic gro\th (0 = 0.12.

sig>0.10), whereas it does predict future economic growth significantly in the case of

fixed effects panel regression (p = 0.13, sig.<0.05). Conversely, GISH(-I) significantly

and positively determines the lulure economic growth ofAfrica in pooled regression (P -
0.14, sig.<o.01) but it does not affect the fulure economic growth of Africx in dte case !r1'

fixed effecls panel regression (0 = 0.04, sig.>0.10).

The results show that the effect of inflation on the economic groMh of Afiica is

significantly negative in the case ofthe second and third pooled regression models. But,

its effect on the economic growth ofAfrica according to the fiIst pooled regression model

and all ofthe three fixed effects panel regression models is rot significant. GP docs nol

affect the economic growth ofAlrica in five ofthe employed six panel regression models.

But, according to the third model ofpooled regressions the effect ofCP on tlre economrc
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groMh ofAfrica is negative and significant at less than 10 percent. Moreover, the effect

of GTO on economic groMh ofthe countries ircluded in the Atiican panel is positi!c a d

significant according to the first and third pooled regression models. However, the efl-ect

of GTO on econoDic groMh is noi significant according to all ofthe thrce fixed effects

panel regressions and second pooled regression model. The effect of COVSH oD

economic growth is not significant according to all the three pooled regression models

and third fixed effects panel regression model. But, this effect is positive and significant

in the case of the first and second fixed efiects panel regression models. gvidence of

conditional convergence in the case ofthe panel ofAfrican countries is also iound iD the

case ofthe third pooled regrcssion model. The coefficiert ofLRGDP(- I) is negative and

significant in the said model, which suggests that conditional convergence of economic

growth exists in the case of African countries. I{owever, the first two models of poolcd

rcglessions do not provide signiticant evidence of thc existencc of conditional

convergence in the case ofthese countries. Necessary statisfics and fixed etlecE tbr thc

four countries included in the sub-sample Africa have been given at the bottofi of'fable

6.9. On the basis ofthe values of adjusted R2 it can be concluded that each ofthe models

given in Table 6.8 present a better explanation ofvariations of economic growth than its

corresponding model given in Table 6.9. This conparison reinforces the conclusion that

the use ofTFPG obtained through the groMh accounting approach in empirical studies rs

better than that obtained through the index number approach.

6.2.9 TFPGE and Future Economic GroMh in Africa

Table 6.10 given in Appendix 6 represents the rcsults of three models of poolcd

regressions and three models of fixed effects panel regressions in the case ofthe panel of

four African countries: Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and South Alrica. ln these modcls lhc
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data on TFP generated through the econometric approach (TFPGE) lrave been used. This

subsection presents the discussion according to the results given in Table 6.10.

According to the results given in Table 6.10, the impact of TFPGE on the luture

economic groMh ofAfrica is significantly positive according to all the thrce fixed effects

panel regressions. But, in the case ofpooled regression models the impact ofTFPGE on

the future economic gro$th ofAfrica is not significant. These results are similar to those

lound using TFPGL But, the magnitudes of the slope coefficients of TFPCE arc grcaler

than those of TFPGI in co(esponding models. This shows that TFGPE empirically

performs better than TFPGI but not better than TFPC.

The effects ofthe two measures of investrent (GFI and GISH) on the future economic

growth ofAfrica remained the same as found in the previous two subsections. GFI(-l)

does not significantly predict future economic growth ofAfrica (p = 0.07, sig.>0.10) in

the case of pooled regression, whereas its effect on firture econornic gro\vth rs

significantly positive in the case of fixed effects panel regression ([] = 0.12, sig.<0.05)

However, GISH significantly and positively determines future economic growth ofAfrica

in pooled regression (0 = 0.09, sig.<0.01) but it does not affect future economic groMh iI

the case offixed effects panelregression (p = 0.03, sig.>0.10).

The results show that the effect of inflalion on the economic growth ofAfrica is negaliYe

and significant in the case of all the six panel rcgressions: ihree pooled regressioDs and

three fixed effects panel regression. These results are similar to those discussed in

Subsection 6.2.7. These results reinforce the suggestion that the countries included in the

panel ofAfrica should target infiation in order to enhance economic growth.

GP does not affect the economic growth of Africa in five ol the cmploled six panel

regression models. But, according to the second model of fixed effects panel regressions

the effect ofCP on the economic grou4h ofAfrica is negative and significant at less than
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5 percent. Moreover, the.cfE6f;i-ctO on the economic gromh ofthis region is positive

and significant according to all the three pooled regression rnodels and two flxed elfects

panel regression models. The only exception is the second fixed effects panel regression

model where the effect of GTO on economic gro\th is not significant. The etfect of

GOVSH on economic grc\r4h is not significant according to all the three pooled

regression models. But, this effect is positive and significant in the case of all the three

fixed effects panel regression rrodels. From lhese resulls il can bc concludcd lhat l|e

governments ofdle Aftican region should enhaDce their sharc in CDP to reap reasoDable

groMh rates ofGDP. Moreover, these governments should adopt such policies which

may enhance the trade openness of the countries. Lastly, evidence of conditional

convergence in the case ofthe panel of African countries is also found. The coefficient of

LRGDP(-I) is negative and significant which suggests that conditional convergence of

cconomic growth exists in the case of Alrican couilries. Thcsc rcsLllts are irl accordarrce

with economic theory. Necessary statistics and fixed effects for the four cou[tlic\

inclLrded in the sub-sample Africa have been given at the bottom ofTable 6.10.

6.2.10 TFPG and Future Economic Growth in Latin America

In Table 6.11 through to Table 6.13 the effects ofTFP growth on firtnre economic gro\\1h

are discussed in the case ofa panel oflatin American countries. Table 6.1 I contains the

rcsults of pooled regression models and fixed effects panel regression models usiDg the

data on TFP groMh obtained through the growth accounting approach (rFPG). The

sequence of the models Fesented in Table 6. I I is sim ilar to those presented in Tables 6.2

to 6.10.

The results of pooled regressions Siven in Table 6.1I indicate that the effcc!o[TI:PG oD

flrture economic gro\dh ofthe selcctcd panel ofLatil American countries is positive and

significant at Iess than one percent significance level in th€ second model. But, it does not
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affect future economic groMh significantly according to first and third models ofpooled

legression. ln the case offixed effects panel regressions 'I'FPG is a significant prediclor o1'

future economic gro\rth ofthe regiofi according to the second and third models. However,

there is no significant €ffect ofTFPG on future economic gro$.th offie region according

to the rirst modeloflxed effecls panel rcgressions.

The table shows that the effects of both one period lag measures of investment (GFIGI)

and GISH(-l)) are positive and significant in both kinds ofregressioD: pooled regressions

and fired effects panel regressions. Nevertheless, the magDitudes of the ooefficients ol

both investment measures in fixed effects panel regressions are slightly greater than

rcspective magnitudes of the coefficients in pooled regression models. This shows thc

importance of investment in the case of Lath American countries. Moreover, in LA

inflation does not significantly determine ecoDomic growth in any of the regression

models. CP positively and significantly aflecls the ecoDornio growth of this region

according to tlre second model ofpooled regressions and first model of fixed effecls pansl

rcgressions. GTO positively and significantly detemrines the economic grou,th of the

region according to all of the three pooled regression models and second model of fixed

effects panel regression. It does not affect the economic groMh ofthe region accordiDg to

first and third models of fixed cffccts panel rcgrcssions. The el'fecrs of COVSH oD thc

economic grolth of the reg;on are similar. COVSH significantly and posiiively

determines the economic growth of LA in all ofthe three pooled regressions. In thc case

of fixed effects panel regressions the effect ol COVSH on economic groMh of the said

region is significantly positive according to the second model but insignificant according

to first and third models.

The table shows that the coefiicient ofLRGDPCI) is significantly negative according to

the second and third models of pooled regressions. This shows tlrat conditional
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convergence of economic $o\\,,th exists in the case of LA. Howevet the evjdence ol

conditional convergence of economic growth is not significalrt accord;ng to the firs1

model ofpooled regressions. Necessary statistics and fixed effects have been given at the

bottom ofTable 6.11.

6.2.11 TFPG|and Future Economic Growth in Latin America

Table 6.12 contains the results of pooled regression models and fixed effects panel

regression models using the data on 'l'FP grorlh obtained through the iDde\ nurnbcr

approach (TFPGI). Allthe discussion in the prescnt subsectioD corresponds to Table 6.12.

This table presents the results olsix panel data regression models similar to the previous

tahle.

The results of panel data regression models given in Table 6.12 demonstrat€ that the

effect of I'FPGI on future economic growth of the selected panel of Latirr Arnerican

countries is not significant in any of the six panel data regression models. According to

the discussion given in the prcvious subsection TFPG significantly determines thc future

economic groxdh ofthe region according to three ofthe six panel data regression models.

From this it can be concluded that TFPG empirically perfonns better than TFPGI in the

case ofpanel ofLatin American countries. This conclusion is similar 1() thal drawn in thc

case ofthe FS of35 countries and in the case ofthe previous two sub-sarnples: CEE and

The effects oftwo measures ofinvestment (GFl and GISH) on future economic grcwth of

LA are similar to that discuss€d in previous subsection without any noticeable differences

of magnitudes of coemcients. The effect of inflation on economic gr o\lth rernained

insignificant according to the results presented ii 'I'able 6.12. 'lhe CP significantly and

positively determines economic grow'th of the region aocording to the secord model o1'

pooled regressions and second model offixed-eff'ects panel data regressions. However, it
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does not detemine economic growth according to the other four models. The effects of

GTO on the ecoDomic groMh of LatiD American coLrntries are signiflcantly positilc

according to the second and third models ofpooled regressions and second model ol fixed

effects panel rcgression. But, it does not significantly determine the economic growth ol

LA according to the remaining three regression [rodels. The impacts of GOVSH on

economic growth ofthe region are significantly positive according to the second and third

models ofpooled regressions and third modeloffixed effects panelregrcssion. Dvidence

of the existence of conditional convergence of economic groMh has been found. 'l'hc

slope coefficients of LRGDPCI) ffe negatively significant iD the case ofall the rree

pooled regression models. Necessary statistics and fixed effects have been shown at the

end ofTahle 5.12.

6.2.'12 TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in Latin America

Table 6.13 contains the results of pooled regressio, models and fixed effects panel

regression models using the data on TFP groMh obtained through the econometric

approach (TFPGE). All the discussion in the present subsection coffesponds to Table 6.13.

The results of panel data regression models given in Table 6.13 demonstrate that the

effect ofTFPGE on future economic groEth ofrhe panel ofLatin American counlries rs

not significant in any of the three pooled regression models and first fixed effeots paDel

regression model. However, it determines the future economic growlh of the region

positively and significandy according to the second and third models ol tlxed-effects

panel data regressions. According to the findings discussed in the previous two

subsections and in the present subsection it caD be concluded that iD the case ol LaliD

American countries TFPCE empirically perfolms betler than |FPGl but no! boller than

TFPC. This conclusion is similar to that drawD in the case of saDples discusscd

previously.
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The effects of both measures of investment (i.e. GFI and GISID on future economic

growth of the region are similar to those discussed in the previous two subsections.

However, the magnitudes of the coefficients of both measures of invcstment h both

models are slightly $eater than the respective magnitudes given in Tables 6.1I and 6.12.

As in Tables 6.1 I and 6.12, th€ effect of inflation on economic gro*th of LA remained

insignificant according to the results presented in Table 6.13. The GP significantly and

positively determines economic groMh of the region according to the second rrodel of

pooled regressions. However, it does not determine the economic groMh ol llre reBiorr

according to any other model. The effects of CTO on the econoDic growlh oI Lalin

American countries are significandy positive according to the second model of pooled

regressions and second model of fixed effects panel regressions. But, it does not

significantly determine the economic gro\lth of these countries according to the

remaining four regression models. The impacts ol COVSH on the economic growlh ol'

the region are significantly positive according to the second and third models of pooled

regressions and the sametwo models of fixed effects panel regressions. The above

discussion shows that the governments of Latin American courtries should elhance their

share in GDP, devise such policies that m4y enhance fixed total investment and share of

investment in GDP in order to realize rapid economic gr'owth. Moreovcr. policlcs 10

enhance trade opemess may also help in raising the economic gro*th of the countries.

The slope coefficients of LRGDP(-1) are negatively significant in the casc ofthe second

and third pooled regrcssion models. It reconfims fie idea of existence of conditional

convergence ofeconomic gowth in the said rcgion. Necessary statistics and fixed effects

have been shown at the end ofTable 6.13.
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6.2.13 TFPG and Future Economic Growth in East Asia

Table 6.14 contains the results of pooled regressioD models and fixed effects panel

regression models using the data on TFP growfi obtaired through the growth accounlrng

approach (TFPC) iD the case offour countries ot'East Asiar llong Kong, Korca, Malaysra

and Thailand. Allthe discussion in the presmt subsection coresponds to Table 6.14.

The results of panel data regression rnodels giveD in Table 6.14 demonstrate that the

effect of TFPG on the future economic growth of East Asian countries is positively

significant in the first and third models ofeach of the pooled and fixed effeots reglessions.

However, it does not detemine the future economic growth of the region significantly

according to the second modelofeach ofthe pooled and fixed effects panel regressions.

Among the two measures of investment the impact of one pedod lag CFI is positively

significant on future economic groMh in both the pooled and fixed effects regressiol

models at less lhar five percent. However, fhe effect of GISH on the fiture economre

gro$'th of the region is positively significant in the pooled regression models blrt not iD

fixed effects panel regrcssion models. According to the results given in Table 6.14,

inflation does not affect the economic groMh of the selected East Asian countries

significantly according to all of the employed six regression models. There is weak

evidence that GP positively and significantly prcdicis the econonic groMh ofthe region

as the coeflicient ofGP (p = 1.35, sig.<0.10) is significant at less than ten percent in the

third pooled regrcssion model. But, in all of the other five rnodels the effect of GP on

economic groMh is insignificant. There is also some evidence that trade openness

positively and significantly determines the economic growth of the selected countries of

this regioo. The effcct of trade openness on economic growth is significant at less than

five percent significance level in the case of the firsr two mode]s of pooled reSressiors.

The impact of GOVSH on econom;c growth is positively sigrificant in the case of all of
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the three pooled regressions and the first hvo fixed effects panel rcgressions. Howevcr,

the evidence ofconditional convergence ofeconomic gro\th has been found only io the

second model of pooled regressions.

6.2.14 TFPGI and Future Economic GroMh in East Asia

Table 6.15 contains the results of pooled regression models and fixed effects panel

regression models using the data on TFP growth obtained through the index number

approach (TFPGI) in the case of a panel of four East Asian countries. AII the discLrssion

in the present subsection corresponds to Table 6.15.

The results ofpanel data regression models given in Table 6.15 reveal that the el'fect ol'

TFPGI on future economic groMh ofEast Asian countries is not significant in the case of

any of the employed six panel data models. This shows that TFPGI does not perfofl'n

empirically as efficiently as TFPG.

The impacts ofthe two measures ofinvestment (GFl and GiSH) on the future cconomLL

groMh of the region are positively significant both in pooled and fixed effects panel

regression models. However, the slope coefficients ofGFIGl) in both models are slightly

greater than those of GISHCI) in the respective models. According to the results given in

Table 6.15, inflation does not affect the economic groMh of the selected East Asian

countries significantly according to all of the enlploycd six rcgrcssion models. 'lhis

finding is similar to that discussed in the previous subsection. There is no evidence that

GP significantly predicts the economic growth ofthe region. There is somc evidenoc tllat

trade openness positively and significantly determines the economic growth of tlre

selected countries of this region. The effect of trade openness on economic groMh is

significant at less than five percent significance level in the case ofthe first two models ol

pooled regressions. These are also similar findhgs discussed in the previous subsection.

The impact ofCOVSH on economic groMh is positive and significaflt in the case of all
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ofthe three fixed effects panel rcgressions a,1d the first two pooled regressions. Moreover,

evidence of conditional convergence of economic grou4h has been found only in the

second model of pooled regressiolls. These findiigs also resemble tlrose discussed in the

previous subsection.

6.2.15 TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in East Asia

Table 6.16 demonstrates the results of pooled regression models and fixed effects panel

regression models using the data on TFP groMh obtained through the econometric

approach (TFPGE) in the case of a panel of folr East Asian countries. All the discussio

in the present subsection conesponds to Table 6.16.

The results of panel data rcgression models given in Table 6.16 demonstrate ihat the

effect of TFPGE on the future economic groMh ofEast Asian countries is positive and

significant in first and third models ofeach ofthe pool€d and fixed effects regressions.

However, it does not predict the future econoDic growth of the region signif]cantly

according to the second model of each offte pooled and fixed etlbcts panel regressions.

Both measures of inveshnent (GFI and GISH) significanlly aDd positively determine the

future economic gro\ 4h of the region both in poo)ed and fixed effects panel regression

models. Howevet the estimated values of slope coefficients of GFICI) in both models

are slightly greater than those ofGISHCl) in the respective models. Insignificancc ofthc

effects of inflation on economic grovr'th in thc case of EA remains intact as in rhe

previous two subsections. Evidence of the significant effects of GP on economic growth

ofthe region has not been found in the case offive ofthe six employed models. However,

the slope coefficient of GP is significant at less than ten percent in the case of the third

model ofpooled regressions. There is some evidence that trade openness positively and

significantly determines the economic grofih ofthc sclected countrics ollhis region. 'lhc

effect of trade openness on economic grorth is significant al less than 6ve percent
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significance level in the case ofthe first two models ofpooled regressions. Thesc findings

are also similar to the findings discussed in the previous two subsections. The impact of

GOVSH on economic grou4h is positive and significant in the case of all of the three

pooled reBressions and first two fixed effects panel rcgressions. Moreover, the evidencc

ofconditional convergence ofeconomic gro!\,th has been found only in the second modcl

of pooled regressions. These findings also resemble those discussed in the previous two

subsections. The findings discussed in the case of East Asian countries suggest that the

policy makers ofthe selected countries ofEA should enhance their government's share of

GDP, try to boost investment and trade openness in order to mise the economic growth ol

their countries.

6.2.16 TFPG and Future Economic GroMh in South Asia

This subsection discusses the role ofTFP growih obtained through the growth accounting

approach (TFPG) and other explanatory variables ol economic growth for the panel of

four South Asian countries: Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. The discussion

given in this subsection is in accordance with the r-esults ofpooled regression models and

fixed effecls panel regression models given in Table 6.17.

According to tle results of the first pooled regression model and first and third fix€d

effects panel regression models 'ITPG is a positive and significant predictor of future

economic groMh ofthe panel of four selected South Asian counlrics. But, in thc othcr

three models the role of TFPC in determining future economic growlh of the said region

has not been found to be significant during the sample period.

In the case ofthis region the role ofGFI in determining the future economic growth ofthe

region has been found to be significant positive both in pooled regression models (B =

0.19, sig.<0.01) and fixed effects panel regression ,nodels (P = 0.17. sig <0.01) rt less

than one percent. However, the effect ofthe second measure of investmelt (i.e. GISH) on
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future economic 8ro\th is significant and positive in pooled regression models (9 = 0.001,

sig.<o.01), but insignificant in fixed effects panel regression rnodels. In the panel ofthese

countries the effect of inflation on economic grorth has been found to be negative and

significant in the case ofthe first and third models ofpooled regressions and third model

of fixed effects panel regressions. According to the remainiDg three models the effect ol

inflation on economic growth has not been found to be significant. Moreover, the effects

of GP and GOVSH on economic gro\lth have not been found to be significant in any

model. Howevet GTO plays a significant positive role in detemining economic groMh

ofthe region according to all ofthe three fixed eff'ects panel regression models and third

model of pooled rcgressions. Evidence of conditional convergence of GDP groMh has

also been found in two of the three pooled regression models. Necessary staiistics and

fixed effects have been given at the bottom ofTable 6.17.

6.2.17 TFPGland Future Economic Growth in South Asia

The discussion given in this subsection covers tlle elfec$ of l'FP growth measured

through the index number approach (TFPGI) and other explanatory variables included in

this study on economic groMh of the countries included in the panel of SA. All the

discussion given in this subsection explains the results of pooled regressions aDd fixed

effects panel r€gressions given in Table 6.18.

According to the results TFPCI positively and significantly determines thc iuturc

economic gror\th ofthe four countdes included in this panel at less than 10 percent

significance level (p = 0.14, sig.<0.10) according to the third model oipooled regressions.

But, the other two models of pooled regressions and all of the three models ol fixed

effects panel regressions indicate that TFPGI is not a significant predictor of future

economic groMh ofthe region.
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According to the results given in Table 6.18 the effects of both measures of investment

(i.e. GFI and GISID on future economic growth have been found to be very similar to

those discussed in the previous subsection. The effects of inflation and GOVSH on the

economic gmwih ofihe countries included in the South Asian pancl have nol been lbund

significant in any of the six employed regression models. The GP Degatively and

significantly determines the economic grou4h of the region according to the third model

ofpooled regressions at less than ten percent signiflicance level. But, all ofthe other five

models rcpresent that GP does not significantly predict the economic groMh ofthe region.

Similarly, the effects ofGTO on the economic groMh ofthe region have not been lound

to be significant in all of the three models of pooled regressions. Neveftheless, it

positively and significantly determines the economic growth of the region according to

the results of the first and thid models of fixed effects panel regressions. In addition,

evidence ofconditional convergence has also been found to be significant i[ the case of

the first and third models of pooled regressions. Nccessary statistics and lixed cll'ecls

har e been given at the bonom of table 6.18.

6.2.18 TFPGE and Future Economic GroMh in South Asia

Table 6.19 demonshates the results ofpooled regression models and fixed effects panel

regression models using the data on TFP growth obtained through the econometric

approach (TFPCE) in the case of the panel of lour South Asian countries. All the

discussion in the present subsection co esponds to Table 6.19.

The results of panel data regression models given in Table 6.19 demonskate that the

effect ofTFPGE on the future economic growth of South Asian countries is positive and

significant in the first and third models of fixed effccts panel regressions. Howevel it

does not predict the future economic growtll of the region significantly accordirg to all ol'
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the three models of pooled regressions and second model of fixed effects panel

regrcssions.

The impacts of both measures ofinvestment (i.e. GFI and CISH) on the future economic

groMh ofthe region are the same as those discussed in the previous 1wo snbsections. l he

evidence of the significant effects of GP on economic groMh ofthe region has not been

found in the case offive of the six employed models. But, the slope coefficient ofGP (p =

-0.26, sig.<0.10) is negative and significant at less than ten percent in the case ofthe third

model of pooled re$essions. The effects of inflation on economic grow.th of the region

have been found to be significant and negative according to the first and third Drodels ol

pooled regressions. But, other models reflect that inflation does not affect the economic

growth of this region significantly. Moreover, the GTO positively and significantly

determines the economic growth rate ofthis region according to the results of all ofthe

three models of fixed effects panel regressiofls and third model of pooled regressions.

Furthermore, the GOVSH has not been found to be a significant predictor of economrc

groMh ofthe South Asian region h any ofthe six employed regression models. Last, the

coefficient of lagged values of LRGDP has bcen lound negative and signitlcant in the

case ofthe second and third models of pooled regressions. This indicat€s that the GDP

groMh of these countries converges to each country's own steady-state growth rate.

Necessary statistics and fixed eflects have been given at the end ofTable 6.19.

The results discussed in the present subsection and previous two subsections indicatc that

groMh accounting is a better approach ofmeasLrremcnt ofgro*,th mle of'IFP than eithcr

the econometric approach or index number approach on empirical grounds. This suggesls

that empirical studies should use the growth accounting apprcach in order to measure

TFP gro$,th in the South Asian rcgion. In addition, trade openness should be encouraged

in order to raise the economic growth ofthe region, whereas the GP and iDilation should
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be controlled. Unlike the results found in the case of Afiica, LA, and EA, the

governmentrs share ofGDP does not significantly predict the economic grofih rate ofthe

South Asian region. It is also important to note that fixed effects panel regression models

empirically peform better than pooled regrcssion nrodcls on accouDt of the rirftrcs ol-

adjusted IC.

6.2.19 TFPG and Future Economic Growth in EU-15

This subsection discusses the role of TFP growth, obtained through the groMh

accounting approach (ITPG), and other explanatory variables in the economic groMh of

the panel of EU-15 countries. The discussion given in this subsection is in accordance

with the results of pooled regrcssion models and fixed effects panel regression models

given in Table 6.20.

The results given in the said table reveal that TFPG is a positive and signilicant

determinant of future economic groMh of EU-15 countries according to all of the three

models offixed efiects panel regressions and llrst and third modcls of poolcd rcgressions.

The second model ofpooled regressions does not show TFPG as a significant detenninant

offuture output gro$'th ofthese countries.

Both of the measures of investment (GFI and GISH) are positive and sigrificant

determinants offuture economic grolv'th ofEU-15 according to both D?es ofmodels (i.e.

pooled regression models and fixed effects panel models). The coefficient ot Glrlcl) is

almost robust in both q?es ofregression models (P - 0.27, sig.<0.01 in pooled regression

model and 0 = 0.28, sig.<0.01 in fixed effects panel regression urodel). Nonetheless, rhe

coefficient ofGISHCI) is very low in pooled regression models (p = 0.04, sig.<0.01) as

compared to that in fxed effects panel regression models (p = 0.29, sig.<0.01).

The role of inflation in determining the eoonomic growth of the region is insignilicanr

according to all of the employed models of pooled rcgrcssiols and fixed effecls pancl
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regressions. The effect ofGP on economic growth ofthe region is positive ard significant

(P = 0.46, sig.<0.05) accord ng to the second model of pooled regressions but

insignificant according to all other employed models of pooled regressions and fixed

eflects panel rcgressions. The CTO positively and significantly delermines the economrc

groMh ofthe region in fixed effects panel regression models but it does not predict the

economic gro*,th in pooled regression models. The GOVSH positively aDd significantly

determines the economic groMh mte of EU-15 countries in the first two models of fixed

effects panel reSressions. However, in all other four models of pooled regressions and

fixed effects panel regressions it does not significantly detemine the economic gro$th of

these countries. The evidence of conditional convergencc ol economic gro\,,lh has been

found to be significant in all ofthe three models of pooled reglessions. lhe botlorn ol'

Table 6.20 contains necessary statistics.

6,2.20 TFPG|and Future Economic Growth in EU-15

The discussion given in this subsection covers the effects of TFP grcwlh measured

through the index number approach (TFPGI) and other explanatory variables ircluded rn

this study oD the economic gro\\,,th ofthe countries included h the panel of EU-15. All

the discussion given in this subsection explains d1e results ofpooled regressions and fixed

effects panel regressions given in Table 6.21.

According to the results fiPGI does not significantly determine the fLilure cconomic

gro*th ofthe countries included EU-15 panel according lo all ofthe six rrodels ofpooled

regressioDs and fixed effects pancl regressions. 'lhe effects of othcr variablcs on the

economic growtl ofthe countries inoluded in EU-15 panel given in Table 6.21 are silrrilar

to those discussed in the previous subsection.
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6.2.21 TFPGE and Future Economic GroMh in EU-'l5

Table 6.22 demonstrates the results ofpooled rcgression models and fixed effects panel

regression models using the data on TFP growth obtained through the econometric

approach (TFPGE) in the case of the panel of EU-15 countries. The results o[ pooled

regressions and fixed effects parel regressions given in Table 6.22 are similar to those

given in Table 6.20 and discussed in Subsectioi 6.2.19. ln order to avoid redundancy

these results have not been discussed here. However, the similarity ofthc rcsLrlts obtained

in Tables 6.20 and 6.22 indicates that the groMh accounting approach alld economehic

approach empirically perform equally. The choice ofpooled regressions and fixed effects

regressions is arbitrary in the case ofthis region on the basis of values of adjusted ttr.

However, groMh rates oftrade openness and government's share ofGDP positively and

significantly determine the economic groMh of the region according to fixed effects

panel regressions. These results suggest that the govemments ofEU-15 member countrics

should enhance trade openness and thef shares in GDP in order to reap rapid economic

grcwth rates.

6.3 TFP Growth and Future Investment Growth

This section discusses the effects ofTFP growth oo future investment growth. For this

purpose TFP growth has been computed through three widely discussed approaches:

growth accounting approach (TFPC), index nurnber apploach (TFPGI) and economelri.

approach (TFPGE). Trends of TFP growth obtaiied through each of these approaches

have been given in Chapter 5. In order to capture the true effect ofTFP growth on futurc

investment groMh this study uses a commonly reported set ofconhol variables: INF, GP,

GTO and COVSH. Time series of TFP growth rate have been lagged by one period in

order to determine the effect ofTFP grow,th on future inveshnent growth. Time series of

investment growth has been proxied by two tncasures: CFI and GIStl. Both ol lhese
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proxy variables have been used as dependent variables one by one both ir pooled

regressions and fixed effects panel rcgressions.

6.3.1 TFP Growth and Future lnvestment Growth in Full Sample

This subsection discusses the effects ofTFP groMh on future investment gro\i4h in the

case of FS. The effects of other commonly reported explanatory variables on investment

grcwth have also been discussed. Investrnent growth has been used as a dependent

variable using two proxies (GFI and GISH) both in pooled regression models and fixed

effects panel regression models. These results have been given in Table 6.23 through to

Table 6.25. ln Table 6.23 one period lagged TFPG has been used as an independeni

variable along with other explanatory variables, whereas in Tables 6.24 and 6.25 'I'FPCI

and TFPGE have been used as independent variables respectively.

The results given in Table 6.23 indicate that TFPG significantly determines the future

investment gro\rth ofthe panel ofcountries included in this study. Its effects are positive

and significant on both measures of inveshnent. However, the magnitude of the

coefficients in the case of GFI as dependent variable is higher than the coffespondiog

coefficients in the case of GISH as dependent variable. Inflation does not significantly

determine the investment grollth of the said panel of countries. GP significantly and

positively determines both prcxies ofinvestment grouth in pooled regression models. But,

its effects on investment $owth are not significant in {ixed effects panel regression

models- The impact of trade openness is positive afld significant on CISH in fixcd el'fecls

panel regr€ssion models but insignificant in ali other three models of Table 6.23. The

GOVSH negatively and significantly determines GFI in fixed effects panel regression

models, and it detennines GISH both in pooled regression models and fixed effects panel

regression models. The negative impact of GOVSH on investment groxdh supports the

classical ecooomists' notion ofcrowding out effects offlscal policy. This flnding sho\\'s
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that fiscal policy should be implemented with caution so the positive gro$4h rate of

investment can be sustained.

With a little variation, results similar to those discussed above have been found in Table

6.24 where TFPGI has been used instead of TFPG but all other things are the same. Table

6.24 shows that the effect of trade openness on GISH is positive and significant both in

pooled regression models and fixed effects panel models. However, its effect or CFI is

positive and significant in fixed effects panel regression modeisbul irsignificarlt in

pooled regression models. All other effects are similar to those discussed above in the

light ofresults given in Table 6.23.

The results given in Table 6.25 where'ITPCE has been used as tlle proxy ofTFP growth

are similar to those found in the previous two tables. The eflects ofTFPGE on lulure CFI

and futrre CISH are positive and significant both in pooled rcgression inodels and fixcd

effects panel regression models. This shows that TFP grolr,th is a significant predictor of

future investment groMh regardless of the approach of its neasurement. This raises the

importance of implementation ofthe policies which could enhancethe grorth rate ofTFP

in order to attract future investments in the countries. Moreover, negalive signilicant

effect of GOVSH on investrnent gro\\4h remains intact in Table 6.25 as well. This

necessitates precautionary measures beforc implementing fiscal policy so that rapid

investment growth can be realized.

6.3.2 TFP GroMh and Future lnvestment Growth in CEE

In the present subsection the effccts ofTFP growth on futLlre investmcn! grcwtlr irr thc

case olthe pane l of countries selected from CEE have been discussed. I able 6.26 through

to Table 6.28 given in Appendix 6 present the eflects of TFPC, TFPCI and 'l rPGE on

firture investment gro$th in CEE respectively.
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Tables 6.26 and 6.27 rcflect that the TFPG and TFPGI are the positive 8nd significanr

predictors of future GFI in CEE. But, these two measules of TFP growth do nol

significantly affect future GISH in the said region. The effects of TIIPGE on flrture GFI

and future GISH are positive and significant both in the case ofpooled regression models

and fixed effects panel regression models as shown in Table 6.28. This sigDals thal in thc

case of CEE the econometric approach gives such time series ot' TFP gro\\,th that

empirically perform better than those obtained through the growth accounling approach

and index number approach.

The results of pooled regression models and fixed effects panel regression models given

in Tables 6.26 to 6.28 reveal that GP and GTO positively and significantly predict GFI

and GISH in all ofthe 12 models. This shows the imporlance ofthese variables in CEE.

Contrary to the above variables, GOVSH negatively and significantly aflects the GFI and

GISH in all of the 12 models given in Tables 6.26 through to 6.28. This finding once

again supports the classical economists' notion of crowding out effects of fiscal pol;cy.

6.3.3 TFP GroMh and Future lnvestment crowth in Africa

The eflects ofTFP groMh, measured through all the three approaches used iD this study,

on both proxies of future iovestment groMh (GFI and GISH) in the panel of African

countries selected in this study have been interpreted in this subsection. The discussion

made in this subsection corresponds to Tables 6.29 through to 6.31 given ir Appendix 6.

Tables 6.29 and 6.31 indicate that TFPG and TFPGE positively and significantly

determine future GFI both in pooled regressior models and fixed effects panel regrcssion

models. The effect ofthese variables on future GISH is positive and signifrcant in pooled

re8ression models but insignifrcant in fixed effects panel regression models. The effect of

TFPGI on fthrre GFI is significant in fixed effects panel regression and on GISH in

pooled regression model. Similar to FS, the pooled and panel regression models indicate
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that INF does not affect any proxy measure ol inveshnent significantly in lhe case ()1-

Africa. The effects of GP on ftrture inv€stment gro\i,th have been found to be negative

and significant in two models ofpooled regressions and in three models of fixed effects

panel regressions. In other models the effects of GP on investrnent growth are not

significant. GTO positively and significantly determines both measures of investment in

both types of employed models with one exception in Table 6.30 where G'l'O does uo1

significantly affect GISH. The effects of growth rate ofgovemment's consumption share

ofGDP on GFI have not been found significant in any model. Nonetheless, its effects on

G ISH are negative and significant in the pooled regression model of Tab le 6.3 I and both

models ofTable 6.30.

The results discussed above indicate that African econornies should raise trade openness

and control GP in order lo gain sustainable growlh rates of investmeDt. Morcover,

precautionary measures should also be adopted durirg the course of fiscal policy. Last,

but not least, these economies should adopt policies that may raise the level ofTFP whiclr

will be useful in determining future invcstment growth in ihese economies.

6.3.4 TFP Growth and Future lnvestment Growth in Latin America

The eflects ofthree measures ofTFP growth (TFPG, TFPGI and TFPGE) on both proxies

of filture investment growth (CFI and GISH) in the panel of Latin American countries

selected in this study have been discussed in this subsection. The discussion made in this

subsection coffesponds to Tables 6.32 through to 6.34 given in Appendix 6.

The results given in Tables 6.32 and 6.34 reveal that TFPG and TFPCII do r)ot atTcct

future GFI and future GISH significantly in the case of the selected panel of Lati0

American countries. Similar results have been found both in pooled regression rnodels

and fixed effects panel regression models. TFPGI also does not affect future GISH

significantly in both t}?es ofemployed regression models. However, the effect ofTFPGI
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on future GFI is positive and significant according to poolcd rcgression lnodcls bLri

insignificant in fxed effects panel regression models. This shows that TFP groMh has not

played a significant role in determining future investment in selected Latin Anlerican

countries during the sample period. The reason for this may be the economic, financial

and structural constraints and poor investment climate in Latin American countries. The

World Bank (2009) reported a list oftop constraints of investment climate in Lalin

American countries including tax rates, coruptioD, macroecouornic irrstability, education,

labor regulations, access to finance, practices of infonnal competitors, and eleclrichy.

Despite having a positive gro\Itl rate of TFP, the above mentioned constraints could be

the main reasons for low investment growth in Latin American countries. The

insignificant effects ofTFP gro$th on investment groMh may be attributed 10 the same

reasons which did not allow investment growth to respond to TFP grorlth.

Table 6.33 shows that hflation determines GISH in LA significantly and posilively.

However, it does not affect GFI in the case ofthese countries. In Tables 6.32 a 6.34 the

effects ofinflation both on GFI and GISH have been found to be insignificant. The effect

of GP on GFI has been found to be negative and significant in fixed effects panel

regression models in Tables 6.32 and 6.33. In the case ofthe pooled regression lnodels (]1'

Tables 6.32 and 6.33, and in both models (pooled regression and fixed eftects panel

regression models) of Table 6.34 the effect of GP on GFI is insignificant. Moreover, its

effects on GISH remained insignificant in all modeis ofthe said three tables. The effects

ofCTO on GFI and GISH have been found to be positive and significant in eight ofthe

l2 regression models given in Tables 6.32 through to 6.34. ln the case of LaliD Anrericln

countries the effects of GOVSH on GFI and GISH remained negative and significant iD

l0 of 12 emp)oyed models ofsaid three tables. This shows that the classical economists'
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notion of crowding out effects of government's expenses is rclevant in Latin American

countries as well,

6.3.5 TFP GroMh and Future lnvestment GroMh in East Asia

This subsection discusses the effects of TFP groMh on firture investment gro\ 4h in the

case ofthe panel ofcountries s€lected from EA. The flow ofthe discLrssion is similar to

that in previous subsections. Tables 6.35 through to 6.37 givcn in Appendix 6 prcsent thc

efrects ofTFPG, TFPGI and TFPCE on future investment groMh in EA respectively.

Table 6.35 shows that the effects ofTFPG on future investment groMh in EA are positive

and significant. These effects are positive and significant both on future CFI and future

GISH in both types of models: pooled regression models and fixed effects panel

regression models. According to the results given in Table 6.36 'flrPGI does not

significantly detennine future CFI and futurc GISH both in pooled regression models and

fixed effects panel regression nodels. Thc third proxy of 'lFP growth (i.e. IIPGE)

positively and significantly determines future GFI both in pooled regression models and

in fixed effects but it does not significantly determine future CISH as shown ir Table

6.37. This shows that the growth accounting approach generates a tinre series of TFP

gro[4h that empirically performs better than those generated through the index rumber

approach and econometric approach.

The results of pooled regrcssion models and fixed effects panel rcgression urodels given

in Tables 6.35 through to 6.37 reveal that INF does not sigDificantly predict GFI and

GISH in any ofthe 12 models. The GP positively and significantly determines GISH (in

five ofthe six models) and GFI (ir three of the six models). 'l he effect of Cl O on CISII

is positive and significant in all ofthe six models employed in the said tables. But, it does

not significantly affect GFI in any ofthe employed six models. The effects ofCOVSH on

GISH have been found negative and significant in all oflhe six pooled regression models
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and fixed effects panel regression models given in Tables 6.35 through to 6.37. This

reconfirms the idea of crowding oui eflects of tlscal policy discussed in the case ol l'S.

The effects of GOVSH on GFI have been found negative and significant in Table 6.36

which partially supports the classical economists' notion ofcrowding out effects offiscal

policy. This situation reinforces the recommendation of implementing a precautionary

fiscal policy. Necessary stetistics and fixed effects have been given at the bottom of

Tables 6.35 through to 6.37.

6.3.6 TFP Growth and Future lnvestment GroMh in South Asia

The present subsection interprets the eflects of TFP gro*'th on future investment groMh

in the case ofthe panel ofcounries of SA. Tables 6.38 through to 6.40 given i0 Appendix

6 present the effects of TFPG, TFPGI and TFPCE on GFI and GISH using pooled

regression models and fixed effects panelregression Dodels.

The results, given in above mentioned tables, show that TFPG determines future GFI

positively and significantly both in pooled regression models and fixed effects panel

regression models. However, it does not affect future GISH significantly according to

both ofthe employed models. However, the effects of TFPGI on future GFI and future

GISH have been found positive and significant both in pooled regression models a d

fixed effects panel regression models in the case of selected panel of South Asi r

countries. CoDversely, TFPGE does not affect luturc GFI and future GISII signiticantly in

any of the employed models. This shows that TFP growth obiained through the index

number approach empirically fits better than the other two approaches in detennininB

future investment gro*th ofpanel ofSouth Asian countries.

Discussion given in previous subsections shows that the effects ofinflation on investment

growth in the case of the FS of countries selected in this study and in other regional

panels of countries remained either insignificant or positive and significant. But, in the
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case ofthe panel of South Asian countries the effects of INF on GFI have been found to

be negative and sigrificant in five of the six eDployed models. Moreovcr, its eflecl on

GISFI is also negative and significant in the pooled regression model of'l'able 6.40,

whereas in the case of the other models the effects of inflation on GISH remained

insignificant. Nonetheless, the negative effects of inflation on investmenl growth in SA

require the serioLrs attention of policy makers in order to restrict i[flation up to a

threshold point so that the negative effects ofiDflation could be avoided in these countrics.

It is also worth mentioning here that the effects of inflation on the economic groMh of

South Asian countries were also found to be negative and significant in the case of some

models. Thes€ results invite policy makers to revisitthe situation and revise their policies.

The effect of GP on GISH is negative and significant in the pooled regression model of

Table 6.39. But, its effects on GISH in the other five models and on GFI in all of the

employed models of pooled regressions and fixed effects panel regressions rcmained

insignificant. The effects of GTO have been observed to be positive and significant in

four of the six models on GFI and in two of the six models on GISH. The effects of

GOVSH on GISH are negative and significant in five of the six employed models of

pooled and fixed effects panel regressions. However, the negative effect of GOVSH on

GFI has been found to be significant in orly one of the six employed models. Likc

previous subsections, this subsection also confirms the exislence of crowding out effects

ofGOVSH.

6.3.7 TFP Grolvth and Future lnvestment Growth in EU-15

This subsection discusses the effects of TFP growth on future growth rates of GFI and

GISH in the case ofthe panel ofEU-15 countries. The results ofthe elfects of TFPG,

TFPCI and TFPGE on CFl and CISH using pooled regression Inodels arld fixcd cffects

panel regression models have been presented in Tables 6.41 to 6.41 given in Appendix 6.
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Table 6.41 shows that TFPG determines future GFI positively and significantly both ir

pooled regression models and fixed effects panel regressioD models. Moreover, its effect

on future GISH in fixed effects panel regression models is also signiflcant but

insignificant in pooled regression rnodels. The effects of TFPGI and TFPGE on futLrc

GFI in pooled regression models have been found to be significant but insignificalt ir

fixed effects panel regression models. GISH, however, does not receive significant effects

ofTFPGI and TFPGE both in pooled regression models and fixed effects panel regression

models.

The effects of INF on CFI and CISH have beer found positive and significant in five of

the six pooled regression models given in Tables 6.41 to 6.43. But, the effects ofinflation

on GFI and GISH remained insignificant in all of the six fixed effects panel regression

models. The effects of GP on CISH given in the said tables are positive and significant

both in pooled regression models and fixed effecls panel regression models. Mo|eover.

the effect of GP on GFI is also positive and siglificant in the fixed effects panel

regression model given in Table 6.41, but insignificant in all other five models ofpooled

regressions and fixed effects panel regressions. GTO positively and significantly

det€rmines GFI in all of the three models of fixed effects panel rcgressions and in one

model of pooled regressions. lt also positively and significantly predicts GISH in the

fixed effects panel regression model of Table 6.42. In the case of the other five models

the effects oftrade openness on GISH hav€ been tbund to bc insignificant. lhe elGcts of

GOVSH on GFI and GISH are negative and si8nificant in l1 ofthe 12 employed models

ofpooled regressions and fixed effects panel regressions as depicted in the Tables 6.41 to

6.43. This strongly supports the existence of crowding out eflects of expansionary fiscal

policy implemented through governments' expenditur€s.
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6.4 Convergence of Economic Growth

The debate about income convergence to its steady-state level started with a seminal

paper by Solow (1957). This debate has not yet been resolved. Neoclassical eoonomisls

believe in absolste convergence that suggests that poor economies of the world are

growing faster than rich economies. This tendency rvill equalize the per capita income

levels across all the economies ofthe world. According to the classical school ofthought

the rcason for rapid economic growth in poor cconomies is the availability ofunulilized

resources and TFP. Contrary to this point, proponents ofnew endogenous grou4h theory,

for example Arrow(1962), S idrauski ( 1967), Romer(1986), Lucas (1988) and Rebelo

(1991) suppoft the idea that the economic gro\\'th of a country depends on its iDternal

system, investments in human crpital and technology. This theory implies that the world

economies may not converge to the same steady-state level. Rather, each economy may

converge to its own steady-state level of economic growth due to its inlernal economir

systems and structures. This notion is called conditional convergence. This section

discusses the rcsults of absolute convergence and conditional convergence of economic

gowth in the FS of selected countries and regioral panels of countries. The findings of

conditional convergence have been padially discussed in Section 6.2 according to the

results given ;n Tables 6.2 to 6.22 in Appendix 6. The results of absolLrte convcrgencc

have been given in Tables 6.44 through to 6.50 in Appendix 6.

The results of absolute convergence tests of economic growth given in Tables 6.44

through to 6.50 show evidence ofhighly significant convergence (p = -{.0005, sig.<0.01)

across the countries in the case ofFS but no evideflce of absolute convergence across the

countries included in sub-samples ofcountries selected on a regional basis. The evidence

of absolute convergence of economic growlh ir the case of FS implies that poor

economies are growing faster than dch economies. More specifically, all thc sclcctcd
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economies included in FS are converging to a com,non steady-state level. The negative

sign ofthe coefficient ofLRGDP(-1) (p = -{.0005, sig.<0.01) postulates that the effect ol

inilial level ofreal per capita inconre ola coLrrlry is negar:ve on it, crrrrerrt ecororni.

growth. ln particular, the countries having low levels of inilial real per capita income arc

realizing higher levels ofeconomic growth. This findiDg seems to be consistent with the

neoclassical $owth models that recommend a common steady state ofeconomic growth

across the world economies, The evidence of conditional convergence is present i,r the

case ofFS ofcountries snd all ofthe sub-samples as shou,n in Tables 6.2 rhrough to 6.22.

The coefiicients of LRGDP(-I) in 48 models out of 63 models of pooled regressions

given in above mentioned tables are negative and signiticant. These negative and

significant coeflcients suggest the existence of convergence to steady-state economic

groMh conditional on control variables. Conditional convergence indicates that each

country's economic grouth is converging to its own steady-state gro\r!'th path rather than

converging towards a common steady-state growth palh. ln fie case of FS the existence

of both types ofconvergence (absolute and conditional) shows that the countries selected

in the FS are not only converging to their own steady-state economic growth path but to a

common gro\th path as well. It is important to note that conditional convergeDce exists

in thc case of FS and all the sub-samples as well. The existence of absolute i[come

coDvergence implies fie existencc ofconditional convergence as well bul the opposite ol

this is not necessary. The existence ofconditional convergence in the case ofsub-samples

of countries on a regional basis supports the notion of new endogenous growllt theory.

The results discussed above imply that with larger income gaps among countries absolute

convergence exists. This might relate to the availability of unutilized resources due to

which poor countries are growiDg faster than rich countries. But, the absence ol'absolLrle

convergerce and presence of conditional convergonce among regional pancls suggests
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that the income convergence of each country depends on o set ofcontrol variables. Io the

present study, TFP gro*,th, INF, GP, trade openDess, GOVSH, and investment have been

used in rcgression models employed ill Table 6.2 through to Table 6.22. These findings

show that when the initial income gaps are not large among the countries (as is the

situation among the regional panels of countrics) the convergeDce of income is

conditional to the gro\rth rates ofTFP, population, trade openness, government's share ol

GDP, investment and INF. In conclusion, the findings ofthis study suppoft the notion of

absolute income convergence implied in neoclassical growlh theory if the iritial income

gaps among countries are large. Conversely, this stLrdy supports the notion ofconditional

convergence implied in the new endogenous growth theory if the initial income gaps

among countries are not large,

6,5 Convergence ofTotal Factor Productivity Growth

The objective of this section is to discuss the results of absolute and conditional

convergence ofTFP growth to its steady-state growth path. lt is important to mention that

only index number approach-based TFP growth l'las been used in order 10 test the two

types of p convergences (i.e. absolute and conditional). The reason for doing so is the

power ofthe index number approach to provide levels ofTFP rather than just providing

TFP groMh rates unlike the other two approaches. As has been discussed in Chapter foLL|

under the heading of conveigence test both P iype convergence tests (absolu& and

corditional) use TFP growth rate as a dependent vaiable and log ofinitial levcl of'fFP as

an independent variable. It implies that to test the convergellce of a time series, groMh

rates and initial levels of that series are required. Among the three approaches of TFP

measurement that have been employed in this study orly the index Dumber approach

provides levels of TFP. After getting the levels ot' TFP its groMh rates can easily bc

calculated. The results ofabsolute convergence tests of TFP groMh for FS and six sub-
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samples have been given in Tables 6.51 through to 6.57, whereas the results of

conditional convergence have been shown in Table 6.58 in Appendix 6.

The results of absolute convergence tests given in Tables 6.51 through to 6.5? do not

provide any significant evidence ofabsolute convergence ofTFP growth in the casc of fS

and four suusamples: CEE, Africa, LA, and SA. However, tlle evidence of absolute

convergence ofTFP groMh has been found to be significant in the cases of EA and EU-

15 countries where the coefficients ofLTFP(-l) are negative and significant. It shows that

the TFP groMh rate is faster in the countries with low levels of initial TFP than thosc

with high levels of initial TFP. The existence of absoluie convergence of TFP growth

across EU-15 countries and East Asian countries postulates that technology is a public

good and it crosses intemational boundaries swiftly as suggested by Miller and Upadhyay

(2000). Conversely, the absence ofabsolute convergence ofTFP gro\r,th in the case ofFS

and the sub-samples of African, Latin American, Central and East European and South

Asian regions indicates thattechnology is a private good for these panels ofcountries and

it cannot readily cross intemational borders. lt suggests that each country should al]ocate

a fraction of resources to research and dgvelopment in technology. Moreover, the

evidence of conditional convergenc€ oITFP growth in the case of FS and each of the six

sub-samples has been found to be significant as shown in Table 6.58. This finding

ind;cates that TFP growth converges to each counlry's own steady'statc growlh path. ln

particular, conditional convergence tests show that TFP groMh in the countries selected

in this study converges to a steady-state growth that is conditional on GP, INF, GTO and

GOVSH. This suggests that the coDntries selected in this study should focus on the above
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mentioned variables particularly on trade openness and government's share of GDP in

order to accelemte TFP growth2e.

r'The coefficiedr ofGTO is sigrificant in the cde ofeach sanrplc uscd in T.ble 6.58, whclcs rlrc
coefilcient of growth rate of govermenl's share oI GDP is also signillcart in each casc cxcept ClrB and

EA.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Policy lmplications

This concJuding chapter presents a summary ofthe findings and highlights key theoretical

and practical implications ofthe study. This chapter has been divided in three seclions.

Section 7.1 presents the summary ofthe findings ofthis stLrdy. The implicaiions ofthe

study have beer given in Section 7.2. l,ast, but not least, Section 7.3 recommends some

key research areas for future studies that have not been incorporated in the present study.

7.1 Summary of the Findings

Long-run economic groMh is one ofthe major areas of research in thc field ofeconomiLs.

The world has been observing wide gaps in economic groMh rates among the various

nations and regions. Some researchers ascribe high economic groMh rates to factor

accumulations. Conversely, others view these high economic gro*th rates in the context

ofTFP. TFP is the part ofeconomic groMh unexplained by the accumulation of lactors

ofproduction. Researchers have been shrdying various issues of TFP very zealously since

Solow (1957). One of the main determinants of TFP growth is technical progress. T|is

study is based on the notio0 that if TFP gro$4h reasonably captures the elfects of

technical progress then it should significantly prcdict future economic growth. According

to neoclassical economists, technical progress pushes the aggregate production lunction

upward and MPk incrcases. In order to realize incl€ased MPk inveslors adopt new

techniques of production through new inveshlents r0. Koeva (2000) repofied that

investment is a longlerm process that takes 13 to 86 months for completion. Based on

this finding if TFP gro*th truly captures the effects of technical progress theD it will

significantly predict not only future investment groMh but future economic gro$th as

r0Thk statement is lrueonly underlhe assumption ofcoostanr rclaljve facror price.
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well. The literature on TFP studies extensively rcports on three approaches to measure

TFP growth: gro$4h accounting approach, index number approach and econometric

approach. This study has measured and presented the trends ofTFP groMh for a panel of

35 countries selected from different regions of the world using all thc abole menrione(l

three approaches. In addition to the above, the present stlrdy has also tested the power of

TFP groMh to predict future investment gro$4h and future economic growth. ln thrs

study TFP gro{th series used in investment and economic groMh models have been

obtained through each of the three above mentioned approaohes, and the predictive

powers ofTFP growth obtained through the different approaches have been compared on

the basis of empirical findings. Last, but not least, this study has also tested the p type

absolute and conditional convergence of the economic groMh and TFP growth. Apa(

from all the above mentioned tests in the case of the FS of the selected 35 countries. a

sensitivity analysis using different sub-samples of regional panels of countries has also

been performed3r.

The empirical findings ofthis study show that during the sample period the average TFP

growth raie in the selected countries remained positive according to all the three methods

ofTFP measurement. But, the trends ofTFP groMh during the sample period remained

volatile (m€an : 0.49, SD = 2.10, CV = 4,27 with growh accounting approach; mean =

0.67, SD = 1.80, CV = 2.68 with index number approach; and mean = 0.53, SD = 0.34,

CV =0.65 with econometric approach). During certain years the countries included in this

study also observed negative TFP growth that is the indicator oftechnical regress. Among

the thrce methods ol measuring TFP groMh the econometric approach produced less

volatile trends of TFP groMh. Among the six regional panels used in this study the East

Asian region followed by the South Asian region observed higher TFP growh rates than

rrl-he lub*imples used in this siudy include lbree Cenlrnl and Edll liuropean coulkrrs. li)ur Alircrn
counlries, five Lalin A'nerican countries, four East Asian counlrics, loltr Soulh Asian cou ries and l5 Etl-
l5 countries. The list ofcountries $ith respective rcgions has b€en given in Appendix 4. L
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other regions during the sample period. This leveals that Asian economies (both East

Asian and South Asian) have observed higher TFP gro*,th rates than Latin Americar,

Central and East European, Alrican and EU-15 economies. In addition to the above, the

trends of TFP groMh in Asian economies remained less volatile than iD other regions.

Gro\.th accounting and econometric methods produced the least average growth rate of

TFP for the African region (mean = 0.01). However, the index number method produced

least avemge of TFP growth for Central and East European economies. lt is also

important to mention that the trends of TFP groMh during the sample period for rhe

selected economies remained cyclical particularly according 10 gro\,,th accounting and

econometric methods. However, the index number frethod signaled random variations in

the trends of TFP groMh along wilh cyclical fluctuations.

The resuhs of pooled regression models and fixed effects panel regression models

rcvealed that TFP gro&th obtained through the growth accounting method (TFPG) is a

good predictor of future economic groMh of the countries selected in this study. The

effect ofTFPG on future economic groMh rernained positive and significant io l2 of 2l

models of pooled regressions and in 17 of21 models of fixcd effects panel regressions.

This suggests that although TFPG is a good predictor of future economic grorr'r'th, it

performs better in fixed effects panel regressio,s tha[ in pooled rcgressions. The same

models ofpooled regrcssions and fixed effects panel regressions employed using the data

on TFP groMh obtained through the econometric approach (TFPGE) revealed that rn

pooled regression models TFPGE is not a good predictor offuhur economic groMh as irs

effect remained insignificant in 16 of 21 models. However, in fixed eff'ects panel

regression models TIPCE perlbrms similar to TFPG. The effect of TFPGE on future

economic groMh remained positive and significant in l7 of 21 models. This reinforces

the idea that lxed effects panel regression models captLlre betler eflects oITFP growth on
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future economic groMh. TFP growth obtained through the index number method (TFPCI)

has not been found to be a good pr€dictor of future economic growth. Its effect on future

economic gro\r,th was found to be positive and significant just in one model of pooled

regressions and in five models of fixed effects panel regressions. From the above

discussion it is concluded that the groMh accountiDg method provides the series of TFP

growth that is characterized with more prcdictive power than the other two methods.

This study used two proxies as the measures of investment gro\\4h: GFI and GISH. One

period lagged values of each measure l'lave been used as independent variables in pooled

regression and fixed effects panel regression models given ir Tables 6.2 through to 6.22.

The effects ofGFI on future economic gro\lth remained positive and significarl in l8 of

2l pooled regression models and in all ofthe fixed effects panelregression models. The

mean value ofthe significant coefTicienis ofcFl(-l) renained at 0.26 and 0.29 in pooled

reSression models and fixed effects panel regression models simultaneously. The other

measure of investment growth (i.e. GISr! positivcly and significantly deternined firture

economic groMh in all ofthe pooled regression nodels and l2 of2l fixed effects panel

regression models. The mean value ofthe significant coefficicnts ofClSlICt) in pooled

regression models remained at 0.20, whereas it remained at 0.37 in fixed eflects panel

regressions. From this discussion it is concluded that, in comparison to GISH, the effects

of GFI on filture economic growth remained almost robust to the changes in iypcs of

employed regression rnodels.

The effects ofinflation on economic growth have Dot been foDnd to be significatt both in

pooled rcgression and fixed effects panel regression models in the case of FS of the

seleeted countries and sub-samples of Latin American, East Asian and EU-15 countries.

However, the effects of inflation on economic gro*.th remained negative and significant

in the case of Central and East European and African countfies. Some cvidence of the
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negative effects of inflation on economic grov,th in the case of South Asiar counkies has

also been found where the coefficient of inflation remained negative and significant iD

four ol nine pooled regression models and iD one of niDe fixed effects panel regression

models. From the negative and significant effects ot'INF on economic gro\\.th pafiicularly

in CEE and Africa it can be concluded that the overall INF during the samplc period

remained higher than the threshold point. Thus, necessary measures to control the INF in

these regions should be taken.

The GP has somewhat startling effects on the economic grolvth rate of the selected

countries. According to the results of fixed effects panel regression models CP does not

significantly affect the ecotomic growth ofFS ofselected couDtries and the sub-samples

of CEE, EA, SA and EU-15. However, these models present some evidence of negative

effects ofGP on economic growth rate in the case of Africa, whereas positive effecb in

the case ofLA. The results ofpooled regression models also support the above mentioned

two effects of GP on economic groMh rate (i.e. negativ€ in the case of Afiica and

positive in the case of LA), According to the results of pooled regression models GP

positively and significantly affects the economic gror\4h in the case of FS. Moreover,

some evidence ofpositive elfects ofGP on economic growth in the case ofEA and EU-

15 and its negative effects on economic groMh in the case of SA has also been found

from pooled regression models. This shows that the cffects of CP on economic g[o\1h

are asymmetrical,

There is fair evidence ofthe positive effects ofGTO on cconomic growh mte in the case

of FS and all of the sub-samples. The coefficient of GTO remained positive and

significant in four ofnine pooled regression models and in six ofnine fixed effects panel

regression models in the case ofIS. The rcsults ofpooled regrcssion models reporled that

out of nine employed models for each sub-sanrple lhe effects of CP on the economi!
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gror.th rate remained positive and signilicant in two, eight, six, six, and two models in the

case ofCEE, Africa, LA, EA and SA respectively. However, these models did not

provide any evidence ofthe significant effects ofGP oll the economic growth mte ofEU

15. In the case of nine employed models of the fixed effects panel regressions fbr each

sub-sample the coefficient ofGTO remained positive and significant in three, four, thrcc,

eight, and nine mod€ls for CEE, Africa, LA, SA and EU-15 respectively. But, accotdirg

to the results of fixed effects panel regressions in the case of EA the effect of trade

openness on economic gro\,l4h rate remained insignificant.

The rcsults offixed effects panel regression models exhibited the positive and significant

effects of the COVSH on the economic groMh rate in nine, two, eight, four, lbur, and

seven models in the case of FS and regional sub-samples of CEE, Africa, LA, EA, and

EU-15 respectively. Similarlt the rcsults ofpooled regression models presented positive

and significant effects ofgovernment's share ofGDP on the economic growth rate of FS

of countries and sub-samples ofLA, EA and EU-15 in three, seven, six, and one rnodel

respectively. The effects ofthis variable on the economic growth ratc of CEE, Alrica and

SA remained insignificant according to the pooled regression models. It is interesting to

note that the effects of GOVSH on the economic groMh rate of SA remained

insignificsnt according to both rypes ofthe employed models.

The effects of TFP gro*th on future investment growth have been estimated usiDg GFI

and GISH as the proxies of investment growth. Accordirg to the results of pooled

regression models and fixed effects models the effects ofTFPG on future GFI remained

positive and significant in the case of FS of selected countries and each of the sub-

samples except LA. The effects of TFPG on future GISH remained positive and

significant ifl the case of FS and sub-sample oIEast Asian coLrntries accordi|g to both thc

models of pooled regressions and fixed effects panel regressions. Moreovef, TFPC
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positiv€ly and significaltly determined the futurc CISH in the case of Alrica in pooled

regression rnodels and in the case ofEu-ls in fixed effects panel regrcssion models. In

other cases the effects ofTFPG on future GISH remained insignificant.

The rcsults exhibited the positive and significaot effects of TFPGI on future GFI and

GISH in the cases ofFS and sub-samp,e ofSouth Asian countries accordirg ro both types

of ernployed models. The effects of TFPGI on luture CFI remained positive and

significant in the case ofthe sub-sample ofCEE in both the enrployed models. Morcovcr,

the results indicated that TFPGI positively and significantly determines future GFI of LA

and EU-15 in pooled regr€ssion models and of Alrica in fixed effects panel regression

models. Last the effects of TFPGI on future GISH of Africa remained positive and

significant in pooled regression models. But, in other cases the effects ofTFPGl rcmained

insignificant.

The effects of TFPGE on future GFI and CISH in the cases of FS and sub-sampl€ of

Central and East Europ€an countdes according to both the types of enrployed models

remained positive and significant. The effects ofTFPGE on future GFI renained positive

and significant in the case ofAfrica in both the ernployed modcls and or futurc CISII in

pooled regression models. Moreover, TFPGE positively and significantly determined

future GFI ofEast Asian countries in both types ot' employcd models. Last, the results of

pooled regression models showed positive and significant effects of TFPGE on luturc

GFI ofEU- 15. In all other cases the effects of TFPGE oD future GFI and GISH remained

insignificant. From the above discussion it can be construed that TFP growth obtained

through TFPG generates more significant effecls on fuiure investment growth than those

obtained through TFPGI or through TFPGE. A similar conclusion was dmwn ir rhe case

ofeconomic groMh ,nodels: TFPG is a good predictor of future economic growilr ofihe

selected countries. The results ol pooled regression models and fixed eff'ccts panel
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regression models using investment groMh as e dependent variable have also suppoted

the notion that TFPG is a better predictor of future investment gro\rth than TFPGI and

TFPGE. Moreover, it has also been observed th&t future GFI captures more effects ofTFP

groMh than GISH. This finding suggests that GFI is a better proxy of invesrmenr growth

Ihan CISH in the case ofthe selected coultries.

The effects of INF on investment groMh have not been found to be significant ;n thc casc

of FS and sub-samples of Africa and EA. Some evidence of negative and significant

effects oflNF on investment growth has been found in the case of SA. The coefficient of

INF remained negative and significant in five out ofthe 12 enrployed models of poolcd

and fixed effects panel regr€ssions. The results of pooled regressions indicated that the

effects of INF on investment groMh are positive and significant in EU-15. However,

these effects in fixed effects panel regressions rcmained insignificant. Weak evidence of

positive and significant effects of INF on investment groMh has also been found in the

case of CEE and LA. The coefficient oflNF remained positive and significant only in two

of the employed I 2 models for each of the above m en tioned two reg ions.

The effects of GP on CFI and GISH remained positive and significant in all of the

employed pooled regression models in the case of FS. But, these effecis in all ol the

employed fixed effects panel regression models remained insignificant. In the cas€ of

CEE GP positively and significantly determined GFI and GISFI in all ol the employed

models of pooled and fixed effects panel regression rrodels. In EU-15 conntries the

effects ofCP remained positive and significant on GISH in all ofthe employed models ot'

pooled and fixed effects panel regressions and on GFI in one of the three fixed ef-fects

panel regression models. However, the effects ofCP on GFI in pooled regression rnodels

remained insignificant in EU-15. The effect of CP on investment growth refiained

positive and significant in seven of 12 models of pooled and fixed cflects panel
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regressions in the case ofEA. Conversely, the eilects ofGP on irvestment growth mte of

Africa remained negative and significant in five of 12 models ofpooled and fixed effects

panel regressions. Moreover, weak evidence of negative and significant effecls ofCP on

GFI in LA and on GISH in SA has also been found.

Out of 12 employed models of pooled and fixed effects panel regressions for each

sample the effects of growth of trade openness on iDvestment groMh remaiDed positive

and significant in five, 12, nine, ning six, six and five models in the case ofFS and sub-

samples ofCEE, Afric4 l,A, EA, SA and EU-15 respectively. In the remaining models

the effects ofGTO have been found to be insignificant. Comparing the effects of above

discussed control variables (INF, GP and GTO) ir can be corcluded that CTO is a bettcr

predictor ofinvestment grcv!,th than the other two variables.

The effects ofCOVSH on investment groMh remained negative and significant in 60 out

of 84 employed models of pooled and fixed effects panel regressions in the case of FS

and the six sub-samples. However, the effects ofCOVSH on GFI remained negative and

significant in 22 out of42 employed models olpooled and fixed effects panel regressions.

But, the effects of 6OVSH on GISH remained negative ard significant in 38 our of 42

employed models. More specifically, GISH captures the negative effects of COVSII

more significantly than CFI. The negative and significant effects of GOVSH on

investment groMh support the notion ofclassical economists about crowding out effects

offiscalpolicy.

The results of tbis study exhibited significant evidence of absolute convergcnce of

economic groMh in the case of FS of the colrntries but not iD the case of sub,samples.

However, the existence of conditional convergence of economic growth has been found

to be significant in the cases ofFS and allofthe sub-samples.
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The study could not find the existence ofabsolute convergence ofTFP gro\\'th in the case

ofFS and four sub-samples: CEE, Afiica, LA, and SA. However, in the case oiEU-15

and EA evidence ofabsolute convergence ofTFP growth has been found to be significant.

Moreovet the results show that significant conditionalconv€rgence ofTFP groMh exists

in the case ofIS and each ofthe sub-samples.

7.2 lmplications of the Study

The objective ofthis section is to discuss the important implications ofthe study for

academicians and practitioners as given below.

In the literaturc ofeconomics there are three common methods to measure TFP glowlh:

groMh accounting, index number and ecoronetric. Each method is characlerized by

certain advantages and disadvantages. The present study is one of the first to measure

TFP growth for a large panel of countries selected from different legions of the world

using all the three methods. The study has measured the trends of TFP groMh using all

the three methods and compa.ed those trends with respect to centml tendencies and

dispersions.

The findings of this study srrggested that the econometric method produces more

consistent trends of TFP growth than the other two methods: groMh accounting and

index number. However, the index number approach captures higher levels of TFP

growth than either the gro$th accounting method or the econometric method. But, in

groMh models TFP gro*th obtaiDed through the grow1h accounting rnethod eDrerged ns

the more significant predictor of future investment and economic growth rates thaD tltat

obtained through the index Dumber or econom€tric approach. Thus, this study

recommends that for investrnent and economic grorth models TFP gro\4h should be

obtained through the groMh accounting method.
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The study has found that the avemge groq/th rote ofTFP in each ofthe selecled countries

during the sanple period remained positive. However, ir1 cedain periods coLllrh'ies f'aced

negative TFP growth which indicates a technological regress. In particular, a sharp

technological regress was observed during the last three years ofthe study startiflg from

2007 to 2009. During these years the world ecoDomies faced a global financial crisis and

this could be the reason for the said technological regress. Ranciere et al. (2005) and

Cerm and Saxena (2008) relate macroeconomic volatility with financial development.

Macroeconomic volatility remained high due to the global financial cises during said

period and this could have caused the volatile trends ofTFP growth obtained through all

the three methods. Thercfore, poJicy makers should develop such financial systems which

could avoid any crises in order to achieve sustainable productivity growth.

The East Asian region realized higher average growth rates of TFP thaD the othcr fivc

regioos included in the study according to all of the three employed method of TFP

groMh. The South Asian region followed the East Asian region in capturing higher

average gro\n4h rates of TFP. Moreover, in these countries trends of TFP gro\\4h

remained less volatile than in other regions. In contrast to Asian regions, Africa captured

the least averaSe growh rates of TFP. This observatioD il]dicates that productiviry

differentials among different economic regions do exist, and these play an important role

in determining the future economic SroMh of the countries as found in the investmenl

and economic gro$,th models of the present study. This finding invites policy makers to

adopt policies that may accelerate the growth mtes ofTFP in order to achievc sustainablc

high investrDent and economic growth rates in the future.

The trends oITFP grolrth during the sample period of the study remaired cyclical. The

presence ofcyclical movements in these hends suggests that researchers should use some

variants ofstruclural time series models in order to lorecast future trends ofTFP groMh.
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Moreover, TFP gro$.th should not be linked only with strLrctural variables, for example

labor productivity, education and investment, rather, it should also be linked with cyclical

variables, for example terms oftrade and real exchange rate devaluation.

Accordirg to the findings ofthis study, there is absolute convergence ofeconomic groMh

among the countries included in FS. But, in the case ofthe sub-samples of countries

selected on a regional basis no evidence of absolute convergence ofeconomic groMh has

been found. Nonetheless, conditioDal convergence ofecononic groMh ilr the case of FS

and each ofthe sub-samples exists significantly. ln the case ofFS income gaps among

countries are large. Some of the counkies are economically developed and others are

developing. Large income gaps anong the countries suggest that the availabilily of

unutilized resources is different among countries; the availability of unutilized resources

could be the initial driving force of economic groMh and the reason why low incomc

countries are growing fast and catching up with high income countries. This finding is

consistent with the notion implied in new classical gro\r'th theory. The existence of

sonditional convergence among the regional panels of countries suggests that when the

incone gaps among the countries are flot large the convergence of economic growth is

conditional to the intemal structure ofthe economies. In particular, among regional panels

ofcountries the steady-state growth path ofeach economy is different than others due to

diflercnces of techno logical gro\r.th, inveshnent growth, CP, trade openness growth, lNFs

and growth rates ofgovemment's share ofGDP. This sr.rpports the notion implied in nerv

endogenous growth theory

The study investigated the absolute and conditional convergence of TFP growth for thc

IS of countries and each of the regional sub-samples. The results indicated that lhe

absolute convergence of TFP growlh does not exist in FS and sub-samples ot' CEE,

Africa, LA and SA. The absence of absolute convergence in the samples mentioned
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above postulates that t€chnology is a private good that does not readily cross intemational

borders32. Moreover, the conditional convergence ofTFP groMh in the case of FS and all

ofthe sub-samples has b€en found to be significant. This finding rcinforces the idea that

technology is a private good so each country should allocate rcasonable funds for

research and development in order to grow techDologically rather than looking toward

other countries for adoption oftechnology. However, in dre case ofthe r€gional samples

ofEU-15 and EA, TFP growth is converging to a common steady state in each rcgion.

This shows that the countries located in these regions share technology with each other

for which reason TFP groMh is converging to a common steady-state growth path. This

is what is implied in the suggestion of Miller and Upadhyay (2000).

The study has found that GTO positively and significantly detennires the investment

gro*th and economic grc*th of the countries included in the study. ]'his finding

remained robust to the choice ofcountries in different samples on a regional basis. This

finding suggests that the countries included in this study should enhance in{emational

economic integration iD order to grow fast. Trade restrictions should be mirimized and

flow oftrade should be smoothed.

This study found very significant negative eflects of COVSH oD investrnert growth

particularly on GISH. These highly significant negative effects indicate that classical

economists' notion of crowding out effects of fiscal policy is relevant in the countries

selected in this study. It should be noticed that the effects of GOVSH and investment

grorrth on economic growth remained positive. This suggests that for long-term economic

groMh both the variables (GOVSH and invcstment growth) are important. But, the

negative effects of GOVSH on investment groMh suggest that policy makers should

r'1for detaih aboutthh concept s€eMiller and Upadhlay (2000).
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implement precautionary expansionary fiscal pol;cies so the crowding out of inveslment

may be minimized.

Although the study did not find any significant effects of INF on economic growth ifl FS,

the effects of inflation on economic gror.vth remained negative and significant in the case

ofcentral and East European and African coLrntries. Some evidence of the negative and

significant effects of inflation on economic gro$'th and investment groMh in the case of

South Asian countries has also been found. From the negative and significant effects of

INF on economic gro*th particularly in CEE and Africa it can be concluded that the

overall INF during the sample period remained higher than the th.eshold point. Thus,

necessary measures to control the INF in thcse regions should bc takcn. lnflalion'

targeting monetary policy may be a good choice for these colrDtries. But, before adopting

such a policy, researchers should investigate the appropriateness ofthis policy in dctail.

The findings ofthis study suggest that in groMh models, as a proxy of investment, GFI

performs better than GISH. Moreover, in comparison to GISH the effects of GFI on

future economic gro*th remained almost robust 1.) the changes in types of employed

regression models. This indicates that researchers should use GF[ as the proxy of

inveshneni growth rather than GISH.

Last, but not leas! the study found that the ellects of GP on investment growth and

economic growth are region specific. In Africa and SA some evidence of the negative

effects of GP on investment growth and economic growlh has been found lo be

significant. This indicates that policy makers should spread awareness amoDg the public

in order to control the GP so that higher investnent and economic gr'owth rates could bc

realized. Some evidence ofthe positive effects ofGP on investment growth rate in EU-15

has been found to be significant. This implies that EU-15 countries should soften their

im:nigration policies in order to realize more favorable effects oiGP.
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Research

The present study has seveml implications as discussed in the above section. Nevertheless,

further studies are needed to address the following issues that were identified durirg the

course ofthis study.

This study investigated and compared the powers ofTFP groMh in predicting lirlute

investment and economic growth rates. For this purpose, I obtained fic timc series o[T|P

groMh through three commonly used different methods: gro\rth accountirg method,

index number method and econometric method. In all these measures the time series of

capital is required in order to calculate TFP growth. Unfonunately, the data on capitai

stock is not available irr the case ofmary countries. 1D order ro develop the timc series oi'

capital stock the present study used perpetual inventory method using four percent annual

depreciation rate. It would be useful in future studies ifthe actualcapital depreciation rate

could be estimared for the selecled counlries.

This study compared the commonly used thrce methods ofmeasuring TFP growth using

macroeconomic data for the selected countries. The results suggested that thc lime serics

of TFP groMh provided by the growth accountirg method perfonned best in predicting

future invest,nent and economic groMh rates. However, it is recommended that luture

studies investigate the relative predictive powers of the three nethods using

microeconomic fi rm-level data.

The overall results of this study suggested that TFP groMh is a signiflcant predictor of

future investment and economic groMh rates. Thus, policy makers should devise policies

that may enhance the gro\,!,th rates of TFP. However, for future rcsearch studies il is

suggested that the effects ofTFP growth on future economic development be tested rather

than on economic gro$th. In particular, the future research should calculate the

environmental cost ofTFP growth-
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The present study found that the average gro$th rate of TFP in each of the selected

countries during the sample period remained positive according to all of the employed

three methods of measuring TFP groMh. However, in certain periods countries faced

negative TFP gro$4h rates that indicated technological regress. [n particular, a shalp

technological regress was observed during the last three years ofthe study stafiing lrorn

2007 to 2009. Duing these years the world economies faced a global financial crisis that

could be the reason for the said technological regress. However, futurE studies should

explicitly deternine the effects of finarcial development on TFP gio$'th.

In the neoclassical groMh model it is implied that technological progress pushcs the

aggregate production function upward and the economy noves to a new slendy st0tc. Al

the initial level of per worker capital (k) output per worker (y) increases, which reflecls

the higher level ofMPk at each level ofk. lf TFPG is a good measure of TC then it must

affect the MPk as well. In future studies the determination of the effects of, FP growth

on MPk may be a valuable addition to the groMh literature.

The present study used data on different variables for the period 1990 through 10 2009 for

a sample of 35 countries selected from different regions of the world. In future research

studies botl the number of collntries and the sample period rnay be increased to test

whether the results remain robust to the changes in cross-sections and time periods.

The present study has determined the absolute and conditiooal convergences of 'ITP

growth. According to Miller and Upadhyay (2000), the existence ofabsolute convergence

in 'fFP growth indicates that techno,ogy is a prrblic good that readily crosses intemational

borders. However, it would be appropriate if future studies could deternline the absolutc

convergence of pure technical groMh rather than TFP growth. More specifically, TFP

should be decomposed into technological groMh and scale effects and the first
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component should be used to determine the possibility of absolute convergeuce in

technological groMh.

The present study suggested that if there are large income gaps among countries the

notion of absohte convergence, implied in neoclassical grou4h theory, is relevant.

However, ifthe income gaps arc not large among lhe countries selected in a panel then

the notion of conditional convergence, implied in endogenous gro\ 4h theory, is more

relevant. However, in order to test the endogenous gro\r'th dreory more concretely human

capital development and inveshnent in research and development should be used as

control variables along with other control variables.
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Appendices

Appendix I
List of Symbols and Abbreviations used in the study

Sr. No. Symbol rtrd
Abbreviations

Strnd lbr

1 CEE Cenlral and East EuroDe
2 EA East Asia
3 EU-15 Sub-sample of,nembers ofthe European Union on

May 01. 2004
4 FS Fullsamole
5 GFCF Gross fixed caDital lormation
6 CFI Croi,th rate oftotal fixed investment
,7 GF(-t) One Deriod Iae ofGFI
8 GISH Gro\th rate of investment sharc ofGDP
9 GISHT.l One Deriod lac ofGISll
l0 CK Growth raie ofcapital stock oer workel
11 COVSH GroMh rate olgovernnlent's sharc ofCDP
t2 GP Population growth mte
13 GRGDP Gro\th rate ofreal GDP ger caDita
t4 Gy Growth rate ofGDP per worker
15 IFS International Financial Statistios
16 INF Inflation rate
17 K Capital stock per worker
18 LA Sub-sample ol Latin A[rerisan cour]trics
19 LCRCDP(-1) One Der-iod laesed natural los of I{CDP
20 MPK Marsinal Droductivitv ofcaDital Der worker
2t PWT Pcnn World 'lables

22 RCDP Real GDP per capita
23 SA SoLrth Asia
24 S( Capital share ofoutDut
25 SL Labor share ofoutput
26 TFP Total factor productivity
27 TFPG Total factor productivity growth (Growth accounting

method)
28 TFPGE Total lactor productivily gro\\th (Econonrctfic

method)
29 TFPGI Total factor productivity growth (lDdex Number

method)
30 'rFPC(- r ) First lag ofTFPG
31 WDI World DeveloDment lndicators
32 CDP Der wod(er
33 , Depreciation llrte of capital
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Appendix 3.1

Derivation of Factor Elasticity

Assume 
" =l'L

Dffercnliating ! with respect to lime

Dit)iding both sides of dbow equation by y

, LI _YL

i_Li-YLL
YL,Y
i _Lt-YL
YLY
i _Lt _YL
yLYLY
ytL
ry L

KAssune k = -L
DWrc tiating k wilh tespect lo time

Dividing both tides of aboveequdtion by k

. r-k - Ki.

i L{-KL L
KLIK
i r,k-KL
KLK
iLKKL
KLKLK

KKL
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Appendix 3.2

TFP Growth

Capital per Worker g</L)

A technical progress shifts the steady-state level ofoutput per worker to C liorn lhe

initial steady-state level of output per worker A in the above diagram. The movement

from point A to point B is the pure effect of techrical change, whereas the movement

from point B to C is due to capital deepening.

tl
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Appendix 4.1

List of countries included in the study
SR. No. Counh.y Iso-Code Region
1 HunAary HUN Central and East ELLropc

2 Romania ROM Central and East ELroDe

3 Turkev TUIt Central and East ELrope
4 Alqeria DZA Africa
5 Esypl EGY Aliica
6 Morccco N,lAR Alrica
,7

South Africa ZFA Alrica
8 Arsentina ARC Latin America
9 Bmzil BRA Latin Amcrica
10 Chile CHL Latin America
1l Colombia COL Latin Arnerica
t2 Mexico MEX Latin America
13 Banqladesh BCD South Asia
l4 India I1\-D South Asia
15 Pakistan PAK Soudr Asia
16 Sri Lanka LKA South Asia
1',7 Hong KoIq HI(C East As
I8 Korea KOR EastAs a

19 Malavsia MYS EastAsia
20 Thailand THA East Asia
2t Austria AUT DU- I5
22 Belsium BEI- EU.I5
23 Den,nark DNI( EU- 15

24 Finland FIN EU- 15

25 Irrarce FRA EU. i5
26 Genrany CEIT EU.I5
27 Greece CRE EU.I5
28 Irelantl lRL EU.I5
29 Italy lTA EU.15
30 Luxerrbours LUX EU.15
3l Nctherlands NT,D EU,] 5
32 Portlrqal PRT EU-15
3l Spain ESP EU.15
34 Sweden swE EU.15
l5 l-iniled I(insdom CBI{ EU.I5
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Appendix 633
Table: 6.1 Unit Root Tests

Unit RoNrll : Unr ot
Series Method Statistic Cross-Sections Obs

GRGDP

Levin, Lin & Chu t -2.27', 648
Im. I'esaran and Shin W-stat -5_44', 648

ADF-Fisher Chi-souare 148.59' 35 648
PP-Fisher Chi-souare 170.05', 35 665

TFPG

Levin, Lin & Chu t -10.00' 35 637
lm, Pesaran and Shin W-stat -'10.64' 35 637

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 261-42" 35 637
PP-Fisher Chi-square 286_74', 35 665

TFPGI

Levin. Lin & Chu t 35 614
Im. Pesaran and Shin W-stat -12.41', 614

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 279.74' 35 6T4

PP-Fisher Chi-square 435.80', 35 630

TFPGE

Levin, Lin & Chu t -6 82" 35 616
Im- Pesaran and Shir W-stai -9 25' 35 616

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 220.28 6T6

PP-Fisher Chi-square 115.58 665

GFI

Levin. Lin & Chu t -1-67* 35 619
Im. Pcsaran and Shin W-stat -8.01', 35 619

ADF-Iisher Chi-square 216_62' 35 619
PP-Fisller Chisquare 208.79', 35 665

CISH

Levir, Lin & Chu 1 084 35 622
Im. Pesarxn and Shi11 W-stat -3_32' 622

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 12S.68', 622
PP.F sher Chi-squale '138.29" 35 665

INF

Lev in. Lin & Chu t -167.43' 35 643
Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat 46_ 12', 35 643

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 450 86' 35 643
PP-Fisher Chi-souare 495.52' 665

GP

Lcvin. Lin & Chu i -3.06* 35 615
Im. Pesaran and Shin W-stat -5.6s', 35 615

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 191 32', 35
P1,-l:isher Chi-square 152 53', 35 6T5

GTO

Lcvin, Lin & Cho I -3.90', 651
lm. Pesaran and Shin W-stat 0.48 35 651

ADF-Fisher Chi-square 64.92 651
PP-Fisher Chi-souarc 158.20" 35 625

COVSH

Levin, Lin & Chu t -1.78', 35 631
Im, Pesaran and Shin W-stat -1.22 35 631

ADF-Iisher Chi-souare 94.50 35 631

PP-Fisher Chi-souare 184 A7* 35 635

rr t indicates st.tistical significance at l%j ** at 5% and *** ar l0%.
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Table: 6.2 TFPG and Future Economic Growth in Full Sample3a
Dependent Variatlo: q.o$th r.te ofr.xl GDI' rier cxnitr (GnGDl,l

Fixed-eflects Panel Rcarcsiotr

I 2 3 I 2

t.2tr
(0.43)

1.05
(0.30)

1.86+
(0.50)

1.05r
0.57)

4.58*
(1.04)

7.261

0.581

r r.PGcr) 0.r0r**
(0.05)

0.08**
(0.04)

0|l*r*
(0.0i)

0.26'
(0.04)

0.10.
(0.03)

0 26*
(0.05)

cF(,r) 0.25*
(0.009)

0.261
(0.01)

GISHCr)
0.0011

(0.0003)
0.002*{
(0.0011

INF
0.001

(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.0011

{.001
(0.0011

0.001
(0.00r)

GP
0.8r r
(0.1?)

0.57*
(0.12)

0.?3*
(0 17)

0.ll
(0.r l)

-0 06

rc 20)
0. t4

(0 l)
G',lo

0.001
(0.002)

0.001*r
{0.u01)

0.00r
(0.0021

0 0071
(0.002)

0.007*'r
(0.004)

0 00?r{
(0.001)

covsH -{.01
(0.02)

0.031f
(0.01)

0.0?++i
(0_04)

0.4i*
(0.13)

0 251
(0.09)

0.17*
10 t4)

LRGDPGI)
4.32'
(0.05)

-0.13i
(0.03)

-{-30*
(0.05)

0.18 0.60 0.19 4.17 0.64 0.19
D.W. Stat 1.94 1.98 1.92 1.68 2_45 1.68

F Stal 26_24 145_52 23.63 4.57 30.89 4.53
Prob (r-Stao 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 000

66i 665 65,i 665 66'
35 35 3i li 35 li

trixcd [flects

Model
I

HUN=0.73 ROM=5.36 TUR=_1.49 DZA=2.95 ECY=1.63 NlAR= 2.7? Zl:A=_2.84
ARC:

l-77
BRA=1.39 CHL= 1.67 COL=-].10 MEX-?.02 BGD= 3.42 IND=6.19

PAK=2.94 LKA=9.28 Ill(C=-
6.58

KOR-0 2l MYS=_2.l3 TIIA-0.95 AUT= {,16

IIEL=0.40 DNK=0,3I flN=o.28 FRA:0.85 GEIt=0.61 GRE=0.E5 IRL:{.52
ITA=_0.r8 l,UX=_1.38 NLI)=t.4,r PRT-2.99 ESP=O 3] SWE=l.08 GBR=-{.14

2

LluN=0.41 RO\1-.1.32 TUR=-1.41 DZA=2 2',1 EGY=I 7I t\1,AI{. 2 ll :/.t:4. 1.,"(
AIIG=

L74
llllA=1.17 cuL- l.4ll col-= l 20 IlEX=-{.16 BGD=_2 98 IND J 67

PAK=z.92 LKA=8,39 HKG=-
5.40

KOR= { 07 MYS= 1.i5 'lHA=_0.51  Ut=-{.18

BEL:o,34 DNK=0,I3 N=0 29 !RA=0.60 GEIt=0.45 GRE=o.5i IRL=-0.14
ITA-1.04 LUX-0.97 NLD=3,09 PRT-2.81 ESI=0.22 swE=(] 9l cBR=-{.18

Model
3

HUN=o,8I ROM=5.46 TUR-1.46 DZA=3 A2 EGY=1.69 MAIt-2.76 zt i=--2.81
ARC:

t.74
BR-{=1.44 CHL-1.65 COL-1.06 \4EX='7.03 BGD=-3.,12 IND=6.24

PAK=2.99 LKA=7.61 HKG-
6.51

KOR-0.24 MYS-2.1l THA=-0.91 AUT=-{.39

BEL=I] 49 DNK=0.39 flN=o.36 FRA=0.93 GEIt=0.69 CRE= 0.90 IRL= {.4?
ITA=0.93 LUX-1.33 NLD=3.54 PR',r'= 2.97 ltsP=0 41 SWE=1,I5 (iBt{ . {.29

rr * indicates statistical significance xt I %, 1+ at 5% and * * * al I 0% and values in p.renthesis ar srx.danl
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Table: 6.3 TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in Full Sample35
Depcndent Vari.blc: growtl rrte ofrerl GDP per cnpit, (GRGDI')

I 2 l L 2 l
0.85r.*
(0.44)

0.68**
(0.31)

1.27+*
(0 51)

6.23+
(1.70)

4.03+
(r r2)

6.43'
(r ?l)

TfP6(-l) 0.05
(0.04)

-0.02
(0.03)

0.05
(0.04)

0.0r**
(0.04)

{.03
(0.03)

0 0ll*+
(0.04)

GFr(-l)
0.25*

(0.009)
0.26.
(0.0r)

Grsrr(-l) 0.001.+
(0.0005)

0.002**.
(0.001)

INF -0.001
(0.0011

-0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

-0.00r
{0.001)

0 001
(0 00r)

CP
0.86.
(0.19)

0.61r
(0.13)

0.79r
(0.19)

1l.ll
(0.4 r)

0.009
(0.27)

{ ll
(0.1r)

G',l o 0.004*.
(0.002)

0.004+i
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

0.006+
(0.002)

0.007i*+
(0.004)

0.007+*
rc 00r)

GOVSH 0.03
(0.031

0.001
(0.02)

0.01
(0.03)

0.29.r
(0.l4)

0.21*r
(0.10)

0.32r.
(0. r5)

LRGDPCl)
-{.141
(0.04)

-0.151
(0.0r)

-0.33*
(0.04)

AdJ R' 0.18 0.59 0.18 o_17 a_17

D.W. Slar 1.94 1.94 1.64 1.91 1.63

F Stat 22.69 129 84 19 88 26.82 415
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000
630 610 630 610 6r0 610

l5 .15 3i 35 35 l5
Fixed Elfects

Model
I

HUN=0.87 RON,I=5.86 TUR=_1.61 DZA=3.05 EGY:2.I9 MAR:2 ?9 Zlr\=.3.11
ARG-

1.89
BRA=o.99 CHL='1.96 COL= 1.10 MEX-7.10 BCD-3.27 IND=6.62

PAK=2,9? LKA:5,50 HKG=_
3.85

KOR-0.32 MYS= 1.47 THA:{.79 AUT=-{.58

BEL=o.24 DNK=0.09 FIN=0.73 rRA=o.34 CER=O,]7 CRE=0.36 Il{L=0.27
trA= 1.4E LUX-1.22 NLD=3.26 PRT=_1.58 ESP-0 04 SWE=1.01 GBn-. {.l8

Model
2

HUN=0.51 ROM=4.19 TUR= 1.45 DZ^=z-24 EGY:2 I4 MAR= 2 2J ZfA- 2.88

ARG=_
2.03

llltA=0.36 CllL'-1.60 COL-1.13 MEX='6.11 BGD= 2.72 IND i 6l

PAK-2.66 LKA-8,02 llK6=_
3.86

KOR=_o.19 MYS= 0.10 THA= 0.00 AU'l = O.47

BEL=0.37 DNK-
0.11

!tN=o.58 FRA-],04 GEll=-0.16 GRE= r1.06 IIIL=0.9t

ITA-1.58 LUX{.28 NLD=2,82 PRT-3.18 ESP= {.21 SWE=0.76 cDR=-11.58

Model
3

HUN=o,94 ROM=5.95 TUR=_1.59 DZA=3,I0 EGY=2.24 NI-AR=-2.78 ZrA-3.09
ARC:

1.87
IIRA=1.03 CllL-1.94 COL:1.0? MEX-?.12 BGD= 3.27 IND=6.6?

PAK=1.02 LKA=8.20 rlKC=-
5.85

KOR=-0 2, MYS:1.46 THA= {1.7? AlrT= {.53

BEL=0.31 DNK=0.15 tjtN=0.?9 t,tt^=0 lL CER=O 24 GRE=() 40 tRt.-0.10
ITA=_1.44 LUX=_1.18 Nl,D-1.14 PRT=-1.56 !sP=0.00 SWE=l 07 c0R=-4.1{

rr 
' indicates statisrical signif,oance at l %, +' at 5 % and * * 1 at l 0% and valles in parcnr hesis &e slnndard



Table: 6.4 TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in Full Sample36
DeD endent Vrri, b le: srowth rrteofrc.lGDP Der caDita (GRGDP)

Fixed-erects Panel Rearesio.
1 2 l 1 2 l

1.06'1
(0.42)

0.95*
(0.30)

l.68ir
(0.49)

7.t l.
( l.6l)

4.51'
(l 05)

7.511
(r.61)

TFPCECl)
4.t2
(0. r7)

0.201*
(0.10)

{).13
(0.r7)

0.44*
(0. r6)

0.27r*
(0 r r)

0.42*r
(0.16)

GF(-l) 0.251
(0.009)

421+
(0.01)

GISL{(-t)
0.001+*
(0.0003)

0.0018
(0.00r)

INF
0.001

(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)

0.0001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

-0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.00r)

GP
0.75i
(0.r7)

0.52*
(0. r2)

0.66*
(0 r8)

0.10
(0lr)

-0 l2
(0 20)

1) |2
r0 r )

G'I'O
0.001

(0.ool)
0.003+r
(0.00r)

0 001
(0.002)

{ 002
(0.007)

11.002
(0.004)

0 002
(0.007)

COVSH -0 004
(0.02)

-0.02
(0.02)

0 06**r
(0.01)

0.46.'
(0.l4)

0.25r
(0.09)

0 ioi
(0. t4)

LRGDPCl)
--11_39.
(0.04)

-0.141
(0.03)

4.374
(0.05)

0.28 0.64 0.29 0.35 0.62 4.41

D.W. Stat 1.94 1.90 't _92 1.64 1.91 1.71

l'-Stat 45.68 245_45 56.11 76_82 238 66 83.78
Prob (F-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000

665 665 66i 665 665 645

35 35 i5 35 i5

241

16.indicatesslatislicalsignilicanceatlo/",*tat5%and**atl0%andvaluesinphrenrheshar.slandard

Fixed Lflccts

\'lodel I

HUN= 0,60 ROM=4 28 TUR= 1.35 DZA=|.64 EGY=1.31 MAR-1.28 Z11L--2.7.1
ARG:o.61 BII-4=-0.43 CHL= {,23 COL= 1.01 NIEX=_3.20 BGD-0.67 tND=4.63
PAK=1.50 LKA=g.16 HKG=_1.72 KOR:11.0,1 MYS=0.58 TtlA=-{.10 AUt=-0.58
BEL-0.35 tNK=-{.9{ FIN:0.62 FR4.-0.92 GER:o.78 GRE= 11.40 II{l_=0 83

ITA-2.21 LUX=0.00 NLD=2.20 PRl-2.78 ESP-0.8,1 swD=0.01 GBR:1.14

\'lodel 2

HUN-0.94 ROM=1.03 TUR=-{.62 DZA=-{.82 EGY=1.l8 MAR=-{.80 zF A=-:2.42
ARG-].01 BRA=o,1I CHL=_0.16 COL=_1.53 MEX= 2.08 IIGD= {.18 tNI)-2.u4
PAK=I 7I LK,\=5 05 HK6-0 07 KOR=-0 il \,lYS=l 46 'lllA= l l2 ALt r. { l0
BEL= 1t.1i DNK=0.88 FIN= [).11 FRA= 0.61 GER=-{ 48 cRL=-1) '12 tRL=t.i9
ITA= 1.38 LUX=0.39 NLD=1.2.1 PRT= 1.60 ESP= 0.19 s!fli=0.05 GLIR=-{.81
HUN-o.33 ROM=4.93 TUR=.1.35 DZA=1.90 tlGY-r.45 MAR=_1.13 Z11L-2.13
ARG= {.60 BRA:{.26 CHL= 0,22 COL= 0.97 NlEX= 3.1I BGr)= 0.14 IND=4.87
PAK:I,67 LI(A=4.59 HKG=_1.?0 KOR=- 0.01 MYS=0.57 'iHA= {.05 AUr=-{.75
BEL=-{.06 DNK=0.71 !lN= 0.40 FRA=-0.68 CER-0.51 GRE=-{ 26 lRL=o.89
ITA-2.08 LUX=o.13 NLD=2.61 PRT-2.78 ESP--0.7,1 swE=0.24 GBR=_1.20
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Table: 6.5 TFPG and Future Economic Growth in CEE37
D€pendert Vlrirb le: growth rlte ofrerlGDP per c!pit! (GRGDP)

Fixcd-cffects Panel Rcpre\sion

I 2 3 I 2

-0.20
(r.76)

).42

(2.21)

-8.31.
(3.7r)

0.95

(5.01)

3.78

(2.98)

-1.4 5

(4 53)

TFPGGl)
0.18,*

(0.09)

0.04

(0.08)

0.56{

(0.20)

0.23r+r

(0.r2)

0.13

(0.08)

0.20+i{

(0.l r)

GF(-1)
0.32+

(0.03)

0.321

(0.0r)

GISHCI)
0.98*

(0.22)

0 9r*

(0 12)

]NF
-4.04*

(0.0r)

_o 02*r*

(0.0r)

-.0.05+

(0.0r)

_{.04*r*

(0.02)

_0.02*+*

(0.0r)

0.05+

(0.02)

GP
2.5'.1

(t.67)

0_72

(r.0r)

1.55

(1.45)

0.18

(4.48)

-t.44
(2.66)

539

(4.08)

GTO
0.003

(0.02)

0.003

(0.0r)

0.04**
(0.02)

0.01

(0.02)

0.01

(0.0r)

0.06

(0.03)

GOVSH
0.l8

(0.r7)

0.03

(0. r)

0.25

(0. r8)

0.13

(0.31)

0 r7

(0 18)

0 j7r.1

(0.29)

LRGDPCl)
-0.08**
(0.04)

_0.17+r+

(0.08)

{.46.*+

(0.23)

Ad.j. R 0.16 0.70 0.39 0.15 a.7a 0.36

D.W. SLat 2_a l 1.55 1.60

f-Sta! 2_79 19.90 6.03 2.42 17.56 5.00

P.ob (F-Slat) 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00

57 57 5l 5l i7 il

3 3 3 ,]

Fixed Ilffccts
\,Iodel I HUN= 2.05 ItOM=-.1).97 TUR:],02
Model 2 tlUN-2.41 ROM=O.07 TUI{=2.34
Model 3 llUN=2.52 ROi{=6.41 TUR=-8.93

r' * indicares statistical si8nific ce al l%, '* ai 5% ind **' at I0% and values in parcnrhesis aie shndar{t
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Table: 6.6 TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in CEE38

tq,".d. 
"t 

\,"ri-b l. {."r4l t"t 
"f -,1CDf rcr c.Pita (GRGDP)

Fixcd-elTects Peel ltegression

I 2 3 I 2 l

0.35

(3.57)

2.96

(2.18) (3.67)

-11.8 t

(4.80)

4.99{r1

t2.e9)

4.60
(4.25)

TFPG(.I)
0.13

(0.rs)

-{.001

(0.09)

0.18

(0.14)

0. t3

(0.r6)

0.005

(0.10)

0.17

(0.1r)

Gfrcl)
0.31r

(0.034)

0.32'

(0.03)

GrsH('r)
0.?51

(0.20)

0-92r

rc 20)

]NF
-0.029r.i

(0.017)

-0.02r+

(0.01)

-4.041r

(0.02)

-{.04**
(0.02)

{.03'
(0 0r)

-0.05'
(0 02)

GP
r.89

(1.48)

0.36

(0.92)

0.62

(1.35)

L62

(4.49)

0.29

(2.17)

6.ll
(3.9r)

G-IO
0.008

(0.022)

0.012

(0.013)

0.05++

(0.023)

0.00t

(0.02)

0.003

{0.02)

0.071

(0.02)

GOVSH
0.21

(0.r6)

0.06

(0.10)

0.08

(0.16)

0.33

(0.10)

0.20

(0.19)

035

(r 29)

LITGDPCI)
,{.20

(0.13)

-i1.181*

(0.08)

0.03

(0.13)

Adj. R' 0.10 0.67 0.30 0.14 0.64 o-32

D.W. Star 1.76 2.00 1_37 1.41 1.77 1.34

l"-Slat 1.96 16.18 4.15 1.32 12-59 410

Prob (F-Srat) 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00

54 54 5,1 51 5,1 665

0l 0l OJ 0l

Fixed Dffccts
Model I HUN-0.,12 ROM-1.35

,IUR:I,77

Model 2 HUN= 1.01 ROM=I 47 TUR=-0.43

Modcl 3 ULN=3.60 noM=5.65 TUR= 9.25

3s * indicates slatistical significecc at I %, ** at 5 % and I t' at I 0% and values ii parcnlhesis are statrda"l
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Table: 6.7 TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in CEE3e

D.p.ndetrt Variable: growth r.t€ ofr.rl GDP per cspita (GRGDI')

Fixed-eff.cts Panel Rcgression

I 2 3 I 2 l

t.22

(0.74)

,1.45

(1.06)

-2 56

(1.42)

,l 4t

(0.90)

089

(0.55)

1.60

( 1.15)

TFPCE(-1)
0.08

(0.06)

0.0,

(0.06)

0.n
(0.07)

0.24*{

(0.n)

0.16

(0.09)

0.1ll*r

(0.08)

cf(-l)
0.33.

(0.032)

0.281

(0.07)

GISHCI)
0.68+

(0.22)

0-74+

(0 19)

I^_!
-o.03.*

(0.014)

1l02i*

(0.0r)

-0.04r1

(0.02)

-0.061

(0.02)

{ 051

(0.02) {0 02)

GP
0.68

(0.44)

0.12

(0.22)

0.58

(0.36)

0.83

(0.62)

0.31

(0.25)

0.54

(0 35)

GTO
-0.006
(0.02)

-0.01

(0.01)

-{.04
(0.03)

0.07

(0.04)

0.06

(0.04)

0.07*

(0.03)

COVSH
0.16

(0.r2)

0.08

(0.r0)

0.09

(0.r4)

0.40

(0.25)

0.31

(0.18)

0.48r1

(0.22)

LRCDP('r)
-0.10.*
(0.04)

-{.l4* *

(0.06)

,0.l6rr

(0.0?)

AdJ, R, 0.T 4 o_62 o.28 0.14 0.64 0.32

D.w. Stat 1.72 1.99 1.66 1.41 1.77 1.34

!-S1a! 2_21 24.21 12_59 4.T0

Prob (F-Sta0 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00

54 54 54 5.1 54 665

0l 0l 0:l 0l t-i

Fixed Ellccts
Modcl I llUN='1.53 IiOM= {.85 TUIt=2.38

Model2 llUN=-1.43 ItOl\4=2 05 TUR=-0.62

Model3 HUN=1.36 ROM=3.45 'lUR..-1.81

re * indicates stalktical sicnificance a1 I %, '{ at 5% and t'* al I 0% and values iD Parenihesis lrc sta ndar d



Table: 6.8 TFPG and Future Economic Growth in Africaao
Dcp cnd ent Ysriob le: growth rate ofreal CDP pcr cnpitr (GRGDI')

!ixed-ellects l'and Rcgresslon

I 2 l I 2 3

-0.36
(2.29)

o-76

12.14)

,{.14

(2.17)

r2 861

(6..r0)

t4.32*t

(6.21)

ll l8.i
(6.41)

TFPGG])
0.34

(0.21)

0.49*t

(0.21)

0.28

(0.18)

0.r81

(0.11)

0.44*

(0.11)

0l7i
(0. r l)

cf(-r)
0.07

(0.05)

0.l2rl
(0.05)

GISHCI)
0.09*

(0.03)

0.01

(0.07)

IN!
-11.1t*r

(0.05)

-o.l I**

(0.05)

-{. i3.*
(0.04)

-{.15*
(0.05)

-0. r4*

(0.04)

-0 tt*
(0.04)

GP
4.25

(0.60)

0.39

(0.61)

-{.60
(0.58)

4.14
(0.54)

-1.01.r.
(0.54) (0 55)

GTO
0.10+.

(0.04)

0.08+.

(0.04)

0.16+

(0.04)

0.08r'

(0.04)

0.04

(0.04)

0.071{

(0.03)

covsIl
0.03

(0.38)

0.04

(0.13)

0.1I

(0.r3)

1.43.

(0.64)

1.37+r

(0.62)

t.49*l

(0.66)

LRGDPCI)
-{.18++

(0.08)

4.22'
(0.08)

-0.30*
(0.06)

Adj. R' a-21 0.65 4.42 0.32 036 0 31

D.W. Sral 1.99 1.98 2_43 2-13 2.44

[-Srat 4.14 145-52 6.28 5.40 8_77 6.89

Prob (F-Stal) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

76 '16 76 76 76 16

,1 .l ,l 4

2|

trixed Effects
lv{ode1 I DZA=6.t5 EGY=3,04 MAR-5.26 ZIA-1.53
Model2 DZA=6 33 ECY:3.28 N,IAR-l.91 ZFA= '1.10
Model l DZL=6.85 EGY=3.70 MAR-5.83 ZF A_4 72

40 | indicates statistical siSnificance at I %, '1 at 5% dnd * + * at I 0% in d vaLues iD parctlhesis rre s[rdard



Table: 6.9 TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in Africaal
Depend ent Vrriable: growh rrte ofrcAIGDP per..pit. (GRGDP)

f ixcd-effecls Panel Regrc$ion

I 2 3 1 2 3

-0.89

12.59)

0.43

(z-65)

t. t8

(2.43)

t2.92'*'
(7.48)

14.77**

(7.32)

t.62!1t

(?.01)

TFPG(.])
0.05

(0.38)

0.04

(0.22)

0.04

(0.28)

0.36+*

(0.17)

0.41+r

(0.18)

0.32ir

(0.14)

cF(-l)
0.12

(0.08)

0.l3**

(0.06)

crslr(-t)
0.14+

(0.03)

0.04

(0.08)

lNf
{.09

(0.06)

-{.094'r{

(0.05)

-{. t2x*

(0.05)

0.07

(0.05) (0.0,

007

(0.05)

CP
0.t2

(0.89)

0.43

(0.88)

-t.57+'
(0.91)

-1.56
(1.04)

-t.55
(1.01)

l7l
(r.10)

GTO
0.09.+

(0.04)

0.05

(0.05)

0.1?*

(0.04)

0. 07

(0.04)

0. 0l

(0.04)

0.07

(0.05)

GOVSH
0.01

(0.r3)

0.42

(0.r3)

0.06

(0.12)

l.t9+*i
(0.70)

1.19.*.

(0.68)

1.09

(0.?4)

LRCDPCI)
-0.13

(0.13)

-0.13
(0.r3)

o.30r*

(0.13)

Adj. R" 0.18 4.22 0.29 0.26 0.30 425

D.W. Stat 1_84 1.88 1.94 2_37 2.45 2.38

I-Stat 2_17 2.52 4_19 3.38 3.70 2.98

Prob (F Sta, 0.06 a_42 0.00 0.002 0.00 0.005

72 72 12 12 72 72

'I I 4 I

2)2

trixed Illects
Nlodel I DZA=5,64 ECY=2.89 MAR= 4 70 ZI:,1=-3.81
Model 2 DZA=5.69 EGY=2.94 MAR:4.61 ztA=1.42
lvlodel 3 DZA=5-37 EGY=2.21 NIAR-1.99 ZFA= 3.59

ar * indicates statistical significan.e at lolq +* at 5olo and +*' 0t 10% and valucs iI p.rcnrhcsis arc slanda,d



Table: 6.lo TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in Africaa2
Dcpcndent Varilble: grouih rst€ ofrexl GDP per cnpita (GRGDP)

Fixcd-effecls Pancl Regression

l 2 I 2 3

4.1'7

(r.18)

0.43

(1.0r)

-0.54

(1.67)

5.87+

(2 32)

6 32r

(214)

7.t8.

TIPCECI)
0.36

(0.r3)

0.51

(0.28)

0.34

(0.24)

0.54*

(0.23)

0.4.1*

(0. r8)

0.19r

(0.r4)

c!(-l)
0.09

(0.07)

0.16.

(0.06)

GISHGI)
0.1l.

(0.04)

0.04

(0.07)

lNl:
{.14.
(0.04)

-0.11. *

(0.06)

-{.13 f.

(0.05)

0.17r

(0.06)

0.15.

(0.05)

41t+

(0 03)

CP
4.21

(0.51)

4_42

(0.46)

-0.48
(0.44)

,0.68

(0.43)

,{ 98+.

(0.48)

085

(0.49)

c'to
o.t2+,

(0.05)

0.0?*.

(0.03)

0.141

(0.04)

0.12*r

(0.05)

0.06

(0.04)

0.13r+

(0.06)

GOVSH
0.11

(0.35)

0.14

(0.21)

0.17

(0.r9)

0.431*

(0.2r)

0.37.+

(0.18)

0.49*r

10.22)

LRGDPGI)
1). r 3*+

(0.06)

-{ l8**

(0 0e)

4.21*
(0.12)

Adj. R' 0.19 0.62 0.39 0.30 035 0.28

D.W. Stal 1.97 1.96 2.04 2_05 2.09

I-Srat 4.04 138.43 6.06 4_87 7 -43

!rob (F-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

76 16 16 76 16

4 .\ 4 ,t 'I

2t3

Fixed trflects
Nlodd I DZA=4.5'l ECY=2.65 MAR-3.65 ZF A=-3.57
Model2 DZA-4.65 EGY:5.65 MAIt-5.54 Zl^r.4.16
Model l DZA=5.42 EGY=4.34 N{AR-4.06 ZF A- 5.70

4'? * ind icares shtisiical signincece at I%, *' it 5% and ' 
+ I a1 I 0% and vallLes in pareDrhesis ur. slr dard



TFPG and Future Economic Growth in Latin Americaa3
Dcpcr de nt Variab 1.: growth ratc ofrcrl CDP per cnpitx (GRGDP)

Fixcd-effects Panel Rspr.sioi

l 2 l I 2

2.50

(3.91)

-5.62.
(1.91)

-1.62*'
(3.50)

13.50++r

(7.11)

-1183i
(3.92)

l18

(5.94)

TFPC(.I)
0.06

(0. r2)

0.151

(0.05)

0.16

(0.l o)

0.10

(0.12)

0.13.+

(0.05)

0 r6*1*

(0.08)

GF(-l)
0.244

(0.00r)

0.25*

(0.0r)

(irsllcl) 0.20*

(0.0r)

0.251

(0 0:l)

INF
0.001

(0.001)

0.000r

(0.0001)

-0.0001

(0.00r)

0.00r

(0.00r)

-0 0004

(0.0006)

{10001

(0.00r)

GP
0.07

(1.31)

2.38{

(0.64)

0.51

(1.06)

t.82rl

(0.8r)

3 68*

(0.74)

120

( r. r2)

G'I'O
0.06*.

(0.01)

0.051

(0.02)

0.08r*

(0.03)

-0.07

(0.07)

0.06*r

(0.03)

-{.008

(0.05)

GOVSH
0-27t,

(0.13)

0.31*'

(0.12)

0.87+

(0.25)

t.27

(0.85)

1.06**

(0.40)

0.43

0 62)

LRGDP(.1)
0.12

(0.1r)

-{. r0+**

(0.05)

4.264

(0.09)

Adj. R' 0.19 0.78 0.42 0.15 0.80 0.51

D.W. Stai 1.70 1.56 1_64 1.57 1.61 1.85

f-Stat 3.42 48.09 8.98 2_24 38_72 10.98

Prob (F-stao 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00

9J 95 9i 9i 95

5 5 t j 5
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Table: 6.'l'l

Fixed trffocts
Modcl I AI{G:.

0.08
BRA=2.25 cHL= 1.85 COL=0.12 VllX= +.1,1

Model 2 AIlG-I,36 B8-^-2.70 CHL=],I8 COl,'-1.4? IrlDX=1.63
Model3 ARC=1.39 BRA-1.12 CHL=3.40 coL=0.02 MEX-3.69

4r+nrdjcalesslatisticalsignillcanceatl%,i{at5%and{1{ar10%rndvxLucsnrprrcnlrcsis 
.sr.rml.,(L



Dep.odent Vrriable: g.osth rste ofre.t CDp per capita (GRGDp)

Fixed-.ffects Panel Regression

l 2 l I 2

-5.03
(3.87)

-5 r3

(1.80)

-8.88+r

(3.39)

t3 22

(9.61)

-1.)_37\

(4.65)

-t r.65

(7.29)

TFPC(-1)
4.24

(0.r5)

0-2t

(0.2r)

0.18

(0.r3)

0.27

(0.18)

0.05

(0.04)

0ll
(0. r2)

Gr(-r)
0.23r

(0.0r)
0.26*

(0.0r)

CISH(.I)
0.201

(0.02)

0.27.

(0 0l)

INF
0.0009

(0.000)

0.0008

(0.002)

-{.0006

(0.002)

0.001

(0.001)

-0.0009

(0.0006)

0 0009

(0.001)

Gf
1.38

(0.8r)

1.93+

(0.64)

0.19

(1.02)

0.66

(r.59)

4.24*

(0.73) ( r. r3)

GTO
0.08

(r.39)

0.05*r

(0.02)

0.09,

(0.03)

-0.04

(0.07)

0.1l*

(0.03) (0.05)

COVSH
0-24

(0.16)

0.29*1

(0.r3)

1_0lr+

(0.25)

1.56

(r.04)

1.85

(0.50) (0.80)

LRCDPGI)
-1).34'.

(0. r6)

-o.l7{*
(0.05)

-{.3r+

(0.08)

0.12 0.?8 0.4i 0.02 0.52

D.W. Stal ?.05 1.64 1.75 1.38 1.60 1.74

F-Stat 2.99 48.25 11.38 t.23 38.00 10.50

Prob (F-Stat) 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00

90 90 ,0
j 5 5
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Table:6.12

TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in Latin America?a

Fixed Ellcctr
Model I ARG=0.65 BR =0.28 cllL-2.15 COL=0.76 14EX= 3.86
Model 2 ARC=0.12 Bn-4=0.70 CHI-1.71 coL=0.76 MEX:1.52
Model 3 ARG=o.62 BRL=o.65 CllL=1.99 COL=0.84 \,lEX= -1.I I

aa * indicaies statistical siSnificance al I 7q * { at 5% aDd * 1* ar I 0% and lalues ir parenr hcsis are (orda (l
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Table:6.13

TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in Latin Americaas

Fixed ElTects
Model I ARG:

0.l9
tsLA=1.46 cHI-=3.20 coL:0.57 MEX=-5.04

Model 2  RC=0.25 BRA-3.59 CttL=3-23 COL= 2.52 MEX:2.63
Nlodel 3 ARG=0.39 BRA-0.23 CHL=4.10 COL=o.13 MllX=-.1.69

4r*indicalesshtisticalsiSnificanccatl%,ttar5%sn.l***rtl0%andvatuesinparcrrhcsis.r.srtrDdr,!

Depend ent V0.i.b le: gro\ylh rate ofreal GDP per capit, (GRGD],)

f.ixedrffecls Panel Rcercsioi

2 l 2

L4l

(1.65)

-2.43+t
(t.22)

-3.28.+
(1.46)

7.47*'

(3 36)

-5.66*|

12 34)

-2.89
(1..11)

TFPCE(-r)
0.21

(0.16)

o.t7

(0.11)

0.19

(0.13)

0. r6

(0. r4)

0.09*l

(0.04)

0.1r..*
(0.06)

cF(-r)
0.38.

(0.06)

0-32r

(0.05)

Glsr(-r)
0-264

(0.04)

0 28*

(0 0j)

INF
0.001

(0.00r)

0.0001

(0.000r)

{.0003

(0.001)

0.001

(0.00r)

-.0.0001

(0 0006)

-0 0004

(r 00 r)

CP
0.08

(0.94)

t.26r

(0.66)

0.48

(0.e8)

0.43

(0.73)

0.61

(0.45)

0.88

0r.76)

CTO
0.006

(0.04)

0.061+

(0.03)

0.07

(0.04)

-0.07
(0.06)

0.08**

(0.04)

-0.02
(0.04)

GOVSH
0.06

(0.18)

0.2811

(0. )

0.59*r

(0.21)

0.72

(0.r8)

0.96**

(0.,10)

1.22t+

(0 jn)

LRGDP(.1)
0.12

(0.11)

_{.10N.*

(0.05)

-0.26+

(0.09)

Adj. R' 0.05 0.4s 0.02 0.78 0.47

D.W. Stat 1.74 1_62 1.73 1.72 1.81

f-Stat 1.81 52.54 9.34 1_24 31.19 12_51

Prob (F-Sta, 4.17 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00

,5 9i 95 95 9i

5 j 5 5 j 5
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Table: 6.14

TFPG and Future Economic Growth in East Asiaa6

l'ixed Effects

Model I IIKG=-6.84 KOR=5.t7 ]\,lYS= 2.32 TI{A=3.99

Nlodel 2 HKC-3.90 KOR=1.89 MYS< 02 'l HA=z 0l

Model3 HKC-5.54 KOR=3.37 MYS=-0.63 THA=2.80

46 t indicates slalhlical significance at l%, *t at 5% and.* at I0% and values in palenrhesis ar. standard

Depen dera Vrriib Ie: growth rate ofreilGDP per crpita (GRGDP)

lfects Panel Regression

I 2 l l 2

9.87*r

(4.43)

13.25*

(4.46)

1.39

112.61)

24.74*

(8.58)

18.13*

(4 96)

8.29

( ri .16)

TFPGCI)
0.38r*.

(0.20)

0.15

(0.11)

0.38r*

(0.19)

0.35r{

(0.15)

0.001

(0.09)

a_27**'

(0.15)

Gf(-r)
0.32+

(0.02)

0.30r

(0.03)

GrsH(-r)
0.22t+

(0.09)

0.t6

() r1))

INF
{.l3

(0.r6)

-{.03
(0.09)

-0.06

(0.15)

{.14

(0. r4)

{.09

(0.08)

{}r0

(0. r4)

CP
0.76

(0.?0)

0. t6

(0.40)

L35***

(0.73)

1.46

(1.19)

-4.39

(0.70)

0.94

lt.22J

GTO
0.01t*r

(0.013)

0.02ri

(0.008)

0.001

(0.01)

-{.01

(0.01)

-{.01

(0.0r)

-0.006

10.02)

COVSH
2.00**

(0.90)

1.12*r

(0.52)

0.28

(r. r5)

3.73'

( l. r3)

2.2t.

(0 66)

2.12

(r.il)

LRGDP(.I)
o.04

(0.16)

{.21**

(0.09)

,{1.17

(0.1?)

AdJ, R 4.12 o_72 o.t7 o.17 0.73 0.19

D.W. Stat 1.99 1.55 1.84 1.99 1.9S 1.93

F Srat 2_67 28_17 3.19 23.43 2.93

l,rob (F-S1a0 0_42 000 0.005 0.007 0.00 0.005

'16 i6 '16

4 ,l .t 4 I
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Table: 6.15

TFPGI and Future Economic crowth in East Asiaaz

Fixed trffccts
Model I HKG-7.32 KOR:5.28 MYS-2.24 THA=.I 28
Modcl 2 HK6=_3.82 KOR-1.72 MYS=0.022 lllA=2.07
Modcl 3 HKG=-6.l2 KOR=3.39 \'1YS-0.27 TltA=3.00

17 * indicales statisricalsignificaDce al l%, *t at5%atrd {*. al t0% and v.lues in palenthesis are srardmd

Dep€ndent Vrri.ble: growttr rate ur rcar GOffi capila (cRGD6

Fixcd-el&cts P.ncl neBrc*ron

I 2 3 2 l
2).98r'

(9.08)

14.10*

(5.1l)
-5.95

(14.91)

27.84*t

(t.21)
18.83*

(6.43)

3. t4

( r5.75)

TFPGr(-l)
0.15

(0.r4)

0_06

(0.08)

0.20

(0.14)

0.19

(0.15)

0.02

(0.08)

0.17

(0.14.)

GF(-l)
0.32.

(0.03)

0.30*

(0 03)

GrsH(-l)
(0. r0)

0.22r*

(0.r0)

INF
-0.15
(0.18)

-0.04

(0.09)

-0.l2
(0. r7)

-{.1,r

(0.16)

-0.10
(0.0e)

1l.tI

(0.16)

GP
0.32

(0.E8)

0.13

(0.4e)

1.38

(0.97)

Lr4

(r.90)

-{.40

(1.08)

0.78

(1.85)

oTo
0.03*N

(0.0r5)

0.02*i

(0.009)

0.002

(0.02)

-4.0t 3

(0.02)

-0.01

(0 0l)

0 0r

0 0l)

GOYSH
225rt

(1.05)

t.23++

(0.59)

0.005

(1.4 r)

4.12*

(t.22)

2.28*

(0.16)

180

(1.62)

LRGDPGI)
0.008

(0.r4)
-0. t7r*

(0.08)

-0.05

(0.r5)

0.10 0.71 o-14 0.11 a-72 0.16

D.W. Stal 1.81 'l -73 1.65 'I _61 2.O1 1.71

!-Stat 1_77 25.52 2.13 2A.82 2.54

Prob (F-Stat) 011 0.00 0.03 0 045 000 0 015

72 72 72 72 72 12.

,l .1 .1



Dependetrt vsriable: srowtt' rat" or"u"tCDPl* capit, lcnCOr,y

I:ixed-€ilicts I,anel ltc

I 2 3 I

12.56*+

(5.r3)

09_38*

(4.67)

-3.r8
(8.29)

16.82.

(5. r4)

9. t6i
(3.6r)

11.63

( r2.82)

TFPGECI)
0.t9**.

(0.r0)

0.14

(0.r2)

0.22r4*

(0.12)

0.19**

(0.08)

o.t2

(0.09)

0.21r*r

(0.12)

cF(-t )
0.21*

(0.0r)
0.28.

(0.03)

crsH(-r)
0.19+r

(0.08)

1)S

((l lll

IN]]
4.12

(0.11)

-0.05

(0.07)

-0.09

(0.13)

-0.17

(0.1t)

1l 06

(0.05)

0. tl
(0.u)

GP
0.59

(0.64)

0_27

(0.38)

0.86

(0.66)

0.98

( l.l l)
4.2t
(0.52)

0.78

(0.84)

cTo
0.04*

(0.0r2)

0.04'

(0.009)

-o.002

(0.02)

0.02

(0.0r)

0.03

(0 02)

-0.03
(0 02)

COVSH
l.?6r*

(0.80)

0.91i+

(0.41)

0.23

(0.25)

1.47**

(0.62)

L r2.*

(0.4E)

|!5
(0 67)

LRCDPGl)
-0.06
(0.12)

4.27*'
(0.1l)

-0.r6
(0.18)

0.11 o.74 0.16 0.19 0.76 o.23

D.W. Stat 1.S3 'I _75 1.87 1_78 1.95 1.94

l-Sta1 2_88 31.24 4.26 2.86 21_11 3.71

])lob (FStat) 0.01 0.00 000 001 0.00 007

16 76 16 16 16 -16

,l 4 4 .l

2)9

Table:6..16

TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in East Asiaas

trixed Dffects

Model t HKC=-3.i0 KOR=1.65 MYS-3.18 l trA=5.01

Model 2 HKG= Z.47 KOR=2.27 MYS-1.14 THA=1..14

Modcl 3 HKG-3.72 KOR=2.18 MYS= 1.42 TIIA=2.96

13 * indicates statistical significance ar I yo, * r ar 5% and * + r at I 0% and vatues in parenrhesis are standard
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Table: 6.17

TFPG and Future Economic Growth in South .Asiaae

Fixed Effccts
Model I BGD=2.02 IND=1.8'l LKA-.1.49 PAK=0.6.1
Model 2 BGD=o.91 IND=1.32 LKA=.2.69 PAK=0,45
Modcl 3 BCD=2,02 IND=I,84 LKA= -4.50 PAK=0.64

aq * indicarcs statjstical significance at I%, 1* ar 5% and +*r 0l l0% and vatues ir parenthesis arc shndard

DcDendentVxrinble: growth rate olr0.i GDp p0r ot)jti (CRcDp)

l ixed-ctecls l,anel Ilceressio l
I 2 l I 1

4.68+

(1.30)

3.84+

(1.05)

3.21**

(1.45)

4.26
(2.56)

0.72

Q.ae)

-0.25

(2.62)

TFPG(.I)
0.18*.

(0.08)

0.08

(0.11)

0.17

(0.14)

0.19**

(0.08)

0.05

(0.09)

0. t7{i
(0.08)

cf(-l) 0.19*

(0.03)

0.t7*

(0 03)

Grsr(-l)
0.001*

(0.0005)

0 0000i

(0.0007)

INF
{.10***
(0.06)

4.02
(0.0s)

-{.1l**{
(0.06)

-0.08

(0.06)

-0.01

(0.05)

-0.13*+
(0.06)

CP
-0.05
(0.35)

-0.009

(0.28)

0.16

(0.34)

0.05

(0.34)

-o.02

(0.28)

0.05

(0.35)

GTO
0-02

(0.02)

0.003

(0.0r)

0.06N1i

{0.03)

0.09*

(0.03)

0.07*+

(0 001)

0.09*

(0 0r)

GOVSH
0.03

(0.05)

0 009

(0.04)

0.05

(0.06)

0. t4

(0.16)

0.07

(0.13)

0Ll
(0.1?)

LRCDPGI)
0.17

(0.13)

11.04*

(0.01)

-{. r2*r

(0.06)

Adj. Rr 0.19 0_41 0.54 0_23 046 0.49

D.W. Star 1.92 1.86 1.89 1.95 2_12 1.95

I-Stat 6-22 8-57 7.86 803 17.38

!rob (F-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

76 76 76 76 16

.1 4 I 1 1 I
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Table:6.18

TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in South Asia5o

Fixed Eftccts

Nlodcl I BGD=1.75 IND=I,98 LKA=-4.06 PAK=0.33

Model2 BCD=o 64 IND=1.38 LKA:2.34 PAK=I] 33

Model 3 BGD=I,78 1ND=1.?6 LKA-3 r0 P K=0 l6

ro . indicates statktical significrnce 0l I %. r. at 5% and + + | at I 0% and vatues in parenrhesis are srandard

Dependent Varirbl.: growth rltc ol rc.lCDl, Der $pita (CllcDp)

f ixcd-effects I,anel Regrcsior

I 2 l l 2 .l

6.55*

(1.83)

5.18.

(1.51)

5.201

(1.89)

1.66

(3.15)

2.36

(2.60)

t.5l

(3.r9)

T|PC(-l)
0. t2

(0.08)

0.01

(0.06)

0.14*r1

(0.07.)

0_ l2

(0.07)

0.02

(0.06)

0.r3

(0.07)

6!(-l) 0.t 8r

(0.03)

0.16.

(0.02)

Grstr(-l)
0.001*{

(0.0005)

0 0001

(0 0007)

INI:
-o.05

(0.06)

0.004

(0.05)

-{.05
(0.06)

-{ 03

(0.06)

0.01

(0.05)

-0.03

(0.06)

GP
-0_94

(0.64)

-{.57
(0.53)

_1.l9.rl

(0.63)

-{.52

(0.68)

-0.46
(0.56)

{1.54

(0.69)

(i]() {.02

(0.02)

4.02
(0.02)

002

(0.0J)

0.065.*'

(0 0t3)

0.04

(0.03) (0 0lr)

GOVSII
0.009

(0.05)

0.008

(0.04)

0.09

(0.06)

0,l4

(0.l6)

0.05

(0 l0) {0. r7)

LRGDP(.I)
-4.29*

(0.r l)
0.10

(0.10)

4.22t'
(0.1l)

AdJ, R: 0.'11 0.40 0.16 o.22 0.47 421

D,W, Sta! 1.95 1.88 1.95 1.74 2_42 1.75

I'Sta1 2_47 7.63 2.93 3.54 799 3.13

Prob (r-Sta, 0.03 0.00 0.01 0 001 000 003

12 '72 72 12 12 '12

.1 4 .l
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Table:6.19

TFPGE and Future Economic crowth in South Asia5l

Fixed Elfccts
l!,lodel I BCD=t.13 IND=2.17 LKA-4.02 PAK=0.72
Model2 BGD=0.71 Il,rD=2.27 LKA:3.52 PAK=0,J2
Mode13 BCD=0.92 IND=2.15 LKA= -4 20 PAK=I,I3

5'*indicatesstatisticatsigniflcanceatl0/qN.at5%and*t*dtl0%andlalLresinparerthcsis.rcslanda,rt

Depen de nt V!riab le: growth rnte of rox CDP Der crpita (CItGDt,)

rixcd,effects lranst RcCressioi

-4 26 I 0.12 I -{.25

12 561 | ,r.or, ) tr.u,

[ ,- T_--
I 2.rr,. I r||..tt

(o 7r) | fl.,]t)

2.08+

(0.64)

TFPCECI)
a.t7

(0.14)

0.1I

(0.14)

0.09

(0.1r)

0.22+*

(0.0e)

0.07

(0.08)

0.19+*

(0.09)

GF(-r)
0.211

(0.01)

0.21.

(0.04)

crsHcl) 0.002r

(0.0004)

0.00004

(0.0009)

lNF
-{.1I ***

(0.06)

-{.03

(0.08)

_013*+*

(0.07)

{.09

(0.07)

-{.02
(0.04)

-{.04
(0.06)

GP
4.t7
(0. r3)

4.22
(0.r7)

-o.26*.*
(0.14)

o.)2

(0.26)

-0.09
(0.16)

0.ll
(0.12)

GTO
0.04

(0.04)

0.005

(0.01)

0.09*"

(0.01)

0.16"

(0.05)

0.14+*

(0.06)

0.t2+

(0 0.1)

GOVSH
0.04

(0.0?)

0.01

(0.03)

0.07

(0.09)

0.ll
(0.18)

0.15

(0.17)

0.18

(0.12)

LRGDPCI)
0.14

(0.08)

-o.05+.

(0.02)

-o.12*

(0.04)

0.16 0.37 0.64 0.28 0.46 0.31

D.W. St.l 1.87 1.86 1.89 T.96 'I _84 182

!-Stat 2.22 6.16 27.68 4.63 11.18 4.27

Prob (F-Stat) 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 000
't6 76 76 76 76

l I 4

I 2 l



TFPG and Future Economic Growth in EU-1552
DcDendentYrriebhr growlh rrte ofrerlCDl, per czpit, {GRGDI,)

Fixed-ellecrs Pancl Resression

I 2 l L 2 l
l.2l*|*
(0.68)

1.15**
(0.48)

0.45
(0.76) (3.03)

5 89*
(2.06)

1181*
(2.80)

TFPG(.])
0.3t*
(0.10)

0.08
(0.06)

0.34*
(0.r0)

0.65+
(0.08)

0.t6*
(0.06)

0.,r1*
(0.08)

cF(r) 0.2'1+
(0.01)

0.28*
(0.0t)

Grsr(-l) 0.04*
(0 0l) 0 ti)

INI: 0.04
(0.0i)

-{.006
(0.0,1)

{.01
(0.06)

0.02
(0.06)

-0.0t
(0.04)

002
(0 06)

GP
0.30

(0.31)
0.16r*
(0.21)

0.05
(0.32)

0.63
(0.42)

0.47

10.27)

11.21

(0.38)

GTO
0.0005
(0.003)

0.0002
(0.00i)

0.001
(0.0021

0.031
(0.008)

0.02+
(0.005)

0.01*
(0.007)

GOVSH 0.09
(0.06)

0.04
(0.01)

0.04
(0.06)

1.651
(0.26)

0.31++r
(0.r8)

t.l0
(0.24)

LRCDPGI) -.0.55.
(0.08)

4.25'
(0.06)

-4.49*
(0.08)

.\dj. R' 0.37 0.73 0.39 0.36 4.74 0.51
D W Stat 1_62 1-A4 1.61 167 1.85 173

!-Srat 29.O4 '114_40 27.64 9.40 41.59 15 87
Prob (F-Stat) 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0 000 000

285 285 285 28' 285 2E5

t5 t5 t5 l5 li i5
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Table:6.20

Fixed f,flccts
Model I AUT=_1.46 BEL=3.36 DNK=0.77 flN=-4.36 FRA=0.30

cnR=o.96 GltE= 1).81 IRL-2.39 ITA=_2.85

Nl,D-t0.25 PRT:6.48 llSP=_2 01 s!vt.j=2.20 GBI{= l08

Model2

AUT=-{.l9 BEL=0.91 DNK= 11 53 l:lN=-0.21 IrlA.' 0 r.r

GElt= 1).46 GR8-0.55 1lt1,=l 67 ITA= 1.49 LUX=2.64

NLD=2.08 PR f=_1.6? ESP=-{.58 SWE=0.21 Clll(=_1.01

Model 3

AU1'=2 81 BEL=6,4I DNK=3.72 FIN=3.40 LA=1.35

cER=3.95 GRE=-3.84 lRL='2.25 I'l'A.-5.99 LUX=1.40

NLD=J,67 PR t-9.,13 8Sf=_5.11 swE--o.3 t CBR=.3.58

r':tindicatesstathricalsignificanceall%,i*al5,/oaid*i{0tl0o/oandvatuesjnparenrhcsisarestind$d
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Table:6.21

TFPGI and Future Economic Growth in EU-1553

Fixed Dffects

Nlodel I AUT=-1.41 BEI-=3.80 DNK=0,57 FIN=0.17 I:tt^={l.l L

CER=I,27 CRE= 1.71 IRL-1.11 l lA-3.86 LUX=2.62

NLD=ll.87 PRl=_8.53 ESP=2.90 swE=2.63

AUT=-{.06 BEL=o.79 DNK:{.70 trN= 0.004 !RA= { 83

68R=-lt.50 CRE-o.60 IRI,=I 99 ITA-1.57 LUX=2 69

Nl,D=2.07 PRT-1.90 ESI)=-0.6.1 sNE=0.23 GIIR:{.97

\,Iodel 3

AUl-t.68 BDL=1,14 DNK=,r.0t FIN:4,42 !ttA-3.6E

GEIi=4.65 CRE= 5.00 lllL.=_1.15 ITA=-?.16 LUX=I,9E

NLD=5.65 PRT-l1.22 ESP= {.li SWE=-0.48 CLllt=_].72

! + indicates slalhtical significmce at l0lo, +r at 5olo and "* ar l0% and values in p enltresis are srandard

Dcpcr dcnt Variab le: growtl rntc ofrcalcDP per crpjti (cRGDl,)
Fixed-ei}.cts Panel Iae,jressioD

I 2 3 1 2.

0.87
(0.76)

L l0**
(0.50)

0.2J
(0.701

23.64'
(3.5 r)

5.94*
(2.21)

t2.44,
(] 13)

TFPG(-l) 4.022
(0.04)

{.01
(0.03)

0.01
(0.04)

0.0t
(0.05)

-11.01
(0.031

0.03
(0.01)

GF(-r) 0.21+
(0.011

0.30i
{0.02)

Grsr(-l) 0.036*

{0.0l])
0.t51
(0 0t)

INF
0.003
(0.06)

-0.04
(0.01)

-{ 016
(0.06)

0.0002
(0.08)

-{ 03
(0.05)

0.0,
(0.07)

GP
0. tl

(0.3 r)
0.45+*
(0.20)

-{.13
(0.32)

o.t2
(0.49)

-{.02
(0.29)

-0.78
(0.42\

GTO
0.002

(0.003)
-{.0002
(0.001)

0.0009
(0.002)

0.04+
(0.009)

0.02.{
(0.006)

0.04.
(0.008)

GOVSH 0.04
(0.06)

0.035
(0.04)

0.001
(0.06)

1.87*
(0.31)

0.30
(0.19)

1.l l*
(0.27)

LRGDPCI) 4.72+
(0.07)

4.29*
(0.05)

-0.691
(0.06)

0.35 4.72 0.37 0.22 472 035
D,W, StAt 1.82 -1.92 1.83 1.75 194

F.SDt 25.92 101.51 23.79 4.89 36.08 25 92
Prob (I-S1a0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000

270 210 270 214 270 2,10

l5 t5 l5 l5 l5 li
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"tablei 6.22

TFPGE and Future Economic Growth in EU-1Ssa

Fined Effects
Model I AUT=1.17 BEL=0.58 DNK=o.I8 FIN=1.06 fRA=0 t,l

GER=0,44 GrtE_ 1.74 r8r,=1 37 ITA-0.85 LUX=o i0
NLD= 0.33 !RT-1.54 llst 0 7l SWE-0.57

Model 2

AUT=3.01 BEL=2.23 DNK= 1.? I tjtN=2.73 t:RA=l 9l
GER=-0.24 GRE=_3.55 IRL:I,76 I I A= 1.64 LUX=1.86

NLD=_1.14 PIIT-3.78 USP='2.3,1 SWE=_I.l8 GBR=_1.37

Model3

AUT=3,21 BEL=3,12 DNI(=1.77 FIN=2.48 FRA=I 16

GER=1.50 GRE=_2.6, 11tL=2.60 llA:4.60 LUX=3.?2

NLD=-{.79 PRT=-4.71 ES!= 3.54 SVr'E:1.50 GBR-2.14

Vari.ble: srowth ni..r r.ir i:Dl,

1

1.05
(0.7r)
0.28r*
(0.n)

T- 1- -r--,
i l.zr". | 058
I 10.52) I ro.osr
I o.ll I n)q.
I ro.o8l I ,o.os,
I o rq.
I (0.02) i

I I 00i.1I ro ou,

Irixed-eflects Panel Ri- r--,
Constdt

TFPGEGI)

cr(-l)

crsH(-r)

|.74r
12.14)
0.54+
(0.r3)

7.6*

12.42)
0.IJ*.
(0.06)

0.21*
(0.02)

6.J0**
(2.92)

0.32.
(0.0e)

0lli
INI 0.05

(0.04)
{.003
(0.04)

-0.04
(0.05)

0.03
(0.0J)

4.02
(0.0.r)

001
(11 04)

GP
0.19

(0.21)
0.35**
(0.17)

0.07
{0.13)

0.12
(0.22)

o.t2
(0.17)

-0.17
(0.18)

GTO 0.008
(0.009)

0.003
(0.002)

0.003
(0.003)

0.041
(0.006)

0.03.
(0.005)

0.031
(0.005)

OOVSH 0.18***
(0.r0)

0.06
(0.09)

0.08
(0.07)

0.84r
(0.1e)

0.46.+
(0.17)

0.J3*l
(0.2r)

LRGDP(-t) -o.41+
(0.06)

-]t.33+
(0.07)

-o.561
(0.09)

a_41 069 0.40 035 4.71 048
D.W. Stat 1.73 1.86 169 1.68 1.87 179

I-Stat 35.65 189.65 37.69 8.89 65.59 25.54
Prob ([-Siao 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00

285 285 285 285 28J 23J
l5 l5 l5 l5 l5 15

ra * irdicares staristical sjgnificance at I %, * * a! 5% and '* ' at I 0olo and vatues in purenlhesis are stedard
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Table:6.23

TFPG and Future lnvestment in Full Sampless
Dep endent V.ria b Ies in pootcd D€pondent VariaDls in Fixcd-erecrs

Prn€lRegr.ssion

Model I Model2 Modell Modcl2

CFI CISII crl CISII
2.40*r*
|t.22)

1.86*
(0.50)

9.39+.
(4.5 r)

2.76+
(0 25)

TFPC(- l) 0.64+
(0.13)

0 1t+
(0.05)

0.64j
(0.11)

0.01r
(0.00?)

IN'F 0.002
(0.002)

0.00r
(0.001)

0.004
(0.003)

n.00t
(0.00r)

GP
1.83i
(0.48)

0.73+
(0.r7)

0.76
(0.88)

0. t4
(0.1r)

GTO -{.006
(0.005)

0.001
(0.002)

-{.00r
(0.02)

0.007"
(0.003)

COVSH 0.002
(0.08)

-110?**+
(0.04) (0.30)

-0.47*
(0.14)

o_'17 0_21 0.18 0.32
D.W. Srat 1.85 1.92 186 168

l_-Srat 8.02 18.53
Prob (r-Sia0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

665 665 665 66i
35 35 3i It

Fixed Effccts
I4odel I

HUN ROM ,TUR
DZA ECY N,lAR ZFA BRA IIL COL MDX

1.21 10.89 -1,16 9.98 0,56 -1.11 a4e 105 -1.16 0.90 2.95 3.51
BGD IND PAK LKA HKG KOR T'IYS tH AUT BEL r)N t( I]IN

0.1 6.64 0.38 1.89 -5.36 -3.42 -1.81 -4.77 -2.64 -0.51 0.234 -2.42
FIL4 3ER CItE tRt_ IIA UX NLI) PRT ESP SWE GBR

-{.35 -1.54 0.203 -2.09 -2.81 -!.3€ 3.621 -3.63 -0.84 -{.6 -2.01
Model 2

HUN ItoM IUR DZA EGY MAR ZFA ARG Dta CHL COL Mltx
0,00 8.6€ -o,60 1,89 0.95 7.41 2,15 -\.41 2.09 -1.74

BGD lND LKA HKG I(OR MY5 IHA AUT BEL DNK flr'
2.24 6.50 -0.54 -{.78 -3.11 -2.67 -7.4 -3 50 3.02 -1.58 0.15 {.84

FlL^ GER ClIE IRL I'IA LUX NLD Pttf t-tsl, SWE C]]R

-r.73 -1,76 !,31 -0.01 3,27 -0.95 0.323 -3.16 -1.36 -1.11 L.I5

5r { indicates stalistical significance at I 0/,\ * * at 5% and * *. at l0% .nd values in pflrenrhcsis are srandlrd
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Tablet 6.24

TFPGI and Future lnvestment in Full Sample56

J6+indicalesslatisticalsi8nificancertt%,1*at5%andt**arl0%andvaluesinparcnthesisarestandard

D.pcnd€ trt YariA D les ir Poohd
Regresion

Dependent Variobles in Irixed+lt0(s
Prn€lRegression

Nlodel I Model 2 iUodcll

GFI CISH crr CISII

2.43r
(0.61)

t.75'
(0.41)

7_05+

o.57)
1.26+
(1.58)

T['PC(-l) 0.10**.
{0.05)

0.14r1
(0.05)

0.26t
(0.0r)

0.26.
(0 05)

]NF 0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

0 001
(0.001) (0 00r)

GP 0.8 r*
(0.t7)

0.61+
(0.r4)

0.ll
(0.1r)

0.l,l
10.r l)

G',lo 0.001
(0.002)

0.004.*
(0.002)

0.007r
(0.002)

0.007r{
(0.00r)

COVSH -.{.01
(0.021

_4.07.**
(0.04)

-0.43r
(0.13)

4.47t
(0.14)

0.18 0.19 4.17 0.19
D.W. Star 1.94 1.92 1.68 1.68

26_20 23.63 4.51 4.53
Irrob (!-Stat) 0.00 0.00 000 000

610 630 610 6l(l
35 l5 li l5

Fixed Effects
N,Iodcl I

HUN ItOlvl TIiR DZA EGY MAR ZFA ARG Btt.\ C]IL COL tvlEX

4.7 5.36 -1.49 2.95 1.63 -2.77 -2,84 1,17 1.39 -7,67 -1.10 -7.02
BCI) l^"D P,\K LKA IIKC I(OR MYS TIIA AU'f L]UL I]NI( t:tN

-3,42 6.19 2.94 9.28 -6.58 4.27 -2,!3 -{ 95 o,46 0.40 0.li
fttA GER CRE IRL ft,\ LUX NI,D PIlT I]SP SWE C8R

0.85 0.61 0.85 -{.52 -0.98 -1.38 3.44 -2.99 0.37 1.06 -0 34

Mode 2
I]UN RON,l I'UR DZA TGY MAR ZFA ARG aRA CHL COL MEX

1.341 13.1€ 10.23 1.207 -7.77 -1.03 1.522 -1.45 -0.13 2.29 4.29
BGD l^"D PAK LKA HKG I(OR MYS II]A AUl' BDL DNI( IN

-0.91 7,669 0.356 4.501 -5.89 -2.27 -2.4',1 -4.46 -2_14 -o,4 a.a2'7 -1.65
CER GRE IRL ITA LUX NL]) PItT LSt SND G]IIt

{.61 -!.89 0.03 -1.72 -3.14 -0.87 -4.76 151 0.04
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Table:6.25

TFPGE and Future lnvestment in Full Samplesi
Depetrd€nt Variables itr Pooled

Regresion
Dependent Variables in liixed{ltccts

P!nel R.gr.ssioD

Model I Model2 Modcl l

GTI GISII GFI CISII

2.15.*.
(t.24)

I1.76*
(3.65)

10.46r.
(4.60)

-0.41
(0.5r)

TFPGE(.I) 0.62*
(0. r9)

0.461
(0.17)

0 61.r.
(0 r4)

0.9.1i i
(r lr)

INI. 0.001
(0.003)

0.15
(0.l2)

0.003
(0.00r)

0.001
(0.03)

GP
L74'
(0.49)

0.12r
(0.009)

0.J0
(0.90)

051
(0.44)

GTO -0.004
(0.005)

0.64*
(0.23)

0.002
(0.02)

a_26
(0.23)

COVSH 0.04
(0.08)

-0.661
(0.03)

_0.79r{.
(0.40)

-0.67{1
(0.32)

A,li. R' 0.15 0.38 0.11 0.95
D.W. Stal 1.85 1.59 185

F-Stat 7.95 81.38 2_43 332 48
Prob (!-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.04 000

665 665 665 (,6i
35 l5 35 3i

Fited Effects
Moclel I

HUN ItoM IUR DZA EGY ztL ARG IIL COL MEX

1.27 72.!7 -2.77 9.22 0.4€ -t.75 1,18 7.46 -2.04 {26 196 4.24
B6D IND PAK LKA IIKG KOR MYS THA AUT BEL DI.J ( t:tN

-1,08 6,12 4.19 15.39 -6,15 2,aa -3.31 4.57 2.3s 415 -0 2l -181
IRA CIJIT GItE lRL ITA I IIX NI,I) PRT ESP s\\rt.l CBR

0.94 -7,72 4.467 -2.7\ -3.1 -7.49 3,593 -4.45 -1,69 -0.18 1.96

HUN ROM IUR DZA EGY MAR zll' ARG RRA CHL COL MEX

0.768 17.67 9.578 0.814 -1.69 1.1 1.427 -t.92 -0.2 2,r2 -4.09
BGD INt) LKA HKG KOR MYS IUA AUT BEL DNI( IIN

-{ 85 7.Q4! -0.13 15.53 -5,7 -2.3 -2.41 4,52 2.66 -0.98 -0.52 -2.18
GEIt CRE IRL ITA LUX NI,D PRT DSI s\\'!: CRR

-1.1 -1.53 -0.31 -1.82 3.46 -1 3.521 -4.8 1.8 05 -2.31

57 + indicales stathlical sigDificdce at I %, * + at 5% and * * t at l0% and values in parenthesis are standard
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Table: 6.26

TFPG and Future lnvestment in Central and East Europe58

trixed Effccts
Country IIUN tioM TUR

-4.92 -/.96 12.88
Modelz 1.11 -3.28 2.16

53 + indicates statisiical significmce at I %, *. ar 5 % and * + + at I 0% and values in parenthesis arc srcndard

Del endentVrrirbles in Pooled

R€gresion

D€p€ndent V!riabh! i. Fircd-.11ects

P.nelRegression

cFl GISIT cFr CISH

11.65*

13.1s)

7.79*

(2.35)

9.73'

(2.98)

5.82**

(2.78)

r'fPC(-l)
0.42r

(0.12)

0.007

(0.08)

0 36f*

(0.10)

0.0r

{0.07)

lNF
0.001

(0.002)

0.008

(0.01)

0.001

(0.002)

0 02**'

(0.01)

GP
t.231+

(0.5?)

2.65r

(0.95)

t.17+t

(0.48)

5.61"

(2.,19)

GTO
0.06*

(0.0r)

0.07*

(0.01)

0.06*

(0.0r)

0.08*

(0.01)

GOVSH
-4.511

(0. r6)

-0 47t

(0.10) (0.18)

4.16.
() 17)

0.68 o.57 0.57

D W. Stat 1.94 1_77 'I _78 1.88

F-Srat 36.20 8.09 24.57 9.37

Prob (F-Slat) 000 0.00 0.00 0.00

57 57 57 57

.l 3 3
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Table: 6.27

TFPGI and Future Investment in Central and East Europese

5e * indicates st|]lislical significance a! I %, I * at 5% ard + + + at I0% and lalues in parenthesis e srandard

D.pend€ trt variab les ir Poohd

Regrcsrion

Depcndent Vari.blcs in l.ixed ellccls

PinelltcgrNsion

GFI CISII c!l GISIT

5.65*r

(2.21)

9.07'

(2.42)

4.8?*.

(2.35)

6.30r.

(2.89)

TFPG(.1)
0.29.*

(0. r3)

-{.06

(0 l0)

0.23{+

(0.n)
{.04

(0.10)

INF
0.002

(0.002)

0.001

(0.01)

0.001

(0.002)

0.0r

0.0 t)

CP
r.86*i

(0.86)

2-43t1

(0.e6)

L42'1

(0.65)

5.12r'+

(2.71)

GTO
0.09*

(0.03)

0.06i

(0.02)

0.08++

(0.03)

0.07*

(0.02)

COVSH
4.52r
(0.15)

{1.43*

(0.1r)

-0.511

(0.14)

{ ?51

(0. r8)

Adj. Rl 0.68 0.35 0.57 0.46

D.W. Stal 1.91 \14 1_78 T.81

F Stal 67.20 6.73 54.57 7.43

Prob (F-Sta0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

51 54 51 J4

3 3 l 3

Fixed trffects
I.IUN ROM TUR

Model I -4.39 -7.64 12.03

Model2 1.90 -8.74 6.84
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Table:6.28

TFPGE and Future lnvestment in Central and East Europe60

@ + indicates stalislical signiricance at lolo. N. at 5% and 1 + * at I 0% md values in parenthesis are sllndard

Dependent V.ria b les in Pooled Dependent yariables io !ixed-cll.cts

PrnelRcgr.ssion

GFI GISH GFI clsr
4.45*|

(2. r0)

7.68'

12.25)

6.86*r

(3.18)

5.24.4r

(2.66)

TFPGEG])
0.39**

(0.r9)

0.52*l

(0.25)

0.43+*

(0 20)

0.49*'

() 22)

]NF
0.002

(0.002.)

0.0r

(0.0r)

0.003

(0.002)

0.02r+

(0.009)

CP
2.t2r.

(0.93)

2.36+1

(0.91)

1.89r*

(0.9r)

5.l8*'
(2.39)

GTO
0.07*

(0.02)

0.061

(0.0r)

0.08*

(0.02)

0.08+

(0.0r)

COVSH
-o.55+

(0.1r)

-{.44'
(0.10)

-o.41*

(0.13)

476*
(0 r6)

,{dj. Rr 0.58 o.44 0.57 0.55

D.W. Slat 1.83 1_72 1.87 1.81

IrSlat 56.13 9_71 44.57 10.86

Prob (F-Stal) 000 0.00 0.00 0.00

57 57 57 57

l 3 l 3

Fixed Effects
Country HUN ROM TUR

I,lodcll
-4.39 -7.64 12.03

Model2
-4.38 -1.80 12.18
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Table:6.29

TFPG and Future lnvestment in Africa6,

D.pendctrt yrrinbles in l'ixed+ttcds

PrnellrcgrNsion

Fixed Eflects
DZA DGY MAR z).^

Model I -3.26 -18.94 -16.16 5.74

Model 2 3.35 -1.95 -2.89 1.49

61 { indicates statktical significuce al lol,), +1at 5% and }++ at l0% and values in peenthcsis arc slandard

Dependent VariaD Ies i,r Pooled

Regre$ion
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Table:6.30

TFPGI and Future lnvestment in Africa62

6' * indicales statistical siCnific ceat I%, *+ at59loand ++. 11I0%and valuesiD parenihesis are sbndard

Dependenl Vtrrirblc! ni Pool.d Dependcnt yariables in !ixcd,o0ccts

l,rnelRegression

GTI ctsH GTI GISH

16.69*'

(8.24)

r.86.

(0.50)

-14.33

(15.32)

-7.58

(10.80)

TFPGT(-r)
0.45

(0.58)

0.1I *+.

(0.05)

1.22'

(0 35)

-{.l5
(0.2r)

]NF
11.04

(0.r8)

0.001

(0.001)

{.05

(0.l2)

-11.0l

(0 08)

CP
-13.44+

(2.86)

-0.73*

(0.r7)

-.0.09

(2.t4)
-3.84r.
(1.51)

G] o
0.46*

(0.12)

0.001

(0.002)

0.35*

(0.09)

0.026'

(0.06)

GOVSH
4.17

10.42)

-{.07*r*

(0.04)

0.07

(1.45)

-2.37**
(r.02)

AdJ, R, 0.37 0.'19 4.29 08s

D.W. Star 1.78 1.63 1.80

F-St.l 9.41 23.63 4.56 71.80

Prob (F-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

72 72 72 12

4

I'ixed Dflccls
DZA EGY MAR ZI:A

Modd I 0.38 -0.36 -0.76 r.51

Model 2 4.94 -t1.16 l?.95 615
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Table: 6.3,1

TFPGE and Future lnvestment in Africa63

lixed Iflects
Counlry DZA ECY I,IAIl ZIA

Model I -3.68 -t9.23 16.91 i.93

Model 2 3.43 -1.51 J.56 0.64

6r * indic.tes stalislicalsignificance at l%, *+ at 5%.nd +++ at l0% dnd values in parenthosis ttre stnndad

Depend€rt V!rja b lcs ir Poo lcd

R€gression

Dependetrt Variables in Iixd{ri0cls
Prn€lRegrNsion

CFI GISH CTI CISII

-16.33*
(4.57)

2.7t

(8.28)

I2.86

(14.56)
-9.16

(r0.58)

TIPGE(-l)
2.86r+*

( l.5 r)

4 30*i*

12.25)

2.78***

(r.57)

0.53

(1. r 5)

INF
-{.03

(0.09)

-0.0?
(0.17)

0.08

(0.10)

{.02

(0 0?)

GP
t_97

(t-2t\
-3.62

(2.r9)
-2.464t.

(1.25)

0.i9

\0.92)

Gl0
0.31r

(0.08)

0.55r

(0.14)

0.32{

(0.09)

0.26r

(0.07)

GOVSH
--0.21

(0.21J

_{.89.*.

(0.49)

-{.34

(1.47)

t.7't

( l.0s)

Adj. R' a.23 0.17 424 019

D.W. Stat 1.62 160 1.70 178

F-Stat 4.06 3.92 4.53

Prob (F-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

76 76 76 76

4
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Table:6,32

TFPG and Future Investment in Latin America6a

Fixed ElTects
Country ARG DRA CLI]- COL l,lllX

Model I -5 80 19.85 2.69 615 -2109
Model 2 5.97 13.i0 {,11 0t7

6a * indicates statisticll significance .1 1%, + . at 5% and 1* ' at l0% ard valws in parenlhesis arc standard

D.perdent Vari!bles in Pooled DepeDde.t Variables in Fix.d-erecte

P.trelRegrssion

GFI GISH GI'l ctstl

28.90r'

(14.46)

49.49*

(r 1.37)

101.43*

Q9.44)

59.98"

(22.76)

TIPGGI )
-{.12

(0.44)

4.44
(0.35)

-{.l2
(0.45)

4.22
(0.35)

INF
0.003

(0.004)

0.006

(0.003)

0.006

(0.005)

0.006

(0.001)

CP
4.94
(4.74)

-1.49
(r.73)

r3.59*.

(5.70)

3.60

(4.41)

GTO
0.31**

(0.14)

0.34r

(0.1r)

0.541

(0.24)

0.24

(0.19)

GOVSTI
-r.39+.
(0.58)

2.68*

(0.57)

-2.32++

(r.05)
-2.69*

( 1.29)

Adj. R' 0.15 0.27 019 033

D.W. Stat 165 165 1.53 T80

f-Stat 2_73 8.00 2.60 6.04

Prob (F-Slat) a_42 0.00 a.a2 0.00

95 95 95 ,i
5 5 5 5
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Table: 6.33

TFPGI and Future lnvestment in Latin America65

65 + indicates stalislical significuce at I 0/0. I * at 5% and * + 1 at I 0% and values in parenrhesis arc nandard

Dependent Varia b les itr pooled

Regrcssion

D.pendc. t V!ri!b les in Fixcd,crccts

P.nelllceression

GTI GISH GII (itstl

24-t3

(r5.10)

50.00*

(t1.71)

127.67r

(33.71)

93.J3*

(25.80)

TFPG(- l)
I.07*++

(0.63)

0.37

(0.49)

0.89

(0.63)

0.62

(0.48)

I^_F
0.002

(0.004)

0.006r1+

(0.003)

0.008

(0.005)

0.007**

(0.001)

CP
5.61

(4.84)

0.03

(3.77)

-14.00*r
(5.6r)

,1.86

(4.29)

GTO
0.10

(0.1s)

0.36+

(0.r l)
0.59++

(0.26)

0.36{r.

(0.20)

GOVSH
l. t4

(1.05)

-5.02*

(0.82)

13.18*

(3.68)

-t 1.28*

(2.8r)

AdJ, R, 0.05 0.30 422 0.40

D,W, Sl1t 1.59 1.63 1_71 1.77

F-Srdt 1.O4 8.48 235 760

Prob (f-S1a0 0.34 0.00 004 000

90 90 t0 90

5 5 j 5

Fixed DlTccls
AIiG t]RA CIIL cor, VEX

Model I -8.85 13.19 r.78 I 1.10 -11.65
Model 2 9.36 26-64 9.17 4 9l -1t.02
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Table: 6.34

TFPGE and Future lnvestment in Latin America66

Fixed Effects
AItC I]RA CHL coL MEX

\,Iodel I 5.86 r4.48 --6.4l 034 -2 i5
lvlodel 2 4_t6 19.62 211 6.54 22.r8

66 * indicates statisticalsignificance ar t%, i. at 5% and +++ al t0%and lalues ir parenlhesis are slutturl

Depetrdent Ya ria b l.s in Pooled

Regressio.

Dependcrt ylrinbles in Fjied-erects

Pnn€lRegr6sion

CFI CISH GFI CISH

29.93*r

(14.84)

45.35*

(l1.69)

102.23+

(29.t4)

58.32*r

(22-73)

TTPGECI)
0.50

(r.39)

1.33

(1.0e)

0.31

(1.39)

-1.t7
(1.09)

rN!
0.004

(0.005)

0.006

(0.00,1)

0.00?

(0.005)

0.005

(0.004)

GP
-7.22
(4.77)

-t.13

13.75)

-14.04

(5.72)

l. t9

(4.41)

GTO
0.13

(0.14)

o.29rr

(0.1r)

0.55r*

(0.24)

0.24

(0.189)

GOVSH
-t.47
(1.02)

-1.3r+

(0.80)

-9.31+

(3.04)

4.69'
(2.31)

A{, R] 0.03 o_27 005 0.33

D.W. Sttlt 1.57 1.62 1.65 176
Ir-Stal 0.74 7.97 1.60 6.18

Prob (F-Stat) 0.59 0.00 4.12 000

95 95 ,i 95

5 5 5 5



Table: 6.35

TFPG and Future lnvestment in East Asia67

Fix€d fffects
Country HKG KOtt MYS THA

Model I 9_66 10.79 -7 51 6.41

Model 2 3.02 |1.t4 t0 43 132

67 * indicales sratistical signiilcance at I %, ** ar 5% and . + * ar I 0% an.l vatues io parcntt)es is are nandard

Dependent V, ri, b les ii Pooled Depende ot Varin b les in Fixed-ctfccts

P.nelRegression

CFI CISH GIiI CISII

24.88

{20.21)

49.72r

(1.31)

2t.14

(23. r6)

22.46t

(5.J4)

TF!G(-r)
1.17.

(0.40)

0.51r*

(0.20)

r_ l5*

(0.4r)

0.52{

(0. r8)

INF
{}.10

(0.40)

-{.09
(0.20)

-o. t6

(0.403)

4.2t
(0. r7)

GP
2.32

(r.8r)
2 27*.

(0.93)

6 09rf+

\3-22)

I22**
(r.4r)

GTO
-{.05

(0.035)

0.15*

(0.02)

0.0007

(0.05)

0.10*

(0.02)

GOVSH -3.21
(2.35)

-3.63N

( r. r9)

4.99
(3.07)

-3.29\
(1.0r)

AdJ, R: o.t2 0.52 4.12 0.64

D.W. Slat 1.84 1_75 1.81 1.67

F-Stai 3.04 17.46 2.25 17 99

Prob (F-Sta0 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00

76 76 76 '16
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Table:6.36

TFPGI and Future lnvestment in East Asia66

Fixed ElTocts

HKG KOR MYS fI]A
Model I -5.36 843 -8.r8 5.t \

Model 2 -ll.6r ll.80 7 52. 1.13

63 * indicales statisticalsignificance at l%, *+ ar 5% aod *+. ar l0% xnd vatues in pirenrl)esis arc standad

Dependent Variab les in Pooled

Regre$ion

Depeodent V.ri.bles itr Fixed+ffocts

PanelRcgr.ssion

GTI GISH CFI C ISII

37.67

123.22)

t24.52'

(r0.85)

29.8rJ

(r0.93)

l]0.081

(13.40)

T!PG(-r)
0.58

(0.37)

-{.003

(0.r7)

0.58

(0.42)

0.09

(0. r8)

lN!
0.02

(0.43)

0.08

(0.20)

-0.1 I

(0.45)

-o.10

(0.19)

GP
0.47'

12.34) (1.09)

512

(5.23)

1.59

(2.26)

G',t o -0.06
(0.03)

0.16+

(0.02) (0.0?)

0.12*

(0.032)

GOVS!I
_4 58*++

(2.72)

-3.t01*
(t.27',)

-3.07+r
(1.49)

).14r*
(t.21)

A4i, R, o.12 0.55 007 0.61

D.W. Siat 1_74 1.65 162 1.65

F Slat 1.30 18.59 1.47 14 93

Prob (f-stao 0.27 000 040 000
'12 '12 '12 '12

4
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Table:6.37

TFPGE and Future lnvestment in East Asia6e

Fixed Effects

HKG I(OR MYS THA

-11.06 13 38 -7 91 i6i
Model2 -8.qJ \2.41 -t0.65 7.19

6' + indicaies statistical significa.c€ ar I %, | + ar 5% and t + + ar I 0% ,rnd values in parenrhesis are standa I d

Dependent V.ri. b les in Pooled

R€gresion

Dep€nd en t Varirb les iD Fixcd-effecls

P.nel lregrcssion

GFI CISH GI.'l crsrr

31.77

(21.42)

l r2.01*

(r0.85)

23.33

124.28)

l02.l5l

(r0.82)

TFPGDCI)
2-9311

(r.31)
-t.00
(r.68)

2.801*

(1.38)

4.72
( l.i l)

INF
0.23

(0.44)

0.02

(0.22)

0.19

(0.45)

-0 09

(0.19)

CP
2.02

(1.93)

2.50*.

(0.0r)

2.29t+*

(r.20)

I l5r+

(r.52)

CTO
-0.04
(0.03)

0.151

(0.01)

0 0t

(0.05) (0.024)

COVSH
-3.52

12.47) (1.15)

4.99

(r.22)
-3.01**
(1.43)

Adj. R 0.13 0.48 0.13 060

D.W. Stdl 1.62 165 1.61 1.63

F-Stat 2_50 15.10 2.32

Prob (F-Slat) 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.00

76 76 76 i6

I
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Table: 6.38

TFPG and Future lnvestment in South Asia70

Fixed EIIecls

BGD IND LKA

Modcl I
6.52 308 1.10 -10.70

Modd 2
1.41 -5.93 -4,32 4,17

'0 * indicares statistical signific0nce at I%, ** rt 5% a!(t .iN al r0% and vahes in parenlhesis arc slanda

Dependent Variab les in Pool€d

Reqr$iion

Dependcnt Vrrirbles in Fix€d-cffccts

l'rnelRcgresion

cFI G]S}I GTI ctst I

'7.81'.

(3.58)

-t.62'
(0.26)

5.83

(8.90)

656

(4.4.1)

TFPGGI)
0.92.*

(0.39)

-0.04

(0.03)

0.72*t*

(0.39)

11.2r

(0.19)

]NF
4.41..
(0.19)

0.00r

(0.001)

-{.42.{
(0.21)

0.016

(0 0r0)

CI'
-0.27
( 1.12)

{.10

(0.08)

o.t1

( r.21)

0.l2

(0.60)

GTO
0.09*.

(0.04)

0.04.

(0.005)

0.20r+

(0.r0)

0.06ri

(0.03)

GOVSH
-0. t6

(0.17)

-0.08*
(0.01)

0.45

(0.57)

-{.87r
(0.28)

AdJ, R, a_20 0.87 0.17 094

D.W. S1a1 1.73 165

I.-Star 3-44 108.04 2.80 155 88

Prob (F'Srar) 001 0.00 0.01 0.00

J6 16 16 '16

4 4
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Table:6.39

TFPGI and Future lnvestment in South Asia7l

Fixed Effccts

BCD ]ND

Model I
6.86 3.70 0.01 -10.56

Model2
8.06 -0.84 1.95 -9.r7

7'+indicatesstatislicalsignificmcearl%,i.at5%and**x0tl0%andvatuesinparenrhesisarcsra 
dr,d

Depende nt Variab Ics in Poohd

Regressiotr

Dependetrt Vti0bles in Fixed{ftects

PnnelRcgrersion

GFI GISH Gr.t (;ISII

t3.53r*

(5.83)

2.58

12.6u)

7.454

(1.57)

4.3t

(r r.08)

TFPC(-l)
0.54++

(0.26)

0.48+

(0.r2)

0.26+

(0.04)

0.571+

(4.21)

INI
{.35

(0.2r)

0.08

(0.0e)

0.001

(0.00r)
-0.26
(0.22)

CP
-2.45

(2.r5)
-2.t0rl
(0.9r)

0.1.1

(0.31)

4.42

(2.40)

GTO
0.001

(0.08)

]t.01

(0.04)

0.007*

(0.002)

0.1.1

(0.1r)

COVSH
4.02
(0.17)

o.t51l
(0.07)

-{.431

(0.r3)

0.58

(0.58)

0.16 0.89 o.17 0-11

D W. Stat 1.73 1.67 1.68 1.79

F Sot 2.56 28368 85 457 2.56

Prob (F-Sra0 0.03 0.00 0.00 aa2

72 12 72 12

4 4
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Table: 6.40

TFPGE and Future lnvestment in South Asiaz2

Fixed Eflects

BGD IND LKA PAI(

8.40 1.62 1.50 13 52
\'lodel 2

9.70 4.26 3.00 12 96

7: * indicates stalisticll significance at l o/o. + * 0r 5% and . + + . 00lo aDd vatles in parcnttrcsis are srandard

Deperd.rt V, rirb les in poole.l

R€sr.ssion

Dependent yariebles itr Fixed-er.cts

I,onelRcgression

GFI GISH GTI CISII

8.21**

(3.90)

-4.28

(21.77)
-8.74
(9.32)

-t.29r
(0..10)

TFPGE(-l)
0_43

(2.45)

t.52

( 1.10)

--0.09

(2.88)

4.70
( r. l2)

iNF
-0.48.*
(0.20)

-{.36*.+

(0.r9)
-0.42{'
(0.21)

4.',11

(0.93)

CP
-lt.49

( l.l?)
{.43

(0 53)

0.12

(1.21)

023

(0 5.t)

cTo
0.08

(0.08)

-0ll
(0.45)

0.2r **

(0.r0)

0.23

(0 4i)

COVSH
-0.05

(0.17)

4.671

(0.21)

0.72

(0.65.)

1.05*

(0.29)

Adj. Rz 0.13 0.39 o.21 0.39

D.W. Stal 1.70 2.11 1_84 1.92

f-Stat 2_14 241.O4 2-2A 185 29

Irrob (F-Stal) 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.00

76 16 76

4 4 4
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Table:6.41

TFPG and Future lnvestment in EU-,1573

7r * indicates statislicalsignificance ar l%, '* at 5olo ahd *'* at l0% and vatues in parenrhesis are slxndard

Dcpendent VrriaD l.s ir poohd

Regrcssion

Dependont y.rinbl€s in Iix.d-eff.cts
l,nnelR.gression

CFI GISH GFI CISII

3.36.tt
(t.76)

14.47+

(1.62)

l0 92r

(1.22)

8.631

(r 07)

TfPccl)
1.73*

(0.23)

0.06

(0.36)

t.72r

(0.24)

0.80*

(0.r4)

INF
0_27t*r

(0.r5)

1.22

(0.26)

-{.02

(0. r8)

-1).l5

(0.10)

GP
0_47

(0.91)

6.71*

(r.44)

2 00r.+

(r. r7)

2.87*

(0.71)

GTO
0.008

(0.007)

0.007

(0.012)

0.05**

(0.002)

0.011

(0 014)

GOVSH
{.3?**
(0.17)

-t.42.'*
(0.26)

4.71+

(0.74)
-1.88+

(0.44)

Adj. R' o_24 0.29 o.28 0.90

D.W. Stat 1.90 1_72 1.71 1.66

IiStat 13.91 24 48 6.81 149 57

Prob (l-Stat) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

285 285 28i 2rJ5

l5 l5 t5 li

Fixed Dflccts
I4odel l

AU'I' BEL DNK EIN CER GRE IRL ITA LUX NLI) PRT

-4.51 8,66 4.65 o.45 3_75 5.09 -0.92 -9.45 -4.47 -3.63 9.08 -7.73
ESP SWE CAR

-5.19 7.05 -2.!2
ModeL2

AUT BEL DNK FIN FTLA oriR CRE IRL it.\ I,I]X NI,D I'it r

-14.58 -10,35 -10.03 -12.42 -10.36 -10.20 10.33 -0.51 10.68 4,71 15.61 10,04
ESP SWE CBR

11,15 8,53 7.73
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Table: 6.42

TFPGI and Future lnvestment in EU-i57{

7a . indicaies sturisticalsiBnificance at tolq .1 ar 5% and '** ar t0% and vaLucs in parenrhests .rc naid!.d

Dcpendert Vrriab les in poot€d

R€gression

Depen de trt Vrrio b l.s i', Iixcd-ette(s

PinelRegrcssiotr

CTI GISII GFI ctsti

3.68

(2.36)

19.26r

(3.38)

t0.23r

(t.62)
1296.

(2.5r)

TFPGI(,I)
0.23*|*

(0.r2)

0.24

(0.20)

0.07

(0.14)

-0.05
(0.08)

INF
0 37.r+

{0.20)

1.45*

(0.29)

0.ll
(0.23)

-0.14
(0.r3)

CP
-0.20
(r.00)

7.51+

(r.44)

050

(r.15)

2 51'

(0.7r)

CTO
0.008

(0.008.)

{1.002

(0.002)

0.08*

(0.003)

0.02.

(0.002)

GOVSTl
-0.30
(0.19)

-t.30+
(0.27)

-5.341

(0.85)

-2.17'
(0.49)

o_17 0.31 0.18 0.4s

D.W. Slat 1.81 1.85 1.91 185

I-Stat 2.39 25.59 2.96 128 32

Prob (F-Stao 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00

270 274 214 21Q

l5 l5 IJ 15

Fixed Elfecfs
Model I

AUT I]EL DNK FIN !RA GE]I CRD IRL ITA NLD PRT

-4.60 10 23 4.3? 1.28 2.41 6.02 3.7s -11.35 -0.26 13 35 -2.54
ESP SWE CAR

-r.zz e.rgl -z.so I [r
AUT BEL DNK FIN CIR CRE I]tL ]TA LUX NLD PIU'

-74.47 -9.48 -10.00 -11.52 -10.76 -9.61 9,37 0.04 9.38 1.82 t1,65 1.65
ESP swE GI]R

9.79 8.88 7,26
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Table: 6.43

TFPGE and Future Investment in EU-,1575

'5*indicalesstatisticalsjgnificanceatI%,1+al5%and*it.rr0%andvatucsinpuenr|esisarcsrindr,I

Dep€ndenl Variab l€s ir poot.d DepcndentVariables in Fixcd-etr..r{

PanelRegresion

CFI GISH GFI clsll

3.03

(2.28)

20-32r

(r.3J)

10.62,

(1.52)

l] 0t1

(r.59)

TFPGECI)
2.04.

(0.67)

0.35

(0.99)

0.47

(0.72)

0.13

(0.42)

]NF
0.23r1

(0.11)

t.22'

(0.26)

0.01

(0 19)

4.12
(0. r1)

CP
-4.41

(0.e8)

61li
(r 44)

0.19

(r.28)

2ll,
(0 75)

GTO
0.02.*

(0.01)

-0.007

(0.012)

0.07*

(0.02) (0.0r)

GOVSH
_r0 32+|r

(0. r8)

-1.41.

14.27\

-r.581
(0.re)

-2.30*
(0.J0)

Adj. R' 0_25 0.29 0_24 0.69

D.W. St.l 1.86 1.67 1.91 1.69

FStat 4.06 24.54 352 T33 24

Prob (F'St.l) 000 000 000 000

285 285 2rJi 28i

l5 t5 15 1i

Fixed Effects
Model I

AUT IIEL DNK FIN CER IRL ITA t,ux NLD P]17

4,29 10.02 4.2t L,O4 2.97 6.87 -3 0a -1.t5 -1.92 -2.',:10
ssP swE GBR

-7.83 8.68 8.16

AUT BEL DNK FIN Fl.A 3ER GRE IRL ITA LUX NLD PRT

-74.57 -9.67 -10.19 -72.1.1 -10.67 -9.29 9.31 3,09 9.60 L.47 18.48 7.22
ESI' SWE GBR

9.88 9.33 1,.23



Table: 6.44

Table:6.45

Absolute Convergence Test of GRGDp in Central and East Europe

Note: I indicales statisticalsignificance at l%

Table: 6.46

Absolute Convergence Test of cRGDP in Latin America

Notel * indicates slathtical si8nificance at l%

Table: 6.47

Absolute Convergence Test of GRGDP in Africa

Absolute Convergence Test of GRGDp in Full Sample

* indicates sratistical significanc€ ar I%

Dependent Variable: GRGDP

No. of

Countries

Dependent Variable: GIICDP

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error
AdJ, R, No. ofObs.

No. of

Countries

LRGDP(-1) -0.0001 0.0002 0.01 51 l

Dependent Variable: GRGDP

Independent

Variable
Coelficient

Standard

Error
Arlj. R': No. ofObs.

No. of

Countries

LGRGDP(.1) -0.0003 0.0002 0.02 95 )

Dependent Variable; GRGDP

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error
Adj. R'z No. ofObs.

No. ol

Counlries

LRGDP(- l) -0.0004 0.0003 0.02 '76 4

Note: . indicates statislical significancc at l%
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Table: 6.48

Absolute Convergence Test of cRGDp in East Asia

Note: * indicares sratistical significanceal t%

Table:6.49

Absolute Convergence Test of GRGDp in South Asia

Note: * indicalcs sratistical signi|cance at t%

Table: 6.50

Absolute Convergence Test of GRGDP in EU-1S

Note: * indicates slatistical significance at l%

Table:6,51

Absolute Convergence Test of TFPGI in Full Sample

Dependent Variable: CRGDP

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Staodard

Error
Adj. R'z No. ofObs.

No. of

Countries

LRGDP(- r) -0.00009 0.00007 0.01 '76 4

Dependent Variable: GIIGDP

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error
Adj. R'] No. ofObs.

No. of

Countr'ies

LRGDP(-1) -0.0002 0.0003 0.005 '76 1

Dependent Variable: CRGDP

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

El.ror
AdJ, R, No. ofObs.

No. ol-

Countlies

LRGDP(-1) -0.000003 0.00002 0.001 285 I5

Dependent Variabler TFPGI

Iidependent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error
Adj. R'? No. ofObs.

No. of

Countries

LTFP(-1) -{.013 0.008 0.01 630 35

Note: * indicales siatisrical significancc at l%
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Table:6.52

Absolute Convergence Test of TFPGI in Central and East Europe
Dependent Variable: TFPGI

IndependeDt

Variable
Coellicient

Standard

Error
Adj. R' No. ofObs.

No. ol
Coulltries

LTFP(- 1) -0.07 0.t2 0.001 54 3

Note: * indicates starisrical significance ar l%

Table: 6.53
Absolute Convergence Test ofTFPGI in Latin America

Dependent Variable: TFPGI

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error
Adj. r{'z No. ofObs.

No. of

Countries

LrFP(- l) -0.09 0.10 0.001 90 )
Note: * indicates slatisrical significance a1 l%

Table: 6.54

Absolute Convergence Test of TFPGI in Africa

Note: ' indicates srarhtical sigdficance ar I%

Table:6.55

Absolute Convergence Test of TFPGI in East Asia

Dependent Variable: TFPCI

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error
Adj. n'? No. ofObs.

No. of

Countlies

LTFP(-1) -0.008 0.12 0.005 72 4

Dependent Variable: TFPGI

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error-
Adj. Rl No. ofObs.

No. of

Countrics

LTFP(-l) -0.023** 0.011 0.04 12. 4

Noie: * indicales starisrical significance at l%



Absolute Convergence Test of TFPGI in South Asia
Dependent Variablq TFPCI

Independent

Variable
Coetncient

Standard

Error
Adj. R'? No. ofObs.

No. of

Countries

LTFP(-l) -0.04 0.r3 -0.001 '72 4

Note: * indicates siotistical significance at l%
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Table:6.56

Table: 6.57

Noter * indicates slarhrical significance al l%

Table:6.58

Note: Figures in lhe parentheses arc standard erors and * indicates stathtical significance at l%. ** 5%

and *** al I0%

Absoluto Convergence Test of TFPGI in EU-15
Dependent Variable: TFPGI

Independent

Variable
Coefficient

Standard

Error
Adj. R'? No. olObs.

No. of

CoLrntries

LrFP(-1) -0.015** 0.007 0.006 270 i5

Conditional Convergence Test of TFPGI
Dependeix Variabler TFPG

Full CEE
Lalin Ein,\sir So!nr DU-I5

11.30 {.42 -l 8l ti4 -t .10 l.9l 0.19

LTFP(.I) -0.10r* _0 07r** { 09** { 0l{** 0l7l ,{l t6i *

INI: 0.0001 {.01 0.0002 -0.42 -0.,14' !) 0001 1) 02

0.30+1 0.9? -0.09 -0.18 0.3 r** r.67 0.21

GTO 0.0051 0.01*r* 0.03*r 0.01*r* 0.004+** 0.0r* 0.006*1

GOVS}I 0.08+r 0.006 0.20*r* 015*r* 0.56 0.06*+ 0.005+*

Adj. nl 0.21 0.1I 0.18 0.16 0.21 0.21 0.r9

D.W.-Stat r.95 2.00 1.70 I93 1.99 t.88 t98

F-Srat ,1.58 2.6E 1.60 152 4.46 i75 I .1,1

1\ob.(I') 0.000 0.02 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.002

No. ofObs. 630 54 90 12. 12 '72 214

35 3 J
r5


